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MIDDLE WOODLAND SETILEMENT AND CEREMONIALISM
IN THE MID-SOUTH AND LOWER MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

Introduction
Robert C. Mainfort, Jr.

Although Middle Woodlandearthworkshave been a subjectof intensiveinquiry since the days of the
early nineteenth-centuryantiquarians, the societies that produced these structures remain poorly under
stood. Most ofthe largest moundcentersof thisperiod were exploredover 50 years ago, usingexcavation
and recording techniques that were crude by today's standards and, consequently,an enormous amount
of data was overlooked and/or destroyed. Hence, modem interpretations must often rely on inadequate
data from poorly-controlledcontexts.Further,identificationand excavation of habitationsites associated
with the prominent ceremonial sites has lagged far behind mound exploration.
What is known is that between approximately 100 B.C. and A.D. 400 there was an apparent
florescence of ceremonialism among societies throughout eastern North America that is manifested
archaeologically in numerous burial mounds. Occasionally interred with the dead were raw materials
and finely crafted artifactsof non-local origin, suggestingextensiveinteractionand trade networksamong
widely separated groups. This phenomenon fmds what is arguably its greatest expression in the large
mounds and elaborate geometric embankments of southern Ohio. Indeed, it is the richness of the major
Ohio sites (particularly the Hopewell site itself) that has caused many of the interpretiveproblems faced
by students of the Middle Woodlandperiod today,since these centers are essentially without parallel in
other areas. That the funerary mounds are not products of a unified"Hopewell culture" (cf. Deuel 1952)
is made abundantly clear by the diversityin mound constructionand burial modes among the numerous
excavated sites. In fact, throughout most of the area involved in the "Hopewell Interaction Sphere," the
characteristic elements of mortuaryritual (i.e., moundconstructionand certain non-local artifacts) seem
to represent an integration of these traits into existing regional cultures without pronounced effects on
other aspects of culture (Brose and Greber 1979).Further, it is becoming clear that the construction of
large earthworks, some of which obviously required the participation of more than a single village or
social group, was not accompanied by a revolution in subsistence.No convincing case can be made for
maize cultivation in the eastern United States until approximately A.D. 600. The harvesting and
cultivation of starchy annuals, however,seems to have become intensifiedduring the Middle Woodland
period (Staffordand Sant 1985;Faulkner,thisvolume),a factorthat undoubtedlycontributed to theability
of prehistoric societies to invest substantiallabor in the constructionof monuments for the dead
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In the southeastern United States the mound building cultures of the later Mississippianperiod have
drawn the greatest attention from archaeologists. There are several apparent reasons for this, including

the fact that Middle Woodland burial mounds occur somewhat less frequently in the Mid-South and
Lower Mississippi Valley. Further, these earthworks are typically smaller than their Ohio counterparts,
and "exotic" mortuary accompanimentsare relatively uncommon(Seeman 1977),causing southeastern
Middle Woodland cultures to be viewed as "poorly developed" compared to the midwestern sites (cf.
Jenkins 1979).In contrast,manyMississippianmoundsitesare verylarge and have yieldedan impressive
array of fmely-craftedceramic, shell, and lithic artifacts. Additionally, southeasternarchaeologistshave
been able to incorporate an impressive body of ethnohistoricaldata into their interpretationsof Missis
sippian cultures; comparabledata simplydoes not exist for the earlierWoodlandcultures.Hence, Middle
Woodlandstudies in the southeasthave traditionallybeen pursued somewhatless intensively than in the
Illinois-Ohio area, but as indicated by this volume, the situation is changing.
Until fairly recently,the bulk of our informationabout the MiddleWoodlandperiod in the Mid-South
and Lower Mississippi Valley was derived primarily from a small sample of excavated mortuary sites
(Collins 1926;Ford and Willey 1940;Wimberlyand Tourtelot1941;Cotter and Corbett 1951;Ford 1963;
Koehler 1966; Bohannon 1972;Walthall 1973;Brookes 1976).Surface collectionsfrom habitation sites
were employed in defming taxonomic units and relative chronologies had been established, but few
reliable radiocarbon determinationswere available and subsistence/settlement data was virtually nonex
istent (phillips 1970; Toth 1977, 1979). As reflected by this volume, the database has been expanded
considerably during the last ten years. Large survey and mitigation projects, many of which were
conducted in conjunction with the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway(Alabama and Mississippi)and the
Normandy Reservoir (Tennessee), have produced a significantcorpus of Middle Woodlandsubsistence
and settlementdata that is without equal in most areas of eastern North America.Regional chronologies
have been significantly refined, both in relative and absolute dating. Additionally, research has been
undertaken at several important Middle Woodlandceremonialsites, including Big Oak Island (Shenkel
1984),Ingomar Mounds (Rafferty 1983),and particularlyPinson Mounds (Mainfort 1986).
Althoughthe site was scarcelymentionedat the ChillicotheHopewellConference(Brose and Greber
1979:172), it was the recent excavations at Pinson Mounds that provided the impetus for the Fifth
Mid-South ArchaeologicalConference.Several factors make the site of paramount importance,the first
being its sheer magnitude.Pinson Mounds encompassesover 150 ha, and at least 100,000 m3 of fill are
represented in the 12 moundsat the site, making it larger than most, if not all, of the major Ohio centers.
Additionally, PinsonMoundshas providedthe flrst unequivocalevidenceoflarge platform moundsbeing
constructed and used during the Middle Woodland period. Platform mounds are closely associated with
the later ranked societiesof the Mississippianperiod,and their functionsat a handfulof MiddleWoodland
sites, including several in the Mid-South area, is as yet unclear. Extensive interaction between Pinson
Mounds and other contemporary southeastern cultures is suggested by the occurrence of a variety of
non-local pottery types at the site, particularly from mortuary contexts. The site has also produced
evidence of structurallycomplex funerarymoundsand geometricembankmentsreminiscentof the Ohio
earthworks. Finally, the excavations have generated a battery of over two dozen radiocarbon dates that
provide a rather unique perspectiveon site constructionand use over a 500 year period (Mainfort 1986).
The Pinson Mounds data raise numerousintriguingquestions:Why was such a large site constructed on
a relatively minor waterway, with no majorhistoric trailsin the immediatevicinity?What were the social,
political, and ideological mechanisms that produced a site of such magnitude in an area where Mid dle
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Woodland mounds are typically small? How was the site integrated into the settlement pattern of western
Tennessee and what was its function?
The new data from Pinson Mounds and other localities in the Mid-South suggested the need for a
regional Middle Woodland colloquium, and on June 2 and 3, 1984, Pinson Mounds State Archaeological
Area hosted the Fifth Mid-South Archaeological Conference, which was appropriately devoted to the
Middle Woodland period. Approximately 100 individuals attended the conference and two dozen formal
presentations were delivered. This volume presents eleven of the conference papers, which have been
slightly revised for publication; the information presented by several participants, notably Bruce Smith,
Gary Crites, Ned Jenkins, Janet Rafferty, Mary Kwas, and Jerald Milanich, has now appeared in other
publications. A comprehensive bibliography has been compiled by the editor, although individual authors
are responsible for the accuracy of citations contained in their papers.
The papers address three general topics, beginning with two contributions that examine earthwork
construction by pre-Marksville cultures. Although the age of the extraordinary Poverty Point site has
long been known, archaeologists have been reluctant to accept other evidence of early earthwork
construction in eastern North America. Here, Gibson and Shenkel present a substantial body of data,
including numerous radiocarbon determinations, which demonstrate that mound construction was
undertaken for several millennia prior to the "Hopewell climax" in the Mid-South and Lower Mississippi
Valley. Clay's paper discusses excavations at an Adena enclosure in Kentucky, providing some important
insights into the age and function of this "ceremonial" geometric embankment site. His findings should
inspire additional, much-needed work on Hopewell antecedents in this area.
The papers by Futato, Johnson, Ford, Morse, and Faulkner provide new information about Middle
Woodland settlement across a large area of the Mid-South. Futato has integrated the data from a number
of related "stone mound" sites in the Bear Creek Watershed (northwest Alabama) to formulate a new
Middle Woodland archaeological phase and discuss its relationship to earlier and later cultures of the
area. Johnson examines settlement patterns in northern Mississippi and notes some interesting patterns
ofchange and continuity in site frequency and location overtime. His observation that maximum diversity
in site location occurs during Miller II times (i.e., roughly A.D. 1-5(0) seems clearly related to the
construction of major mound groups, such as Ingomar, Bynum, and Pinson, in areas of ecological
diversity. Morse uses data obtained from salvage excavations at a small habitation site as a springboard
for examining late Marksville in northeast Arkansas; as in many other regions, there appears to be a strong
continuity with earlier cultures. In her discussion of Middle Woodland sites and ceramics in northwestern
Mississippi, Ford points out the problems inherent in defming archaeological "phases" on the basis of
surface collections and demonstrates that the long-accepted Twin Lakes phase lacks taxonomic validity.
The paper by Faulkner summarizes many years ofextensive research in the Duck and Elk River drainages
and provides a remarkable record of subsistence and community patterns for the societies believed to be
responsible for the Old Stone Fort, near Manchester, Tennessee (Faulkner 1968a). The appearance of
corn during the Owl Hollow phase is of particular note and an apparent change in house form and
settlement patterns circa A.D. 200-300 is paralleled by developments along the Tombigbee River (Jenkins
1982).
No Middle Woodland volume could ignore the characteristic ceremonialism, and this topic is
well-represented here. The section is introduced by Thunen's innovative discussion of geometric
enclosures in the Mid-South, which are few in number and which have generally been neglected in the
literature. Site architecture has only recently received serious attention by North American prehistorians,
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and Thunen's analysis suggests some useful avenues for investigations. Marshall presents data from a
burial mound at the Hoecake site, which provides important documentation of a continuity in mortuary
practices between Middle and Late Woodland in Missouri. Mainfort's contribution on Pinson Mounds
particularly stresses radiocarbon dates for the site and the implications of these for Middle Woodland
chronology in the Mid-South. Although the large platform mounds at Pinson Mounds, Ingomar, and other
Middle Woodland sites readily call to mind social inequality, there is no convincing evidence of ranking
to be seen in the mortuary data from the study area, nor evidence of multi-village political authority. Yet
a substantial labor force was required to construct these large earthworks. What social or political
mechanisms provided the necessary organization? The volume concludes with Brose's regional overview
of Middle Woodland cultures in the Mid-South and Southeast, which emphasizes the diversity of
mortuary forms and grave furnishings through the area.
Several individuals warrant special mention for their contributions to the Fifth Mid-South Ar
chaeological Conference. After a lengthy dormant period, the Mid-South Archaeological Conference was
successfully revived in 1982 through the efforts of David Dye and Ron Brister, and the Middle Woodland
meeting owes much to them. Credit for proposing a meeting at Pinson Mounds belongs to Stephen
Williams, who also hosted an evening reception for conference participants. The staff ofPinson Mounds
State Archaeological Area performed yeomanly service during the two-day event, and their help was
instrumental in the success of the conference. The Tennessee Division of Archaeology also provided
support for the meeting, as well as the preparation of this volume. Patricia Galloway generously offered
to publish the conference papers and offered useful editorial comments. Elbert Hilliard, Director,
Mississippi Department of Archives and History, and the Board of Trustees of the Department warrant
special recognition for their support of this publication. The volume has also benefitted from editorial
comments offered by Richard Krause and James Brown. Finally, a special note of gratitude to Mary L.
Kwas, former Area Supervisor of Pinson Mounds, whose contributions to the conference, as well as to
the research and interpretive programs at the site, could not be overstated.

1
Louisiana Earthworks:
Middle Woodland and Predecessors
Jon L. Gibson and J. Richard Shenkel
Earthwork construction has a long history in Louisiana. with several mounds dating to the Late
Archaic and increasing numbers 0/ sites dating to the subsequent Poverty Point. Early Woodland
Tchefuncte, and Middle Woodland Marksville periods. Earthwork construction is examined with an
emphasis on what is known about Marksville period mounds viewedfrom both local evolutionary and
diffusionary vantages.

INTRODUCTION
Middle Woodland earthworks in Louisiana appear to be the midpoint of a long tradition. Louisiana
Indians began making mounds and other earthworks as early as the Archaic period and continued to do
so until historic times. As elsewhere in the east, the intensity ofearthwork construction oscillated through
time but the practice never seems to have ceased completely.
Current reconstructions of Lower Mississippi Valley prehistory hold that this tradition climaxed
during the Middle Woodland period, when domed mounds functioned as repositories for elaborate
mortuaries. Inspiration for this climax supposedly emanated from Havana or Hopewell in the northern
Mississippi valley. In the lower valley, this period is called Marksville (Ford 1936; Ford and Willey 1940;
Jennings 1952). Phillips (1970) has divided Marksville into early and late subperiods, with the earlier
span referred to as Early Marksville, or just Marksville, and the later being designated Late Marksville
or sometimes Issaquena (Greengo 1964; Phillips 1970). In our view, Issaquena is a Late Woodland
manifestation postdating the oft-times elaborate mortuary programs of the Marksville/Hopewell time
period. Therefore, Issaquena falls outside the purview of this paper.
The apparent Marksville climax may well be a product of biased archaeological sampling and not a
true cultural effiorescence. This bias results from research concentration on burial mounds and an
historical conception that rich midwestern Hopewell centers were the diffusionary sources for virtually
all Middle Woodland manifestations. Marksville assemblages present an austere contrast to northern
contemporaries.
Current data suggest no significant increase in numbers or sizes ofMarksville mounds over preceding
periods in the Lower Mississippi Valley. Toth (1979) lists 98 sites with conical mounds in the valley south
Joa L Gibson. 120Beta Drive, Lafaye:tle, LA 70506
J. Richacd Shenkel, Department of Anthropology. University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148
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Table 1.1. Radiocarbon dates/or Louisiana mounds. Middle Woodland and earlier.
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of Helena. Arkansas, Of these, only 13 are confidently attributed to the Marksville period. Despite
protestationsthat theprecedingTchefunctepeoplesdid not build mounds(Griffin 1979:270),it is a virtual
certainty that mounds were not only constructed but were made in numbers that rivaled and perhaps
exceeded later Marksville structures. Substantial numbers of mounds were raised by Poverty Point
populations in the preceding millennium. And there are growing indications of even earlier mounds in
Archaic contexts. The possibility of mound construction prior to Marksville has been contentious due
primarily to the limited number of excavations and the salvage nature of others. We submit, however,
that the growing number of mound sites with early radiocarbon dates and early cultural associations
strongly argues that earthworks were constructed in Louisiana well in advance of the Middle Woodland
period. This paper summarizes data and arguments relevant to this thesis. Radiocarbon dates with their
references are tabulated in Table 1 and the sites mentioned are located in Figure 1.1.

MIDDLE AND LATE ARCHAIC
Monte Sano
This site, consisting of two conical earth mounds, was located on the left bank of the Mississippi
River in Baton Rouge, Louisiana The mounds had basal diameters in excess of 30 m and reached 4 m
and 2 m in height. They were destroyedin 1967.Salvageoperationswere conductedby WilliamG. Haag,
James Ford, and Sherwood Gagliano.
Both mounds contained primary platforms which may have served as cremation areas, judging from
evidences of burning and charred bone (Webb 1968:300;Coastal Environments,Inc. 1977:243).Secon
dary mantles capped these interiorstructures.Underneathone of the mounds was an outline of postmolds
forming a 6 meter square. The postmolds averaged about 40 em in diameter and were spaced between
75 cm and 90 em apart. The small collection of artifacts recovered from the taller mound contained
diagnostic Late Archaic notched projectile point types, a large bifacial foliate of exotic gray flint,
microlith tools, and ground and polished stone objects including, most notably,two tubular beads and a
"locust" bead of red jasper (Webb 1971:106). A single radiocarbondate from the cremation platform in
one of the mounds is 6220 B.P. ± 140 (GX-I0ll: Coastal Environments, Inc. 1977:243). Although this
date may seem unreasonably early, it is consistent with the dates form the Denton site in Mississippi,
where similar artifacts, including animal effigy beads, were found (Connaway 1977:96, 137-138).

LSU
Two conical earth mounds are located on the Louisiana State University campus in Baton Rouge
about 6 Ian south of the Monte Sana mounds. These twin structures are about 5 m high and 40 m in
diameter. There are no artifacts to determine their cultural affiliation, but three radiocarbon assays on
organic material taken from solid cores suggest a possible Archaic period assignment These three ages,
which pertain to the northernmost structure, are: 4510 ± 185 B.P. (GX-8776), 4840 ± 180 B.P. (GX
8778), and 5345 ± 235 B.P. (GX-8777). The organic material was extracted from a one meter section
which apparently extended across the mound-submoundinterface (Neuman 1984:27). Robert Neuman
cautions (personal communication, May 1984):
These dates will require more archaeologicalconfirmation before their true historical
significancecan be evaluated. As the subject standsright now,these dates and others from
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several sites in Louisiana are indications of an early [mound building] archaeological
manifestationthat warrantsa great dealof seriousattention(see alsoNeuman 1984:28-33).
Banana Bayou
This small conical mound. 2 m high and 30 m in diameter, is located on the flank of Avery Island, a
salt dome near the Gulf of Mexicoin southcentralLouisiana Excavationsby Gagliano(1967)and Brown
and Lambert-Brown (1978) disclosed two mound mantles and chipped bifacial and flake tools of an
Archaiccharacter.Amorphousbakedclay objectswerealsofoundin substantialnumbers.Bone and other
organic materials were recoveredfrom the primary buildingstage but no humanremains were identified.
Charcoal. from the top of the primary mounds yielded a radiocarbon determination of 4560 ± 260 B.P.
(O-I846)~ Due toan initial arithmeticalerror, this date was erroneouslypublishedas 2490 B.C. (Gagliano
1967:18-19).
Hornsby
This site consists of a low conical earth mound 37 m in diameter and 1.2 m high. It is located near
Franldinton, Louisiana, north of Lake Pontchartrain.A wide variety of bifacial and flake tools, debris,
and debitage wasassociated.Projectile pointswere typicalof Middleand Late Archaiccontexts (Manuel
1981:9-22).A radiocarbon date of 4464 ± 210 B.P.(RL-I029) was obtained on charcoal from a fire pit
at the base of the mound (Manuel 1979:18-19). A second charcoal sample from a clay platform within
the mound produced an age of 2930 ± 180 B.P. (RL-1270) (Joseph Manuel, personal communication
1983). A third sampleconsistingof charcoalbits scatteredthroughoutthe 100centimeterdepth was dated
to 2455 ± 150B.P.(UGa-5336).This last sampleis somewhatsuspect because it was minimalin size and
was assayed about six years after collection,exposing it to potential contaminationduring the period of
storage (Dan Shipman, personal communication 1985).
Amite River Phase

Gagliano(1963)defmedthe AmiteRiverphase as a widespreadLate Archaicoccupationin the upland
terraces to the north and west of lake Pontchartrain.Low conical earth mounds from 1 to 2 m in height
and from 30 to 50 m in diameter occur singly or in groups of 2 or 3. The function of these mounds has
not been determined. At present there are no radiocarbon determinations,but the artifact assemblage is
uniformlyLate Archaic in character.
Kieffer

These mounds, superficiallysimilar to the Amite River phase mounds, occur in the hill country west
of the Mississippi alluvial valley and north of the Red River valley in the northern third of Louisiana.
Some of these mounds undoubtedly date to later times, but others seem, on the basis of cultural
associations, to fall within the Archaic period. One such moundsite, Kieffer,is located on Saline Bayou
approximately 30 km east of Natchitoches,Louisiana. Land leveling of one of the three small mounds,
which were all less than 1.5 m high and 20 m in diameter,exposed severaloval pits which had been dug
into the mound surface. These pits had fired puddled clay walls and contained calcined human remains.
The only artifacts recovered from thesepits were barrelshapedand tubularstone beads. Projectile points
scattered around the mounds included typical Archaic varieties (Gibson 1968a:14-15).
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Comment
The present radiocarbon series reveals conical mound construction transpired between 6220 and 2930
B.P. Cultural associations, where they exist, are definitely Archaic, but none of the ages themselves are
beyond question. Problems with sampling, contamination, and the dating process itself recommend
caution in accepting this early span at face value. But by the same token, we feel that the possibility of
Archaic mound construction cannot be ignored or simply dismissed because it does not agree with
traditional ideas.

POVERTY POINT
Poverty Point
There can be little doubt that by Poverty Point times, mound building was extensively practiced and
in certain Iocalities.had reached massive proportions. The gigantic Poverty Point site in extreme
northeastern Louisiana is the most outstanding example with its huge mounds, one of which reaches more
than 21 m in height, over 11 kilometers of artificial ridges, and massive land filling and leveling that may
have involved as much fill as the standing earthworks (Gibson 1984). The earliest ages on earth moving
fall between 3340 ± 60 B.P. (TX-4983) and 3130 ± 210 B.P. (TX-4984). These dates were obtained from
land fill underneath the ridged enclosure. Five radiocarbon assays on a crematorium at the base of a
conical mound ranged from 2339 ± 200 B.P. to 3150 ± 120 B.P. (Ford and Webb 1956). Another mound,
not yet dated but excavated during the 1983 field season, was a 2-tiered platform composed of a series
of superimposed mantles with hard packed floors, on top ofwhich wooden structures had been built This
conforms, at least superficially, to textbook defmitions of temple mounds which are presumably
Mississippian in origin, but this mound contains only Poverty Point materials (Gibson 1984).

Claiborne
The only other dated Poverty Point earthworks are found at the Claiborne site, near the mouth of the
East Pearl River on the Gulf of Mexico on the Mississippi side of the Louisiana border. This site consisted
of a semicircular midden on top ofa loaded earth fill which covered a lower midden. The outside diameter
of the midden arc was 214 m. A small conical sand mound 1.3 high and 24 m in diameter lay 344 m east
of the midden. Three radiocarbon assays from the upper midden are: 3100 ± 110 B.P. (1-3705),
3470 ± 160 B.p. (TX-1404), and 3990 ± 80 (TX-1403).
Around a dozen other probable but undated Poverty Point mound sites are scattered along the edges
of the Mississippi alluvial valley from southern Arkansas to near the Gulf of Mexico. One of these, the
Teche Mounds located near Bayou Teche in south central Louisiana, was tested by Frank Servello in
1976-1977 and was found to contain molded baked clay objects, fibrous core and other Tchefuncte-like
pottery, and imported lithic materials. This assemblage appears to be a local version of the one from the
Poverty Point type site.
Another probable Poverty Point mound (Marksville Mound 10) along the bluffnorth ofthe Marksville
site enclosure (see below) was pitted by Fowke (1928). Fowke provides no information about internal
stratigraphy, and the cultural affiliation is based on only five artifacts (cf. Toth 1974:20). These are
illustrated in Setzler (1933: Plate 6a-e) and include two cylindrical grooved baked clay objects, a
perforated hematite plumment, and two common Poverty Point projectile point types.
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Comment
The first real expansiveand extensive earth architecturein the Lower MississippiValleybegan in the
Poverty Point period possibly as early as 4000 years ago. During this period, earth-moving occurred in
some localities on a massive scale which would not be approached again until the final phases of
prehistory. Like their Archaic predecessors, the functions of these mounds are unclear, although some
did contain cremated human remains and others supported wooden buildings. Artificial ridges at a few
sites may have served totally secular purposes.

TCHEFUNCI'E
One of the most intensive scenes of Tchefuncte mound building was along the Vermilion River in
south central Louisiana. At least 4 major mound groups-Lafayette Mounds,Coulee Crow, Fournet,and
Bayou Capucin-are found along a 20 km stretch of the river above Lafayette. Two of these sites have
been tested.
Lafayette Mounds
The Lafayette Mounds were excavated in 1941 by Robert Neitzel (Ford and Quimby 1945:21-24).
One of these structures was found to be a 2-stage structurecovering a semi-circularpostmold pattern and
containing flexed and bundled burials in the primary mantle. Of the 21,365 total sherds, 268, or 1.3%,
were Plaquemine varieties; the remainderwere Tchefunctetypes.This has led to the suggestionthat these
mounds were constructed during the Plaquemineperiod. However,the confmement of these later sherds
to the uppermost mantle and the absence of any associated Plaquemine midden deposits in the vicinity
does not make a strong case for Plaquemine construction. Further, the burial program in the primary
mantle duplicates Tchefuncte mortuaries in the Pontchartrain Basin (ShenkeI1980, 1984) and at Lake
Louis and Boothe Landing on the Ouachita River (Moore 1909:21;Ford and Quimby 1945:20-21,24).
Coulee Crow
Between 1976 and 1978, Gibson tested the Coulee Crow site, located about 5 Ian downstream from
the Lafayette Mounds. The site originally consisted of 5 small conical mounds and a village area.
Excavations were confined to midden deposits from which only Tchefuncte materials were recovered.
However, human bones occurred in the scree from the single remaining badly mutilated mound. This
suggests that the mound was used for Tchefuncte burials.
The Fournet Mound and Bayou Capucin have not been excavated, but surface collections indicate
pure Tchefuncteoccupations.
Ouachita River Mounds
TwoTchefuncteburial moundson the OuachitaRiver in north centralLouisiana have been excavated.
Lake Louis, a conical structure 3.7 m high and 30 m in diameter, was trenched by James Ford in 1937.
He recovered 12 flexed burials without grave furniture (Ford and Quimby 1945:20-21).Artifacts in the
mound fiU consisted wholly of Tchefunctemanufactures.
The other Ouachita Tchefuncte burial mound was Boothe Landing, a truncated dome 4 m high and
22 m in diameter. Burials without associated grave furniture were recovered at 5 different levels in the
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mound (Moore 1909:21). A surface collection amassed from the eroded mound sides consisted of typical
Tchefuncte ceramic wares andlithic artifacts (Gibson 1983).
Other unexcavated but probable Tchefuncte mounds include the Horseshoe Lake mound on the
Ouachita River north of Boothe Landing (Gibson 1983), the Russell Landing (or Frazier) mound on Little
River near Catahoula Lake in central Louisiana (Moore 1909:103; Gibson 1968b), the Hick's Mound on
Bayou Petite Prairie at the head of the Atehafalaya Basin, the Holly Mounds on Big Darbonne Bayou on
the western edge of the Atehafalaya Basin, and the Turnage Mound on Bayou Carencro south of
Opelousas, Louisiana.
Comment
No Tchefuncte mound has been radiocarbon dated. Radiometric determinations do exist for several
non-mound Tchefuncte components. These ages range from 2680 ± 105 B.P. (UGa-3873) (William S.
Baker, Jr., personal communication 1983) to the latest believable date in unquestioned Tchefuncte
contexts of 2140 ± 80 B.p. (UGa-4687). Every excavated Tchefuncte mound is a burial repository
containing groups of flexed or bundled interments, lacking burial furniture. This is a marked departure
from earlier mounds which had either no burials or only cremations. This apparently exclusive mortuary
function anticipates later Middle Woodland emphases.

MARKSVILLE
Marksville contains certain elements that resemble Midwestern Hopewellian cultural manifestations
(Ford and Willey 1940; Setzler 1933; Toth 1977, 1979). These include ceramic motifs, platform pipes,
and certain objects made of copper and galena. Incorporation of these items in mound burials or
mortuaries is also a trait shared with northern Hopewell. Several Marksville mounds have been excavated.
The wide range of mortuary variation indicates that there was not a single uniform burial program.
Marksville
This important site located on the eastern edge of the Marksville Prairie overlooking the Mississippi
valley in central Louisiana has lent its name to this segment of prehistory. The site has been extensively
investigated but no comprehensive report has ever been published. Several descriptive reports dealing
with various field seasons and ceramic analyses constitute the primary sources of information (Fowke
1928; Setzler 1933; Ford and Willey 1940; Toth 1974; Ryan 1975).
The central section of the Marksville site consists of five mounds enclosed by a C-shaped earthen
embankment about 500 m in diameter. Three of the mounds within the enclosure are conical; the other
two appear to be rectangular flat topped structures. To the south of the main enclosure is a small circular
embankment about 100 m in diameter. To the north another semicircular earthen wall encloses a
promontory along the bluff. Inside this latter enclosure is a truncated pyramidal mound. Several additional
mounds occur along the bluff edge above the northernmost enclosure, only one of which can be
confidently identified as a Marksville construction (Fowke 1928:423). Surrounding the central enclosure
are numerous earthen rings which are believed to be house locations.
Excavations have been conducted at various times by several individuals in all of the mounds in the
central precinct and in several mounds scattered along the bluff to the north (Toth 1974:13-42). One's
attention is immediately drawn to the superficial resemblances between Marksville and northern
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Hopewell centers with their conical and "loaf' shaped mounds and geometric earthen enclosures, but
before being overly influenced by these similarities,we would like to mention some of the differences.
The largest conical mound in the central enclosure and one of the bluff edge mounds were burial
structures. The enclosure mound had a central clay platform upon which burials had been heaped and a
superior mantle containing additional burials made in pits. Post molds in the primary platform indicate
that a structure had been present prior to the addition of the cap. A few grave goods consisting of pottery
vessels and platform pipes were associated. Of the burials recovered from this mound, both sexes and
various age groups were represented, but, interestingly, from 30 to perhaps 60 percent were infants and
children (Fowke 1928).
The bluff mound revealed no internal structure. Burials were made in cane lined pits dug into the
original ground surface and the single stage mound built over them. There were four Marksville vessels
associated with this construction (Fowke 1928).
Few details are available on the other excavated mounds in the central enclosure. Fowke (1928)
speculates that one of the small mounds may have been a primary platform for an unfinished burial
mound. The large flat-topped mound in the northernmostsection of the enclosure may have supported a
small conical earth structure (Toth 1974:28·31). The other large mound had a succession of building
strata but little else is known (Toth 1974:38-41).
As a cautionary note, we should mention that there is a small but significant number of Tchefuncte
ceramic types in the Marlcsville site collections, and Toth (1974) acknowledges the Tchefuncte-like
character of the Marksvilleceramic fabric.While we fmd this ceramic association quite compatible with
Marksville period construction, there is a possibility that some building may have started at an earlier
time.
Crooks
This important site consisted of 2 mounds on an old land surface near the confluence of Cypress
Bayou and French Fork in east central Louisiana about 35 Ian north of the Marksville site. The larger
mound was conical, 28 m in diameter and 5.5 m in height The smaller mound was a low platform
measuring 15 m on a side and 9.6 m high. The site was excavated by William Malloy and Arden King in
1938-1939as part of Ford's massive WPAcampaign (Ford and Willey 1970).
The stratigraphy in the larger mound revealeda successionof buildingepisodesbeginning with a flat
toppedrectangular platform and concluding withan envelopingupper mantle. The primary platform was
built over a solitary pit burial. One hundred sixty-eight interments were placed on top of the platform
and covered with dirt Subsequently,a mounded deposit of fJII dirt containing an additional 214 burials
was added over the approximatecenter of the platform.Later,another increment was applied,completely
enveloping the earlier structures and burials; this layer formed a small conical mound about 3 m high
and 14 m in diameter and contained another 270 burials. At this stage, a large post was erected on the
summit and a smaller one downslope. A line of log steps ran up the eastern side. The last stage of
constructionproduced anotherenvelope whichbroughtthe moundto itsfmal configuration.Its composite
nature suggests that it may not have been the result of a single building effort. This state incorporated
503 more interments, bringing the total for the entire mound to 1159(Ford and Willey 1940).
Burial offerings were placed with 169 interments(Ford and Willey 1940:44).These goods consisted
primarily of plain and decorated pots, projectile points, boatstones, stone beads, pendants, "locust"
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effigies, effigy and plain platform pipes, bone awls and fish hooks, pearl and shell beads, copper ear
spools, a copper bracelet, copper and galena beads, masses of red ochre, and quartz crystals.
The smaller mound, which resembles the burial platform within the larger one, was a repository for
13 burials scattered throughout the soil during the process of building (Ford and Willey 1940:31). This
mound had no burial furniture.
A single radiocarbon determination on charcoal from the last construction stage in the large mound
provided an age of 1158 ± 250 B.P. (C-143; Ford and Webb 1956:120).This certainly does not pertain
to the Middle Woodland activity at the site but may represent a much later utilization of the mounds by
Plaquemine period high water refugees; or, as Griffin suggests, this date may indicate a Plaquemine
period construction for the fmal mound stage (James B. Griffin, personal communication 1984).
CoralSnake~ound

Located in far western Louisiana and now submergedby the waters of Toledo Bend reservoir, Coral
Snake Mound was a domed structure standing 3 m high and 30 m in diameter and housing three
construction stages. The initial activityinvolved the excavationof a basin-shapeddepression over a meter
deep and 6 m in diameter. Cremations were placed in this hole. The second activity witnessed the
construction of a low conical structure, 90 em high and 12 to 15 m in diameter, over the depression. The
mound was completed by covering the central structure with sand. Cremations, other burials, hearths,
and caches were included in this final increment (Jensen 1968).
Grave goods included Marksville vessels, a copper pendant, copper beads, and projectile points,
including three very large foliates of Duck River (?) flint A bicymbal copper ear spool was found in the
mound fill (Jensen 1968: Tables 9-10).
A series of radiocarbon dates ranges from 3210±21O B.P.(TX-444) to 290 ±90 B.P.(TX-244).These
extremes do not pertain to Marksville. Three intervening dates may more closely represent the actual
period of construction. These are 1650 ± 90 B.P. (TX-265), 1770 ± 80 B.P. (TX-433), and 1970 ± 100
B.P.(TX-442). All of these dates are in stratigraphicorder; the two earlier ones, with nearly overlapping
sigmas, pertain to the primary mound stage and the later one to the fmal cap.
~cKinney ~ound

The general area of northwestern Louisiana and southwestern Arkansas harbors a number of small
domed mounds that have been variously ascribed to the Bellevue and Lowland Fourche Maline phases.
One of these, the McKinney Mound, located on Black Lake Bayou near Shreveport, Louisiana, is a two
stage structure, some 15 m in diameter and 1.2 m high (Webb 1982:260-262). Near the center of the basa1
stage was a fire-hardened, charcoal-impregnatedoval area containing calcined human remains. Copper
and stone beads were found in association, as was a small number of decorated Marksville sherds.
Charcoal from the cremation area yielded a radiocarbon age of 2190 ± 120 B.P. (TX-480; Webb
1982:262).

Big Oak Island
One other dated Marksvilleburial component is Big Oak Island, located near the south shore of Lake
Pontchartrain in southeastern Louisiana It is an ossuary with more than 50 individuals packed on top of
a shell midden within a moundedearth and shell dome measuring60 cm in thicknessand 6 m in diameter.
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Contained within the bone mass were Tchefuncte ceramics, Marksville ceramics, Busycon cups, a copper
bead, a large tubular pipe, and other artifacts (ShenkeI1984). Three radiocarbon dates from the burial
area are 2160 ± 115 B.P. (UGa-641a). 2040 ± 105 B.P. (UGa-641b), and 2005 ± 105 B.P. (UGa-4600).

Other Marksville PeriOd Mounds
Mounds with relatively certain Marksville association but without radiocarbon dates include: Nor
man, Claverie. Mayer Coles Island, and Monela Ferry, all located in the area around Marksville (Moore
1912; Phillips 1970); the King Mounds and McGuffee Mounds on the Ouachita River (Gibson 1983);
and the Smithfield Mound on the right bank of the Mississippi River above Baton Rouge (Toth 1977).
All of these sites have been tested, but excavations at King and Smithfield were limited to village area.
The other mounds. tested by Moore and others, produced Marksville artifacts but little or no reported
evidence of internal structure.
Comment
Marksville earthworks included domed, flat topped pyramidal, and multitiered mounds and, at the
Marksville site, earthen embankments forming geometric figures. All known domed Marksville mounds
are burial structures, and those that have reasonable radiocarbon determinations date between 200 B.C.
and A.D. 100.

CONCLUSIONS
Marksville burial mounds in the lower Mississippi alluvial valley and the adjoining hill country to
the west exhibit considerable variation in content, architecture, and interment program. While incorporat
ing some elements suggestive of Hopewellian interaction, there can be no mistaking the distinctive and
entirely localized character of the mortuaries. Where data are available, Marksville, or Middle Woodland,
burial programs seem to be continuations of previous patterns onto which were grafted a few elaborations
of Hopewellian flavor. There is little doubt that copper. galena, and some stone were imported from the
north, perhaps even from the heartland ofHopewell itself. However these, as well as other exotic materials
such as quartz crystals, Busyconartifacts, cannel coal, etc. were being circulated as early as Late Archaic
times and by themselves constitute no significant or novel alteration in pan-eastern trade systems. As a
matter of note, if it were possible to measure the quantities of these imports into Louisiana. one would
no doubt find a diminution during Middle Woodland times. a lessening which began with the decline of
the Poverty Point trade system. The one thing which is new is the incorporation of these exotics into
funerary practices.
Much emphasis has been placed on the stylistic similarities between early Marksville ceramics and
those ofIllinois Hopewell (Ford and Willey 1940:141; Toth 1979:194). Most of this concern has focused
on historical connections, temporal priorities, and directions of assumed diffusion. While interesting,
stylistic diffusion is not germane to this discussion. Rather. our concern here is with the behavioral
rearrangement of indigenous patterns during Middle Woodland times, patterns which, in our opinion,
reflect mutual stimulation among many geographically separated groups throughout the midcontinent.
It is becoming increasingly apparent that Louisiana earthworks were being erected during Archaic
times, perhaps as early 6000 B.P., initiating a lengthy tradition which lasted until the historic era. Middle
Woodland mounds represent a brief portion of this tradition. During this period, varied local mortuaries
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within mounds became typical. Added to the burial complexes were grave goods rendered in extra
regional style and foreign, presumably trade, materials. From our perspective in the lower Mississippi
valley, the regional variants of northern Hopewell seem to represent syntheses of varied Archaic and
Early Woodland forerunners (e.g., Old Copper, Red Ochre, Black Sand, Glacial Kame, Adena, Green
River, and others). Likewise, lower valley Marksville phases appear to be syntheses of their predecessors
(e.g., Poverty Point, Tchefuncte, Aceramic Bellevue, and others). The same can be said of other Middle
Woodland manifestations throughout eastern North America. The nearly simultaneous appearance of
these reconstituted cultures during the Middle Woodland period provided a fertile ground for diffusionary
interaction. As a final observation, traits with long developmental histories in the north, such as burials
with offerings, became commonplace in southern Middle Woodland mounds. Likewise, flamboyant
southern pottery styles, including raptorial bird motifs, were adopted into northern contexts.
Marksville, Hopewell, Havana, Porter, Crystal River, Santa Rosa/Swift Creek, Miller, Copena, and
the other Middle Woodland manifestations are archaeological abstractions of localized conditions, of
traditional states of mind and familiar happenings, embellished by ideas and things from other places.
That these cultures are, more or less, contemporary is only proof that culture is capable of being shared
and that individual cultures give and take in selective ways compatible with ethnically and socially based
perceptions of reality.
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Peter Village: An Adena Enclosure
R. Berle Clay

Excavation at PeterVillage (15-Fa-166) in Fayette County. Kentucky, a site mappedby Rafinesque
in 1820 and published by Squier and Davis in 1848. has revealed the nature and construction of its
embankment anda suggestion ofactivities insidetheenclosure. A seriesofC-14 datesnowsuggests that
thesitewasbuilt.used, andabandoned during theperiodca. 31 B.C.to 190B.C.Duringthistimeperiod
bothconstruction changes andchanges inartifact stylesoccurred. It isarguedthatthesiteis appropriate
ly considered middleWoodland. despite the fact thatAdenais generally relegated to EarlyWoodland.
Peter raises the question of the interpretation of thefunction of earthwork enclosures in genera/.
Several possibilities areconsidered. It is concluded thatthePeterVillage enclosure surroundedaprecinct
for the manufacture of certain classes of artifacts involved in inter-regional trade. The enclosure may
havebeen defensive in intentand may have had. as well. ritual/ceremonial significance.
The archaeological site known as Peter Village was mapped by Constantine Rafmesque in 1820
(Figure 2.1). Due to a series of historicalcircumstances.he neverpublished his description and map, and
it was only with Squier and Davis' Ancient Monuments (1848: Plate XIV, No.3) (Figure 2.2) that the
plan of the earthwork actually appeared. However, while the map was accurately reproduced, the
description was not included. They presented it as located "on Elkhorn Creek" in Fayette County,
Kentucky, and attributed the plan to Rafinesque as "delineator." Rafmesque's unpublished description
of the site is as follows:
The town is a large icosogonalmonumentof an oval shape, with twenty unequal sides,
all straight except one. It lays nearly half a mile east of Major Meredith's farm & nearly
as far south from the Creek, on a beautiful level. Its whole circumference is 3767 feet. It
is surrounded by a ditch about 15 feet wide and 4 to 8 feet deep. It has no parapet; but the
Area appears to be somewhat higher than the outward ground. There are no mounds or
remains inside. It has only one visible gateway on the south side. There must have been
formerly a spring inside of it towards the west, there being a hollow in that direction
emptying into a run. The direction of the oval is from S.W.to N.E. the narrow end being
N.E. The longest side is S.E. being 500 feet long, it has south an arched, concave side. The
smallest sides are 100 feet long, and there are many of that length.
This must have been the site of a ditched town ...

R. Bede ClaY. Univenily of KenlUcky. Office of State Archaeology. Lexington, KY 40506
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Figure 2.1. Plan of Peter Village as drawn by Constantine Rofinesque, ca. 1820 (original in the collec
tions of M J. King Library, the University of Kentucky, Lexington . Kentucky) .
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Figure 2.2. Plan of Peter Village as interpreted by Squier and Davis 1848: Plate XIV, No .3.

Clay:Peter Village

In the mid-19th century the earthwork was noted by Robert Peter, a Lexington doctor, chemist for
the Kentucky Geological Survey, and correspondent of the Smithsonian Institution, who also excavated
nearby in the Tarleton (15-Fa-15) and Fisher (15-Fa-lc) mounds (Webb and Haag 1947). However, Peter
did not excavate in the fortification. Largely because Rafinesque's sketchy survey map of the total Mt.
Horeb vicinity (Figure 2.3) was never completed or published, there was confusion over just how many
earthworks were located in this restricted area. Peter's mid-century comments did not clarify the matter.
Ignored by others, Peter Village did not enter into Webb and Funkhouser's first publication of the
state-wide survey in the early 20th Century (Webb and Funkhouser 1932), although the nearby "Mt.
Horeb" earthwork was mapped by them and given a site number, 15-Fa-!.
Only in the 19308, with WPA work in Fayette County at the ML Horeb earthwork, did Webb apparently
come to realize the existence of the much larger earthwork nearby (Webb 1941). During that decade he
and his associates made surface collections at Peter Village. In the Mt. Horeb report he first published
Peter materials, perhaps to supplement the very meager collection of artifacts recovered from the Mt.
Horeb excavation (1941:158-160).
Based on the common occurrence at Peter of a projectile point type since called Adena Stemmed
(Bell 1958; Dragoo 1963, 1964:7), Webb argued for the Adena affiliation of Mt. Horeb, noting that this
point type also occurred at the original Adena mound (Mills 1902). Unstated was Webb's assumption
that there was an Adena cultural-temporal unity to all earthworks in the ML Horeb vicinity, an
interpretation which has survived (cf. Dragoo 1964:6-7). Shortly thereafter, Webb published surface
collections from Peter Village (1943). These highlighted for the first time a non-mound Adena context
in central Kentucky.
James B. Griffin defined the ceramic type Fayette Thick (1943, 1945) from these collections and his
work essentially established the significance of the site in eastern archaeology for the next 35 years, such
as it was. He saw the pottery type as significantly representing two things. First, it was a local example
of widespread, early ceramic production in the Ohio Valley and northeast (represented elsewhere by
Marion Thick. Schultz Thick. Leimbach Thick, Half-Moon Cord-Marked, and others). Secondly, the
surface decoration of pinching on some sherds made it an attenuated stylistic relative of Alexander
Pinched of the middle Tennessee valley and the lower Mississippi valley.
By 1960 and the close of Webb's Adena work in Kentucky (marked by a final descriptive mound
report, Webb and Snow 1959), Peter Village had assumed the role of the archetype Adena domestic site,
although never excavated. This interpretation never took into account the size of the enclosure and the
nature of its ditch, which make it 1) one of the largest prehistoric sites anywhere in Kentucky, and 2)
one of the largest earthworks in the state. These data should have indicated that it was not a mundane,
domestic context, but an extraordinary site. At that time Peter and nearby Grimes were the only two such
sites known.
My excavation in the summer of 1983 was designed to establish the nature of the site perimeter-the
embankment and features associated with it-and to date its construction and period or periods of use.
In both these ventures I have been successful. I have not, however, been able to say much about the
interior of the enclosure and to date only 80 m 2 of the 25 acre site have been excavated.
The ditch was first located with a combination of aerial photos, resistivity survey, and soil coring.
The photos clearly indicate, following Rafinesque, that the ditch enclosed about 25 acres. Furthermore,
Rafinesque's plan proves to have been quite accurate without the benefit of Squier and Davis' "smooth
ing" and in spite of their deprecating comments on his abilities (Squier and Davis 1848:xxxvi).
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A trench, excavated across the probable ditch and expanded inside the enclosure, has produced the
following dated sequence. The earliest structure is a stockade composed of closely spaced posts within
theditched area (Figure 2.4). In two cases, these were set two to a singlepost hole.Posts were set vertically
and some were later burned while others decayed in place or were possibly removed. Two uncorrected
dates have been obtained from them, 610 ± 90 B.C. (Beta 7758) from posts 3 and 4, and 310 ± 60 B.C.
(Beta 7755) from post 12. Charcoal adjacent to and outside the stockade, interpreted as the result of
stockade burning, has been dated at 270 ± 100 B.C. (Beta 7757). Two of these dates suggest that the
stockade was built around 300 B.C., perhaps somewhat earlier, and the third and oldest date I am treating
as aberrant.
The charcoal in front of the stockade wascovered by clay from deep in the excavated ditch, suggesting
that parts of the burned stockade were covered by the fill of the ditch thrown inside the enclosure as it
was dug. Thus, the ditch is the later of the two perimeter features and its construction was begun when
the stockade was burned, perhaps coordinated with the event. Because some stockade posts decayed in
place, it is probable that the remains of the stockade were burned by its builders after it had become
decrepit. Thus, excavation of the ditch may represent an expedient effort to reestablish an enclosing
structure with a different structural form, ditch as opposed to stockade.
There is no evidence from the limited excavation that the area of the enclosure changed during this
structure sequence. As I interpret it, Peter Villagewas built as a 25 acre enclosure and, through two stages
of construction, remained the same size.
The change from stockade to ditch-and I stress that it is my interpretation that the two did not coexist
but followed in sequence-was possibly dictated by the availability of building materials. Over 4000
posts must have been used in stockade construction. Faced with its reconstruction, its builders may have
replaced the stockade with a ditch simply due to the lack of available trees nearby.
The ditch had a maximum depth of approximately2 m. This filled gradually and, with two exceptions,
was devoid of cultural materials (Figure 2.5). On the floor of the ditch, deposited shortly after its
completion, was a single sherd of Fayette Thick. About 70 em above the floor was a lens of charcoal
containing sherds of Adena Plain pottery (probably a single vessel). A sample of this charcoal was dated
190 ± no B.C. (Beta 7756). There were no other cultural materials in the fill above this point. It is
possible that this late date represents the terminal use of the structure and, implicitly, the enclosure. I
suggest as a working hypothesis that the enclosure was built shortly before 300 B.C. and that it was used
for a little over 100 years.
Excavation within the enclosure adjacent to its perimeter defined three hearths and two large pits
(Figure 2.4). Associated with these, and in the general midden, were potsherds, flint and ground stone
tools and objects, and minimal amounts of animal bone.
All features represent limited use episodes. The hearth areas may have been used for single events,
for there was little charcoal associated with them and firing of the surrounding soil was minimal. The
two pits appear to represent similar activities. Based on their amorphous shapes, the paucity ofassociated
cultural midden, and because they appear to have filled gradually, I interpret both, not as facilities for
specific activities, but as pits for the extraction of materials, probably clay for making pottery. This is
supported by thin section analysis of Fayette Thick sherds from the site and comparison with fired
briquettes of clay from the normal Maury silt loam soil profile (O'Malley et al. 1983). The source of
clays used, at least in the production of this type, appears to have been local, conceivably from inside the
enclosure.
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Figure 2.3. Sketch map of archaeological sines in the Mt. Horeb vicinity drawn by Constantine
Rafinesque and dated August 12,1820 (original in the collections of the MJ. King Library, the Univer
sity ofKentucky, Lexington, Kentucky).
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The lack ofcultural material in theditch, the ephemeral nature of hearth use, and the extractive nature
of the pits suggest that this area of Peter Village was not intensively used. In addition, the area suggests
specialized activities and not generalized domestic usage. Finally, although three fragments of human
cranium (interpreted as parts of a skull cap cup) were recovered from general midden, there is currently
no evidence, either from this portion of the perimeter or from past surface collections, that burials were
made within the enclosure. Peter Village was apparently not a mortuary site.
The excavated artifacts include two quite different pottery types, Fayette Thick (Griffm 1943) and
Adena Plain (Haag 1940). The first of these, as described by Griffin, includes thick pottery (up to
approximately 17 mm in thickness), cord or fabric marked. sometimes smoothed around the vessel neck,
and rarely decorated with a pinched zone below the rim. The second includes plain surfaced, deep jars
with exterior rim folds. The ditch sequence suggests that the two form a temporal series. Fayette Thick
was associated with stockade erection, early use of the site, and with ditch construction. Adena Plain was
associated with its use as a ditched enclosure. This is supported by sherds from the two pits. Fayette Thick
is largely associated with Feature 2 near the stockade. Adena Plain with Feature 4 away from it. Assuming
that this contrast does not indicate different uses for the features, it must indicate that there is a time
difference between them, with Feature 2 the earlier of the two.
The collections are remarlcable for the general absence of chert debitage; very little chert working for
tool manufacture was done in this area of theenclosure. The chipped stone tools consist overwhelmingly
of complete points and broken bases of the type Adena Stemmed. Many of these were made of Boyle
chert, common in central Kentucky although not found near the site. However, local, poor quality chert
was systematically crushed in the vicinity to produce tempering for Fayette Thick pottery, which is often
chert tempered. This chert was not used for edged artifacts.
Important components of the lithic assemblage are fragments of granitic, ground stone axes. These,
I suggest, are a by-product of land clearance and stockade construction. Other ground stone artifacts
include fine- and coarse-grained sandstone palettes and worked, banded slate. The latter includes a
fragment of a homed slate gorget very similar to examples recovered by Mills from the Tremper Mound
in Ohio (Mills 1916: Figures 100, 102, 105).
Finally, the 1983 excavations document the fact, already demonstrated by surface collections yet
never emphasized, that there is a high concentration of barite/galena artifacts and waste from their
production at this site. This fact sets Peter apart from 11 other known sites in the area, with the possible
exception of nearby Grimes Village. Rough-outs of barite/galena and broken artifacts were recovered,
although no definite barite working area was identified. The type of artifact being produced at Peter
Village was apparently a small, keel shaped, drilled or grooved weight in several styles which has been
interpreted as a possible atlatl weight (Webb and Snow 1945:89-90). Barite/galena veins are very close
to Peter Village (Anderson et al. 1982) and in fact were noted on Rafmesque's unpublished map of the
locality (Figure 2.3). To date there is no indication that any mining was actually carried on in the enclosure.
While some uses of the Peter Village enclosure are evident from the excavated data (pottery
production, manufacture of barite/galena artifacts. cooking), the/unction of the site complex is not now
clear. In major part further excavations are clearly called for. More basic questions concerning the
structure of inference involved in the interpretation of earthwork enclosures can, however. be raised.
In discussing English Neolithic causewayed camps, remarkably similar in some aspects to Peter
Village, Peter Drewett has reviewed six possible functions for earthwork enclosures (Drewett 1977:222
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226) (a seventh-eattle enclosures-is not relevant to the New World). These are settlement, defense,
trade center, communal meetingplace, cult/ritualcenter, and burial site.
If by "settlement" one means that Peter Villagewas a more-or-Iess run of the mill domestic Adena
site, there is little evidence to support such a functional interpretation. Most importantly, as noted, by
size and perimeter structuresPeter is set sharply apart from mostarchaeologicalsites from all periods in
Kentucky. The concentrationof specific artifact classes (barite/galena) and general lack of a full range
of chert debitage also argue against suchan interpretation. Finally,althoughthis is the weakestargument
because of the limited area which has been excavated,the featuresexcavated to date suggest temporary
site uses.
It is less easy to reject the interpretation that Peter Village was basically a defensive structure, a
fortifiedstrongpoint As Drewetteloquentlypoints out,archaeologists tendto judge the defensivenature
of a prehistoric site by their own ethnocentric viewsof warfare (1977:223-224). Both the stockade and
the ditch with an interior bank would seem to be suitable defensive works given our own "siege"
mentality. Whether such a mindset was involved in Adena warfare is another matter. Perhaps the most
telling argumentagainst the site as a fort is involvedwith our assessmentof how many Indians it would
taketo "man the walls." Standardsof WorldWarI trenchwarfarewouldrequireaconsiderablepopulation
for over 3,700 feet of walls. Currentlywe would have a hard time establishingwhere these people lived
in the vicinity. Still, regardlessof how many it took to defend the enclosure,obviouslya large force was
needed to construct it. We have no idea where the builders lived either, a realization which may blunt
those critics who cannot accept Peter as a fortified enclosure because they cannot find evidence of the
Adena army at hand
An argument that Peter was a trade center should be weighed against Isobel Smith's original
argumentsfor the WindmillHill enclosureas a tradecenter (1965).Becauseceramicstylesand other raw
materials from a number of different areas occurred at that site, she saw it as potentially a prehistoric
version of the English country fair.
Ceramicvariabilityhas beenidentifiedat Peter:theshiftfromFayetteThickto AdenaPlain. However,
this has been interpreted as a sequential development in Adena ceramics, not evidence of regional
variability. The sort of variabilitywhichSmithnoted shouldbe sought in largersamplesof ceramics than
are currently available from Peter. If variabilityin the type Adena Plain does, for example, exist at the
enclosure, greater than the variability existing at other Adena sites in the central Ohio Valley, then an
importantargumentfor a trade center function would exist followingSmith's reasoning.Future excava
tion combined with extensive comparative work with the existing collections from other sites should
address the question.
The clays and temperingmaterialsusedin potteryproductionat Peter wereprobablyobtainedlocally.
In addition. most of the chert used for tools is of the Boyle variety. not available "on-site" but fairly
common in central Kentucky. Only the stone celts, sandstone palettes, and fragments of worked slate
represent raw materials which come from outside the Bluegrass.
Barite/galenaartifact production was conducted in the Peter enclosure,probably with raw materials
obtained in the site vicinity. A superficialconsideration of the distribution of artifacts of this material in
the central Ohio valley suggests that the types of artifacts. including both the bar-shaped weights and
cones, were distributedwidely. Peter thereforemay have been involved in a larger trading cycle, not so
much as a meeting place for traders, but as one center providing the artifacts themselves for trade
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elsewhere. Thus, while not a trading "center" itself, Peter may have functioned importantly in a larger,
extra-regional trading network.
The final three functions, communal places, cult/ritual centers, and burial sites, have to do with areas
of function which are difficult to interpret archaeologically. I have indicated that the enclosure was
probably not involved with the local mortuary system. Despite the evidence from mound sites such as C
and 0 (Webb 1940), Dover (Webb and Snow 1959), and Wright (Webb 1940) that there were stages in
burial preparation which were not conducted in or on mounds, there is no evidence of these stages in
burial preparation at Peter, although there are burial mounds nearby (I assume that they might involve
cremation, perhaps exposure of the corpse and preparation of fleshed bones).
I am perfectly prepared to accept a ritual/ceremonial function in part for the Peter Village enclosure,
not, as Ashbee might do, "for want of a better term" (1960 :95), but to emphasize that there are areas of
human culture which simply cannot be reconstructed from archaeological data. Still, activities at Peter
involved pot making and artifact production-there is a level to technological activity at the site which
may be of less abstract significance.
As a ritual/ceremonial center, Peter reveals a dichotomy in Adena earthworks which has not been
noted in the past. Peter is one of a very few non-geometric, oval or egg shaped enclosures (nearby Grimes
Village [15-Fa-14] is another). Contrasting with these are the "perfect circle" enclosures represented by
nearby Mt. Horeb (l5-Fa-1a: Webb 1941), Biggs in Greenup County (l5-Gp-8: Hardesty 1964),
Dominion Land Company in Ohio (33-Fr-12: Otto 1979), the Newcastle and Anderson enclosures in
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Indiana (12-Hn-l and 12-M-2: Vickery 1979), and many, many others. As a rule these have interior ditches
and, in the case of Mt Horeb, an interior stockade.
Elsewhere I have suggested that Mt. Horeb type enclosures represent moments in evolving use of
Adena ritual spaces (Clay 1982) which could be converted to burial mounds simply by starting a mound
within (as for example at Biggs [15-Gp-8]). Because they are more regular in outline, and because they
could be used later for mound loci, I suggest that the "perfect circle" enclosures may have been more
ritual/ceremonial than was Peter. Such a hypothesis is, however, built on little excavated data.
Summarizing the function of Peter Village, it is probable that the site was involved in interregional
trade as a source for certain items, near where raw materials were mined and as a precinct where they
were finished into trade articles. This factor may most importantly explain why the site was located at
this spot, in effect mapped on to a strategic materials resource (as defmed by trade preferences). As such
a strategic settlement, it may well have been "defensive" in posture, although the nature of intergroup
warfare at this prehistoric time remains a real question. Finally it is probable that the site had
ritual/ceremonial functions, although perhaps less so than the geometric earthworks which also occur in
Adena. These, also, are difficult to comprehend from our present vantage point
At this point in the analysis of Peter Village several points of significance emerge. Let me stress that
these are hypotheses structuring my own work, but not yet fully supported by documentation.
First, the size and early dating of Peter Village are, whatever the site function, highly significant
considered together. It is, I believe, the earliest such enclosure known in the Ohio Valley. Still, I do not
believe that Peter is unique, for there are other, similar sites such as the adjacent Grimes Village, less
than a half a mile away (Griffin 1943a; Webb 1943; Clay 1980). These sites point to a settlement type
that has not yet figured in Adena cultural reconstruction. I am hesitant to characterize that type, yet am
forced to the description "defensive resource exploitation center." The resource being exploited may have
been barite/galena.
Second, there is a world of difference between Peter Village and the type of earthwork generally
associated with Adena culture, what I have called the "perfect circle," others the "sacred circle." The
perfect circles, with their exterior banks, interior ditches, and rigid geometry are, I have suggested, more
"ritual" than Peter. Thus in Adena there varieties of earthwork enclosure, with differing uses and
functions.
Third, Peter Village apparently spans the shift from Fayette Thick to Adena Plain pottery in the
Bluegrass. As I have reconstructed it, the former was in use when the stockade was first laid out, while
the latter was in use by the time it was abandoned. That shift, therefore, occurred sometime between ca.
310 B.C. and ca. 190 B.C.
The pinching on some Fayette Thick vessel necks has always served to set the type apart from the
other thick, cord-marked, Early Woodland types of the Ohio valley and the midwest. This appears to be
limited to Peter and Grimes Villages, and the poorly known Zorn Avenue site in Louisville. I suggest that
this decorative attribute may appear in the Ohio valley, ca. 400-300 B.C., added to an existing midwestern
tradition of thick, cord-marked ceramics. Thus pinching occurs briefly, just before Fayette Thick was
replaced by Adena Plain and, importantly, as a modification of an existing ceramic style.
Interestingly, pinching roughly synchronizes at Peter, and by extension perhaps in the Bluegrass as
a whole, with its occurrence at the Florence Street site in East St. Louis and at the Peisker site in the
Lower illinois Valley. There is, however, a difference between central Kentucky and the American
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Bottoms in its appearance. At the latter Florence Zoned ceramics represent a sharp stylistic break. with
previous Marion ceramics (Fortier et al. 1984:72), while in Kentucky that break is not evident
The similarity between these far-flung sites is not limited to pinched ceramics. In addition, Adena
Stemmed Points are almost exclusive at Peter while the highly similar Waubesa-Dickson Points are
almost exclusive at Florence Street (Fortier et al. 1984:67). The culture historical significance of these
similarities is a fascinating question, drawing in, as it does, stylistic similarities with archaeological
manifestations to the south which were noted by Griffm in his first discussion of Fayette Thick (Griffm
1943a).
Fourth, a review of C-14 dates from Adena mounds in the Ohio valley indicates that Peter Village is
contemporary with the beginnings of accretional burial mounds as they are presently known. The Peter
Village dates provide a rationale for reflecting once and for all some early dates which have plagued
chronology. With few exceptions, Adena mounds cannot be reliably dated much before 300 B.C.
Finally, I suggest that Peter Village and sites like it at this time period indicate a cultural threshold.
Prior to about 400 B.C., there existed a non-earthwork building, Early Woodland culture in the Ohio
valley. In central Kentucky it is poorly represented in survey collections. Presumably it is marked by
Fayette Thick ceramics and Adena Stemmed points. After this time, it was replaced by, or developed into,
Middle Woodland culture, with a complexity of earthworks representing different site types.
In 1980 I questioned if Fayette Thick ceramics were associated with the earthwork at Peter Village,
pointing out that if they were, the earthwork, by dating alone, may have been unrelated to the burial
mounds which followed in time (Clay 1980). The 1983 excavations have clarified matters. Fayette Thick
is associated with the Peter Village earthwork, as is Adena Plain, and the earthwork appears to span the
transition between the two.
It has been the practice to relegate Adena to Early Woodland and Hopewell to Middle Woodland.
Lately. Adena has crept into Late-Early Woodland. subtly modifying Dragoo's (1963) position that Early
Adena was unknown although it existed. I suggest that both are most effectively considered Middle
Woodland. The six hundred years following the establishment of Peter witness in the Ohio valley the
intertwined developments of Adena and Hopewell. Peter demonstrates the complexity of some of the
elements (earthworks) of this development at the beginning of the developmental sequence. rather than
well into it.
Such a statement does not argue either that there is no difference between Adena and Hopewell, or
that there is or is not a developmental relationship between them. Clearly, there are differences between
the two cultural phenomena. and developmental relationships, if they exist, have yet to be ascertained.
Rather. this point of view asserts that Adena and Hopewell are products of the same set of factors. These
are involved with the substantial modification of existing Early Woodland social and political structures
and are expressed in enhanced inter-regional trade and resource exploitation. the construction of both
"defensive" and "ceremonial" earthworks, and the elaboration of burial ritual far beyond Early Woodland
beginnings, such as they may have been.
I believe that Peter Village. and the cultural events it reflects. symbolically punctuates Early Woodland
development in this portion of the Ohio valley. Whether it does so with a comma, a semicolon. or with
a period and a new paragraph. represents a challenging culture historical question.
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Continuity and Change in the Middle Woodland
Occupation of the Northwest Alabama Uplands
Eugene M. Futato
Excavations in the uplands of the Bear Creek watershed have resulted in the recognition offour
successive Middle Woodland phases from ca. 300 B.C. to AD. 700. Ceramic and lithic assemblages
indicatea culturalcontinuum. Changesin materialculture and mortuarypracticesare relatedto shifting
patterns ofinteractionwith adjacentTennessee valley and Tombigbee valley cultures.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is drawn from the results of TVAsponsoredexcavationsin the Little Bear Creek (Oakley
and Futato 1975)and Cedar Creek reservoirs(Futato 1983),whichare locatedin the uplandsof the Bear
Creek watershed, northwest Alabama (Figure 3.1). The Bear Creek watershed is an environmentally
diverse area and includesportionsof severalphysiographic districts(Johnston 1930).The headwaterslie
in the WarriorBasin and Moulton Valley districtsof the CumberlandPlateau, but most of the watershed,
including the reservoir areas under discussion, lies within the Fall Line Hills district of the East Gulf
CoastalPlain. The lowerreaches of the watershedare withinthe TennesseeValley districtof the Highland
Rim. Elevations range from approximately 330 m AMSL at the headwaters to approximately 120 m
AMSL where Bear Creek joins the TennesseeRiver. Elevations in the reservoir areas vary from about
240 m AMSLon the ridge tops to 150m AMSLalong the streams.The Tuscaloosagroup, which defines
the Fall Line Hills, is approximately 15 m thick on the ridges and has been eroded away in the major
stream valleys.
The Fall Line Hills district is includedin Harper's (1943)Central ShortLeaf Pine Belt. Common tree
species here include species of pine, three species of oak, bay, gum, poplar, maple, and beech. A
compilationof 264 plant speciesof known or probableoccurrencein the area included 89 speciesknown
to have been used ethnographically(Oakley 1975a).A wide varietyoffish, reptiles, birds, and mammals
is found in the watershed,but it shouldbe noted that musselsdo not occur as far upstreamas the reservoir
projects (lsom and Yokley 1968).

COLBERT
The first probable Middle Woodland occupation in the Bear Creek watershed is assignable to the
Colbert culture as described by Walthall(1980).This occupationis only consideredprobable because no
Eugene M. Futato. Office of Archaeological ReseardJ, University of Alabama, 1 Mound State Monument, Moundville, AL
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Figure 3.1. The Bear Creek Watershed.
good Colbert components have yet been identified. The Colbert culture is characterized by a ceramic
assemblage including Long Branch Fabric Marked and Mulberry Creek Plain in the form oflarge conodial
jars. Sherds of these types are common in the area, but the lack of isolable Colbert components prohibits
recognition of a local Colbert phase.
A large portion of a Long Branch Fabric Marked jar along with sherds of Mulberry Creek Plain and
a Little Bear Creek PP/K were found in Feature 27 at the Dam Axis site (I-Fr-524) in Little Bear Creek
Reservoir. A radiocarbon date of A.D 100 ± 125 (Futato 1975a:86) for this feature, however, is too late
for a Colbert occupation.
Since the Colbert ceramic types continue into later Middle Woodland phases, it is possible that there
is no Colbert occupation in the Bear Creek Watershed. This is considered unlikely, though, and a Colbert
occupation for the area is inferred to have taken place from about 300 B.C. to A.D. 1.

Futato:Northwest Alabama Uplands

THE LICK CREEK PHASE
The Lick Creek phase represents an early MiddleWoodlandoccupationof the Bear Creek watershed
and appears to be restricted to this area. Little is known about the areas to the south, but comparable
assemblages have not yet been reported from adjacent watersheds to the east and west, or from the
Pickwick Basin to the north. There are two radiocarbon dates for the phase: A.D. 140 ± 90 and
A.D. 280 ± 50, both from the Massey mound, I-Fr-520 (Oakley 1975b:223-224). The Lick Creek phase
is estimated to date fromapproximatelyA.D. 1 to A.D.300, betweenthe Colbertand Copenaoccupations.
Data on the Lick Creek phase comes mainly from the excavation of four mortuary mounds, sites
I-Fr-520, I-Fr-528, and I-Fr-594 in the Little Bear Creek Reservoir (Oakley 1975b),and I-Fr-571 in the
Cedar Creek Reservoir (Futato 1983).Features assignable to the phase were also excavated at I-Fr-310,
the Ricker site on Cedar Creek (Futato 1983), and atl-Fr-524, the Dam Axis site (l-Fr-524) on Little
Bear Creek (Futato 1975), but as seems to be the case with MiddleWoodland in general, the Lick Creek
phase is known primarily from mortuary practices.
Ceramics And Lithics
The Lick Creek ceramic assemblage consists primarily of Flint River Cord Marked and Mulberry
Creek Plain. Most of the Lick Creek features from I-Fr-31O also contained Wright Check Stamped,
Pickwick Complicated Stamped,Bluff Creek Simple Stamped,or Long Branch Fabric Marked,but these
types have not been found in mortuary contexts. At site I-Fr-524, features that contained cord marked
pottery and features that contained stamped pottery were mutually exclusive, with three and seven
examples, respectively. This suggests that the majority of the site I-Fr-310 features, which contained
both surface treatments,are seriationally intermediatein a sequence that proceeds from cord marking to
stamping. At present, the cord marked assemblage is considered earlier Lick Creek; the mixed as
semblages, later Lick Creek; and the stamped assemblage, Copena. However, the absence of stamped
ceramics in mounds makes the assignmentof mixedassemblagesto lateLick Creek somewhatequivocal.
The cord marked, stamped, and plain vessels from habitation sites are of similar form, the most
common being a flared rimmed tetrapodal jar. Straight and incurvate rims also occur. Handles are not
known to occur until the late Middle Woodland. Stampingor cord marking usually extends from the lip
to the base, but a few sherds exhibit smoothedbands20-25 mm wide below the lip, and some body sherds
suggest the presence of smoothed bases.Rim foldsoccur occasionally. Narrow folds, measuringless than
8 mm, are plain. When the fold is wide, 13-25 mm wide, it is tamped or cord marked like the rest of the
vessel. Broken portions of several wide rim folds indicate that vessels were paddled to the lip, the rim
was folded down, and the fold repaddled.
Vesselshapes found in mortuary association are usually miniatures. Tetrapodaljars similar to those
on habitation sites occur, but these are usually only approximately 15 em high. Small globular jars are
also found,and two open bowls, 10-15em in diameter,havebeenrecoveredas well. Nonminiaturevessels
are ordinarily represented only by large sherds, most often rim sherds.
Minority ceramic types associated with the Lick Creek phase include types associated with Late
Miller I to Early Miller II (Jenkins 1982).Furrs Cord Marked has been found in mortuary contexts and
at site I-Fr-31O, while a miniature Basin Bayou Incised vessel was found at the Johnson Mound
(l-Fr-571).A limestonetemperedcopyof BasinBayouIncisedwas foundat the MasseyMound(l-Fr-520)
on Little Bear Creek. SaltilloFabric Impressed vars.ChinaBlujJandTombigbee has been recoveredfrom
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habitationsites.ReciprocalevidenceofLickCreek-Millerinteraction includesthepresenceof Lick Creek
ceramicassemblagesin mortuaryand habitationsiteassemblages at sites suchas Miller(Jennings 1941).
Pharr (Bohannon1972; Karwedsky 1980).22-lt-581 (Bense 1983).and others.
Cormorant Cord Impressed may be another significantassociatedminoritytype. Excavationsat site
1-Fr-310recovered 18 sherds of this type representing at least six andpossibly nine vessels. all but one
of the sherds from general midden contexts. A single CormorantCord Impressed sherd was recovered
from Feature 48. containing32 sherds of WrightCheck Stampedand no cord marked sherds, suggesting
that the Cormorant Cord Impressedis at least in part associatedwith Copena.
Other ceramic types from 1-Fr-310 that may date to the Lick Creek phase include a few limestone
temperedcord markedsherds withhollowcanepunctationsand a few sherdswithfingernailpunctations,
rocker stamping. or incising. Single examplesof TwinLakes Punctated and Indian Bay Stamped were
also foundin the middenat 1-Fr-310.Ceramicartifactsother thanpotteryincludetwofragmentary elbow
pipes and two platform pipes; all of these are limestonetemperedand all wererecovered from mortuary
contexts.
The projectilepoint/knife(pP/K) assemblageassociatedwith theLick Creek phase includestypes of
the Greeneville cluster. particularly Copena Triangularand Greeneville.as well as smaller numbers of
types of the LanceolateExpanded Stemmedcluster. mostlySwan Lake and Mud Creek (Futato 1983).
Other lithic materials from Lick Creek: phase features at 1-Fr-310 and 1-Fr-524 include trianguloid
biface blades. hammerstones, preforms,cores. and scraperson flakes. A broken biface,one small blade.
two microlithperforators.and a celt fragmentwere also recovered.Severaladditionalbladesof localand
nonlocal materials were found in the midden at 1-Fr-31O. at least one of which is made of Flint Ridge
chert
Lithic materials from the mounds include two stemmedPP/Ks. preforms, biface blades. a graver. a
flake knife. and a rectangular two hole limestonegorget from 1-Fr-520. A bar gorget of shale and two
preformswerefound at theCarpenterMound(l-Fr-594). whilea hammerstoneand a prefonn were found
at 1-Fr-57!.
Other Artifacts

A variety of other artifacts has been found in mortuary association. Bone artifacts include a bowl
made from the carapace of a turtle tTerrapene carolina) at 1-Fr-520and a possible bird long bone bead
from 1-Fr-57!. The only metal artifact found to date is a copper awl from 1-Fr-520.
Shell artifacts are relativelymorecommonand more variablein the mounds. Site 1-Fr-571 on Cedar
Creek produced a variety of bead forms, including Marginella and Olivella. Cylindrical. disc. square
disc. and barrel shaped beads were made from shell walls and columellae.Four collar or crescent-type
gorgets and one perforated gorget were also found.
Twocolumellabeads. two marineshellbowlsor dippers.twogorgetfragments. and a possiblemussel
shell spoon were found in the Massey Mound (l-Fr-520) on Little Bear Creek. Excavations at site
1-Fr-594 produced a triangularshell gorget, two Marginella beads. and a mussel shell spoon.
Subsistence

Data on Lick Creek phase floral and faunalremains are very limited. Among the botanical remains
from six features at 1-Fr-31O. hickory nut shell comprised85 percent of the sample.and wood charcoal
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another 13percent The totalnut remainsincludes98.2 percenthickory,1.1percentacorn, and0.7 percent
black walnut Identified seeds included five maypop, four maygrass, and one each of grape, bedstraw,
knotweed, and bindweed (Caddell 1983). Hickory nut shells, persimmon seeds, and possible cane
fragments were found at I-Fr-524. Cultigens have not yet been identified in the Lick Creek phase.
Vertebrateremains from four Lick Creek featuresat I-Fr-31O included 97 percent deer and 2 percent
eastern box turtle by weight (Hale 1983). The remaining one percent included soft-shelled turtle,
non-venomous snake, fish, opossum,rabbit, eastern grey squirrel, grey fox, and raccoon. However,each
of the ten identified species is representedby only a single minimalindividual.Faunal remainsidentified
from I-Fr-524 include deer, non-venomous snake, and unidentifiedturtle.

Mortuary Practices
The mortuarypracticesof theLick CreekPhaseare known from the excavationof four stone mounds,
since no village burials have been discovered. Although each of the excavated mounds has distinctive
features, factors common among all the mounds are the presence of disarticulated and/or cremated
multipleburials, the movementofmateria1s within thelooserockfill, and extensivepreviousdisturbance.

The Venus Mound (l.Fr-S28)
Located on the crest of a ridge overlookinga tributaryvalley at the confluenceof Hughes Branch and
Guinn Branch, the VenusMound (Oakley 1975b) is the least complex mound excavated and was little
more than a large cairn built over a natural crevice in a bedrock outcrop (Figure 3.2). The original size
of the mound is estimated to have been 8 m in diameter and approximately 50 ern high.
A total of 209 bone fragments representingat least three subadultsand two adults (Scharff and Bass
1975) was found scattered through the mound,but skeletal elements were concentrated over and within
the crevices.Some suggestionof articulatedremainswasnoted in the maincrevice. Three bonefragments
showedindicationsof burning.The soleartifactfromthemoundwas a miniatureFlintRiver Cord Marked
tetrapoda!jar lying crushed onto the bedrock near the crevice.

The Carpenter Mound (l-Fr·S94)
The Carpenter Mound (Oakley 1975b) was located on the slope of a ridge spur overlooking the
confluence of Carpenter Branch and Little Bear Creek. The mound was approximately II m in diameter
and 125 em high and was built over tabular slabs of exposed bedrock (Figure 3.3). Interpretation of
I-Fr-594 was made more difficult by the presence of at least one, and possibly two or three, intrusive
Mississippianburials. VesselsI and 2 from the site were a WarriorPlain bowl and jar, respectively; these
were found in possible associationwith Burials2, 3, and 4. The only other significantbone concentration
noted was Burial I, a concentration of cranial fragments.
It was observed throughout the site that bone fragments were found lying directly on the bedrock,
often in association with small deposits of brown sandy soil distinct from that in the immediate area.
Excavation of several centimeters of subsoil throughout the mound area produced no indications of
submound burials. Approximately8 percent of the bone fragments showed indicationsof burning.
Artifactsfrom the moundincludedtwobrokenPP/Ks, twopreforms,a FlintRiver Cord Markedbowl,
a bar gorget of shale, two Marginella beads, a shell spoon, and a triangular shell gorget A fossil coral
was also found. None of the artifacts could be determined to be in definite burial association.
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Thus, the Venus and Carpenter mounds are similar in that they appear to have been simple mounds
containing a relatively small amount of articulated and/or secondarily deposited remains. Evidence for
cremation was minor and there were relatively few artifacts in the mounds.
The Massey Mound (1-Fr-520)

The Massey Mound (Oakley 1975b) was located just below the crest of a large hill overlooking the
confluence ofLittle Bear Creek and Trace Branch. This mound was approximately 10 m in diameter and
75 em high. Upon excavation, the mound proved to contain a largerquantity of skeletalmaterial than the
other two Little Bear Creek mounds, as well as more frequent and varied artifact associations.
A submound feature containing three individuals,considered to have been a single mortuary event,
was located just north of the apparent mound center (Figure 3.4). Burial 3 was a flexed adult female at
the base of this feature; near the feet were the skull and cervical vertebrae of a subadult aged 5-7 years.
Adjacent to the pelvis and femurs of Burial 3 was a turtle shell bowl containinga bird long bone fragment
and a mussel shell (possibly a spoon). A biface blade or preform lay on the femur. Most of Vessell, a
limestone tempered copy of Basin Bayou Incised, was found near the skull of Burial 3. Burial 2 was a
flexed adult male, overlying but slightlyoffset from Burial 3. separatedby about 10 em of dirt and rock.
The only other possible primary interment in the mound was Buriall. This burial comprised major
portions of a cranium, scapula, humerus, ulna, and radius in a roughly articulated position. The cranial
fragments were lying on a basal sherd of a F1int River Cord Marked tetrapoda!vessel.
In all, 65 percent of the bone fragmentsfrom the site wereburned and three large depositsof cremated
remains were recorded (Figure 3.4). One deposit,representingat least two individuals,was an arc shaped
array of fragments covering an area approximately 250 em by 30 cm; the second was a linear deposit
some 120 em long and 40 em wide. No artifacts were found in association with these remains. The final
concentration measured approximately 1 mby 2 m and contained the remains of at least four individuals.
The bone material was blackened but not calcined. Dark soil containing charcoal fragments surrounded
the bones, but some articulation was observed. Two Flint River Cord Marked globular jars were found
at the north end of this deposit Near the southeast comer were a conch shell bowl or dipper, a copper
awl, and a limestone gorget; fragments of two shell gorgets were found nearby.
The Johnson Mound (1-Fr-571)

Site 1-Fr-571 (Futato 1983)is the only stonemoundexcavatedalong Cedar Creek and, in many ways,
is structurally the most complex mound of those investigated (Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7). The mound was
located on the edge of a high bluff overlooking the Cedar Creek valley, and at the time of excavation
measured some 10 m by 13 m in diameter.Like the others, this mound had been subjected to extensive
prior disturbances.
The mound included two strata of fill with one layer of large slabs separating the fills and another
forming a floor for the mound. A cache of 94 shell beads was found between slabs separating the fills,
while a platform pipe and two pottery vessels had been placed between slabs at the mound floor. The
mound floor was encircled by a wall of limestoneslabs, set vertically in a shallow trench or stacked flat
in one area where bedrock was very close to the surface. Two shallow pits had been excavated beneath
the floor of the mound, and the small amount of associated bone as well as some shell artifacts suggest
that these pits contained burials, but with no particular elaboration.
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Most of the skeletal material was recovered from 42 mapped concentrations of disarticulated
fragmentaryremains. Most containedmultipleindividuals,and remainsof single individualswere spread
across several concentrations.Less than 0.1 percent of the bone fragmentswere burned. Associatedwith
the bone concentrations were nine shell beads and three shell gorgets spread among five concentrations;
a fossil coral was alsofound withoneconcentration.Theremainderof theartifactswaslocated throughout
the mound fill, including a shell collar, a limestonetemperedelbow pipe, and shell beads from the upper
fill, The lower fill produced a limestone temperedplatform pipe, shell beads, large rim sherds from two
Flint River Cord Marked jars, a Fum Cord Marked bowl, and a Basin Bayou Incised jar.
The skeletal material from 1-Fr-571 includesthe remains of at least 12adultsand 7 subadults (Turner
1983). Male and female adults are represented in approximatelyequal numbers, while the ages of the
subadults range from prenatal through late teens. The indicationsare, therefore, that neither age nor sex
was a criterion for burial in the mound. Every sufficientlypreserved cranium exhibits marked occipital
and parietal flattening and three also show bifrontal flattening. By comparison, four of six sufficiently
preservedcrania from the Copena mounds at 1-Fr-311, approximately1.5kID away,showed symmetrical
frontal-occipitaldeformation.A seventhcranium had similaroccipital deformationbut the frontal region
was not preserved.

COPENA
The Lick Creek phase is followed by an unnamed Copena phase. The presence of a Copena related
phase in the Bear Creek watershed is demonstrated by the presence of at least one, and very possibly
three, Copena mounds at the Hester site, 1-Fr-311. Furthermore, Lafferty and Solis (1980) report an
additionalmound groupin the CedarCreekarea.Thesemoundshavenotbeen excavated,but localreports
of "large green axes" being found here suggest a Copena affiliation.
No phase name has been assigned to this local Copena manifestation because it is known almost
exclusively as a mortuary complex. A single feature at 1-Fr-310and seven features at 1-Fr-524are the
only other archaeological contexts in the watershed which have been assigned to Copena, A number of
Middle Woodland features from 1-Fr-31O containing both stamped and cord marked sherds have been
considered Lick Creek rather than Copena. This admittedly rather arbitrary assignment obscures an
important point in the local chronology: "Which is earlier in the area, Copena mounds or Copena
ceramics?" The present assignment was based on an assumption that mortuary ceremonialism will be
more conservative than surfacetreatmentof ceramics,but that assumptionneeds to be testedby additional
radiocarbon dates.
The only radiocarbon dates for Copena in the Bear Creek watershed are A.D. 380 ± 50 and
A.D. 380 ± 75 for burials at the Hester site (Futato 1983:82). These dates agree with dates of
A.D. 320 ± 65 for the Ross mound, 1-Ms-134,and A.D. 375 ± 75 for the Leeman mound, 1-Mg-62,
reported by Walthall(1972).Based on thesedatesand crossdating with other sites the Copenaoccupation
of the Bear Creek watershed is estimated to date from A.D. 300 to A.D. 500.
Ceramics And Litbics
The local Copena ceramic assemblage differs little from that of the Lick Creek phase and by all
appearances develops directly from it. Virtuallythe only differencein the assemblage is a change in the
form of the paddle used in manufacture: carved paddles are substitutedfor cord wrapped paddles.
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The vessel shapes are the same, large flared rimmed semiglobular jars. Some have poda1 supports,
none have handles. The details of rim form and stamping are likewise similar. Some rims are folded;
narrow folds are left plain, wide folds are overstamped. The stamping appears to a have extended from
rim to base. Only one sherd of Wright Check Stamped showed a boundary between stamped and plain
areas of the vessel.
The Copena ceramic types are, of course, Mulberry Creek Plain, Wright Check Stamped, BluffCreek
Simple Stamped, and Pickwick Complicated Stamped. Mulberry Creek Plain appears to have been the
majority type. Flint River Cord Marked and Long Branch Fabric Marked may have continued into the
earlier part of the assemblage. It is also possible that some of the minority types noted under the Lick
Creek ceramic discussion are associated with the Copena ceramic assemblage.
No clear evidence of interaction with Miller peoples can be seen in the Bear Creek Copena ceramics.
This is largely because of the small sample size: few Copena features have been excavated and ceramics
are seldom included in Copena mounds. Also, the contemporary Miller II assemblages are essentially
marked by the same types as are found with the Lick Creek phase, but in differing percentages, so it is
necessary to fmd these types in good context to determine their association in Bear Creek.
Copena ceramics are common in the Late Miller II Turkey Paw subphase of the central Tombigbee
Valley. Mulberry Creek Plain, Wright Check Stamped, and Pickwick Complicated Stamped make up
nearly 20 percent of this assemblage at I-Pi-61 (Jenkins 1982:150). These ceramics are approximately
75 percent plain, 20 percent check stamped, and 5 percent complicated stamped. A similar but much
smaller assemblage is reported from the Bynum Mounds by Cotter and Corbett (1951:20-21). Thus,
evidence of a Copena related ceramic assemblage in Miller II sites is clear. However, in the absence of
a reciprocal assemblage in the Bear Creek watershed we cannot state whether this represents contact with
this watershed or with other areas such as Pickwick Basin. We can note at this point, however, that the
distribution of limestone tempered ceramic complexes at Miller sites is essentially dichotomous. Sites
exhibit either a Lick Creek-like assemblage or a Copena-like assemblage. This distinction probably
relates mainly to time, Lick Creek being earlier than Copena. But Lick Creek in the Bear Creek watershed
may be contemporaneous with Copena elsewhere, so the distinction may also reflect interaction with
different areas.
The Copena PP/K assemblage includes the same types as Lick Creek: Greeneville cluster types,
particularly Copena Triangular and Greeneville; and Lanceolate Expanded Stemmed cluster types,
particularly Swan Lake and Mud Creek. We do not have sufficient data to evaluate any changes in specific
PP/K types from Lick Creek to Copena. Feature 48 at site I-Fr-31O contained an expanding triangular
biface, a microlith, and ground hematite fragments. Two Archaic PP/Ks in the fill, however, indicate that
all of this material may not be Copena. Copena features at I-Fr-524 (Futato 1975a) produced a trianguloid
biface, drills, spokeshaves, and scrapers on flakes. The pecked and ground stone from these features
included muliers, a pitted anvilstone, and a hammerstone. Excavations of the mounds at the Hester site,
1-Fr-311, recovered greenstone celts and spades, copper beads, a copper earspool, ground galena nodules,
and flecks of mica. Nielsen and Stowe (1971:77) also list fragments of copper reel-shaped gorgets
reported to have come from this site.

Futato: Northwest Alabama Uplands

Other Artifacts

The only other artifacts assignable to the Copena occupation of the watershedare from burials at
Hester site. I-Fr-311.BurialS at this site had among its associations two conch shell bowls and a conch
shell spoon. Copper beads at this site had preserved fragments of cordage. Analysis of this cordage
(Gyllenhaal-Davis 1983)indicated that most of the cordage was 2-ply,one example was4-ply, and one
was re-plied. The cordage included S andZ twists,but individual elements were all S-spun. Analysisof
the fibers showed them to be bast fibers from one of the Urticaceae,probably Urtica or Bohmeria.
Subsistence

Analysisof a flotation samplefromFeature48 at 1-Fr-310recoveredonlyhickorynut shell and small
fragmentsof acorn shell (Caddell 1983).Hickorynut shelland largemammalbone,probably deer, were
recoveredfrom Copena featuresat the Dam Axis site, I-Fr-524 (Futato 1975a).
Mortuary Practices

Information on Copena mortuary practices in the Bear Creek watershedcomes from the excavation
of the Hester site, I-Fr-311. An earlier excavation at the site (Nielsen and Stowe 1971) had encountered
one apparent Copenaburial pit, and a local informantstated that three conical moundshad been present
there when the land was cleared. Later excavationthen concentratedon the location and excavation of
these mounds (Futato 1983).
Theseexcavationslocated the remnantsof one moundtermedMoundA. A secondclusterof Copena
burials wastermed MoundB, but no evidenceof mound fill waspreservedhere.The burial pits at Mound
B were found intrudinginto subsoildirectlybelow the plowzone.
Twenty-four burials werelocatedat Mound A. Twenty-two of theseformeda roughoval andthe other
twowerejust to the southor southeast(Figure3.8).Remnantsof twolayersof moundflll wereidentified.
Stratigraphic relationships of the burialpits indicatethat the moundwasaccretional. Burialswere placed
in the subsoil and at some point covered with a layer of fill, perhaps with inclusive burials. Burial pits
were then dug into this fill. Later a second fill was added, again perhaps with inclusiveburials. Finally,
additional burial pits were dug into the second fill, Cultivation and erosion have completely removed
traces of any subsequentfill.
The generalpatternof artifactassociations withthe burialsfollowswhat may be expectedof Copena:
most burials had no associatedartifactsand mostburialswith artifactshad only one or two. BurialS, the
most elaborate,had five associatedartifacts: 2 shell bowls,a shell spoon,a necklaceof 15copper beads,
and 42 g of galena. Cole (1981) noted a central/peripheral distribution for copper and greenstone at
I-Ms-300, the MurphyHill site. Asimilarpatternis observable at I-Fr-311 (Figure3.8).Except for traces
of copper with Burial 15.copperand greenstone havedichotomous distributions at I-Fr-311.Greenstone
is found in the peripheralburials only,and the beads with Burial 5 and the copper fragments withburial
15 are the only copper evidences not found with central burials.
Age does not seem to have been a factor in determination of burial practices.Burial 3 representsan
individual 3-9 months old. Burial 3 occupies a central position and had associated copper and galena.
Three childburialsin theperiphery, Burials2, 7, and9, containedno artifacts,like mostperipheralburials.
Twoextremelyold individuals, Burial 22, a femaleaged 65-95 years,and Burial 23, a male aged 80-100
years (Turner 1983),were buried with no apparentelaboration in the Mound B area.
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Most of the burials from the site could not be assessed as male or female. Three of four male burials
and the one probable male had artifacts in association. Two females and a probable female had no
associations. This suggests a greater association of artifacts with males, but six of the ten burials with
artifacts had no determination of sex.
Cremation may have played a significant role in the mortuary practices at 1-Fr-311. Turner (1983)
describes a substantial concentrationof calcined human bone fragmentsbetween Mounds A and B, with
smaller concentrations in the mound areas. He suggests that a crematory facility may have been present
between the mounds, with cremated remains being placed in the mounds.
One fmal aspect of the Copena mortuary practices at 1-Fr-311 will be noted, the substitution of
limestone and sandstone slabs for puddled clay. Puddled clay was not used in grave preparation. Instead,
stone slabs were used as grave floors and covers and as head, pelvis, and foot rests. Because Copena so
closely followsa period of stone mortuarymoundconstructionin this region, it may be possible to explain
this substitution of stone for clay as a sycretistic device. Stone slabs, however, occasionally occur in
Copena mounds throughout the Tennessee valley, so the phenomenon needs more thorough study to
support such a suggestion.

LOST CREEK PHASE
The latest Middle Woodlandoccupationin the Bear Creek watershedis termed the Lost Creek phase.
Radiocarbon dates for this phase are A.D. 695 ± 190 from site 1-Fr-507 (Futato 1975b) and
A.D. 550 ± 110 from site 1-Fr-590(putato 1983). A date of A.D. 83 ± 90 from site 1-Fr-524 may be a
little too late (Futato 1983). Overall, the phase is estimated to date from about A.D. 500 to A.D. 700.
The ceramic complex marking this phase consists almost entirely of Mulberry Creek Plain. The only
frequently recognized vessel form is a deep bowl with straight to slightly incurvate rims. Small poda1
supports, usually less than 2 cm high, occur during this phase. No poda1 supports appear after this time.
Large loop handles are found, similar to those on contemporary late Miller 11 assemblages described by
Jenkins (1981). It is difficult to judge whether there is a comparable assemblage in the Pickwick Basin
or Wheeler Basin areas. Haag (1942) and Griffin (1939) present pottery totals by site only. Dunlevy
(194880 1948b, 1948c, 1948<1) gives pottery counts by level for two sites in the Pickwick Basin and two
in the Wheeler Basin. Only the Flint River site (Dunlevy 1948a) contained large amounts of Mulberry
Creek Plain, but this component more closely resemblesthe late WoodlandFlint River phase occupation
of the Guntersville Basin.
The Lanceolate Expanded Stemmed PP/K cluster comprised most of the PP/K types of the phase:
Mud Creek, Swan Lake, and a small Flint Creek varianL A few Greeneville cluster specimens were
included in Lost Creek features from 1-Fr-590. Other chipped stone from these features included
triangular and expanding triangular bifaces, preforms, cores, a microlith, and hammerstones (putato
1983). Bifaces, a spokeshave, scrapers on flakes, hammerstones,a cobble chopper, and a fragment of a
small bar gorget were included in features from sites 1-Fr-524and 1-Fr-507on Little Bear Creek (Futato
1975a, 1975b).
Caddell (1983) analyzed the plant remains from three small Lost Creek phase pits at 1-Fr-590and a
large earth oven at 1-Fr-524.Most of the identifiedmaterials,other than wood,were nut shell:90.9 percent
hickory,9.0 percent acorn, and 0.1 percent black walnut. Three sunflower seeds from the earth oven are
the earliest identified cultigens from the watershed. Two com cupules from a feature at 1-Fr-590 may
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have been intrusive from a Mississippian component at the site. Other seeds in the sample included two
persimmon and one bedstraw (Galium sp.). Hickory nut shell, acorn meats, and a large mammal bone
were the only subsistence remains identified for this phase in the Little Bear Creek area (Futato 1975a).
No Lost Creek phase burials have been identified, so nothing is known of the mortuary practices.
There is no evidence of mound building during this time, however.

DISCUSSION
The research conducted in the Bear Creek watershed has permitted the identification of four
successive Middle Woodland phases spanning a time from approximately 300 B.C. to A.D. 700. Although
much remains to be learned about each phase, this is nevertheless the most detailed Middle Woodland
sequence defmed for the middle Tennessee River drainage. Enough is known to permit some initial,
tentative synthesis and interpretation of the sequence.
The cultural sequence appears to represent a single resident population. There is no indication that
the watershed sites represent seasonal aspects of a broader settlement system, for there are no recognized
sites in adjacent areas which may be posited as the complementary sites in such a system. Also, there is
no determinable discontinuity within the sequence and no population replacements are indicated. Thus
the Bear Creek sequence appears to represent some 1()()() years or so of continual cultural evolution. How
then do we account for the broad, and sometimes rapid, changes which occurred?
The best explanation appears to lie in the geographic and cultural relationships of the area. The culture
sequence indicates that the watershed is a relatively small, discrete area. Geographically the watershed
is an upland area located on the divide between the western middle Tennessee valley and the upper
Tombigbee valley. Given the cultural differences between these two areas, Bear Creek may be said to
occupy a cultural divide as well. Changes in Middle Woodland culture in the Bear Creek area can be
related to changing patterns of interaction with these neighboring groups.
The pattern of cultural relationships is one of alternating similarity. The initial Middle Woodland
occupation of Bear Creek is part of the Colbert culture, found over much of the Tennessee valley. The
Lick Creek phase has its greatest similarities with the middle to late Miller I phase of the Tombigbee
valley. There is no similar phase known for Pickwick Basin. The succeeding Copena occupation of Bear
Creek has no direct Miller analog. Finally, the Lost Creek phase ceramic assemblage resembles the late
Miller II assemblage: almost all plain ceramics, with small podal supports and large loop handles. No
similar assemblage can yet be recognized in the Pickwick Basin area.
This pattern of shifting relationships appears to be based on cultural vitality. For this comparison, we
will take as indicators of cultural vigor: (1) the areal extent of the culture, (2) the extent and range of
extra-regional contact, and (3) elaboration of mortuary ceremonialism. While there is some evidence to
indicate that there was always interaction among these three archaeological localities, and no reason to
assume otherwise, it does seem that the Bear Creek peoples, who occupied a marginal, intermediate area,
were constantly being drawn to the most vigorous neighboring cultural expression.

4
Woodland Settlement in Northeast Mississippi:
The Miller Tradition
Jay K. Johnson
This paper has two goals. First, the western boundary of the Miller tradition will be defined using
recent survey data from northern Mississippi. Secondly, the pattern ofsettlement within a portion of the
Miller area will be examined in some detail. Miller ceramics are found as far west as the edge of the
North Central Hills in Mississippi. This coincides with the location for the two major Middle Woodland
flat topped mound groups in the region. The implicationsfor settlement strategy are explored.

The Miller sequence encompasses most of the Woodland period ceramics from northeast Mississippi,
northwest Alabama, and portions of south central Tennessee. It was defined by Jennings (1941) on the
basis of survey and excavation done around Tupelo, Mississippi in the late 1930s and early 1940s in
preparation for the construction of the Natchez Trace Parkway. Jennings' phases were refined by Cotter
and Corbett (1951) using data from the excavation of the Bynum Mounds in Chickasaw County,
Mississippi and were later reexamined by Bohannon (1972) using materials form the Pharr Mounds in
Prentiss County, Mississippi.
Most of the intensive archaeological work on the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway falls within the
area where the Miller sequence is applicable. This provided the opportunity for additional work on phase
definition. Rucker (1974), in one of the early reports on Term-Tom archaeology, subdivided Jennings'
Miller ill to create a Miller IV phase. This proposal was not accepted by subsequent workers in the area
(Blakeman, Atkinson, and Berry 1977). Jenkins (1981), in the latest and most comprehensive evaluation
of the Miller typology, retained the original three phases, but subdivided the phases into a total of ten
subphases.
The Miller sequence, as defined by Jennings more than 40 years ago, has remained unchanged in
broad outline because it is true. It is true in the sense that Jennings correctly determined the major
developments in the ceramic continuum for the area. The sequence begins with sand tempered, fabric
impressed wares, develops into sand tempered, cord marked pottery, and ends with grog tempered, cord
marked ceramics. It is simple, therefore, to determine if the Miller typology is applicable. If the shift
from fabric impressing to cord marking precedes a shift from sand tempering to grog tempering, then the
Miller I, II, III sequence is useful. Otherwise, it is not. For example, in the Yazoo Basin of western
Mississippi grog tempering occurs much earlier in the sequence, preceding the shift from fabric
impressing to cord marking (phillips, Ford, and Griffm 1951; Phillips 1970).
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THE MILLER DISTRffiUTION
Actually, the major difficulty in delineating the western boundary of the Miller tradition is the relative
lack of data from the North Central Hills of Mississippi. We know a good deal about eastern Mississippi,
due primarily to work done in preparation for the Natchez Trace Parkway and the Tenn-Tom. Likewise,
the Mississippi alluvial valley has received a good deal of attention from the Lower Mississippi Survey,
and in recent years several cultural resource management projects sponsored by the Corps of Engineers
have contributed to our knowledge of this area However, archaeological research in the intervening area
is limited. Recently, several small surveys have begun to fill the gap (Figure 4.1). Most of the data derived
from these surveys deals with surface collections, and this, of course, places restrictions on the kinds of
inferences that can be drawn.
Beginning in the west, the upper Yocona River was surveyed by the Center for Archaeological
Research in the spring of 1983 (Johnson and Sparks 1984). Thirteen small sites yielded ceramics. All
contained a mixture of grog tempered and sand tempered sherds, and the predominant surface treatment
was cord marking, Sardis Reservoir is located on the next drainage to the north of the Yocona, and the
Little Tallahatchie River bottom in the Sardis impoundment contains numerous sites. A student project
conducted during the spring term of 1984 resulted in ten large surface collections from sites on the south
side of the reservoir, all of which contained a mixture of sand tempered and grog tempered ceramics.
In the winter of 1982, the Center for Archaeological Research conducted a survey of the middle and
upper Line Creek drainage under SCS contract (Johnson et al. 1984). Several small sites were located,
including 35 primarily Woodland period sites. Eight of these produced ceramic assemblages containing
both sand and grog tempered sherds, four were exclusively grog tempered assemblages, and twenty-three
contained only sand tempered sherds. Cord marking is the primary surface treatment on these ceramics.
In the summer of 1983, the Center for Archaeological Research conducted a small survey in the upper
and middle drainage ofChuquatonchee Creek.just to the north ofLine Creek (Johnson and Curry 1984),
and ten of the sites discovered contained ceramics. None of the ceramic assemblages included grog
tempered materials. Five sites yielded mixed assemblages of sand and shell tempered ceramics, four
assemblages were exclusively sand tempered. and one exclusively shell.
Penman (1977) conducted several surveys throughout Mississippi for the SCS while working for the
Mississippi Department of Archives and History during the mid 1970s. One focused on a section of
Chuquatonchee Creek, where he recovered two ceramic assemblages, one containing only sand tempered
material, the other a mixture of sand tempered and grog tempered sherds. Penman also surveyed a portion
of the Town Creek drainage near Tupelo, where all but one of six sites produced mixed sand and grog
tempered assemblages; the exception yielded only sand tempered sherds, Continuing to the north and
west, Penman surveyed the Tuscumbia River drainage, locating 15 sites that produced ceramics. Twelve
contained mixed assemblages, one was exclusively grog tempered, and two yielded only sand tempered
sherds.
Moores Creek, one of the sites reported by Penman in the Tuscumbia watershed, was later excavated
by Coastal Environments, Inc. (Weinstein 1981). In addition to a substantial Middle Archaic component,
the excavations revealed a sand tempered, fabric impressed component (Miller I) in stratigraphic position
below sand and grog tempered, cord marked sherds (Miller II and III).
The Office of Archaeological Research at the University of Alabama conducted additional surveys
in the Tuscumbia drainage during the summer of 1983 (Alexander 1983). They recorded 15 ceramic
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assemblages, of which eight are mixed sand and grog and seven contain exclusively sand tempered
sherds; fabric impressing is the majority decoration.
As emphasized at the beginning of this review, most of the data is derived from surface collections
made at relatively small sites. The size of the sites is, in fact, an advantage in this study. Since the sites
are small, there is a greater likelihood that they represent single component occupations. The exclusively
sand tempered or exclusively grog tempered assemblages reported in the eastern surveys support this
argument Surveys in the central section, particularly the upper Yocona, dealt with sites which are similar
in size to those from eastern Mississippi. However, none of the assemblages were unmixed in terms of
the grog and sand temper distinction. There are three possible explanations; these may all be multi-com
ponent sites, they may all be transitional Miller II-Miller III occupations, or grog tempering may come
in earlier to the North Central Hills than it does to the east and overlap with sand for a longer period of
time.
These questions could be resolved easily by reference to stratigraphy, but unfortunately the bulk of
the data on cultural stratigraphy in the North Central Hills comes from only two sites. Both were excavated
by field schools from the University of Mississippi. The Womack Mound is located on the Skuna River
(Koehler 1966; Ford 1980), and the Slaughter site is situated to the north, on the Yocona River (Ford
1977). Neither site produced a clear picture of the ceramic sequence in the area. However, Ford (1981)
has marshalled the available evidence to suggest that while the shift from fabric impressing to cord
marking can be substantiated, there is no indication of a chronologically significant change in temper.
Grog is the predominant tempering agent from top to bottom at both sites. The stratigraphic evidence
supports the third interpretation of the surface data; there may be some single component sites in the
Yocona and Sardis samples, but this cannot be determined on the basis of temper, since tempering is not
a time marker for the Woodland period in the area. That leaves the Line Creek and Tuscumbia River
samples to mark the western limit of the Miller tradition. That is, in both survey areas there are strong
indications that sand tempering preceded grog tempering. It appears that the western boundary of the
Miller tradition corresponds rather closely with the western edge of the Flatwoods, which corresponds
with the limit of Paleocene and older sediments in eastern Mississippi as well as the eastern edge of the
watershed for the Yazoo Basin (Stephenson and Monroe 1970). Most of the Miller area is drained by the
Tombigbee River. However, the Tuscumbia River flows to the north to join the Hatehie River and
ultimately the Mississippi (Figure 4.1).

SETTLEMENT PATfERNS
Beyond the importance of the physiography of northern Mississippi in marking the boundary of the
Miller tradition, it plays an important role in the interpretation of settlement patterns for the area.
Settlement patterns within the Tenn-Tom corridor have been reviewed elsewhere (Blakeman 1975;
Rafferty 1980; Johnson 1981a). There is an apparent Miller III peak in populations for all of the upper
reaches of the Tombigbee until the broad terraces of the Gainesville Reservoir are reached, where there
is a Mississippi population peak.
However, like most cultural resource management samples, the Tenn-Tom sample is biased toward
stream bottoms. The largest site sample within the Miller area outside the Tenn-Tom corridor is the Clay
County survey sample collected by Sam Brookes and John Connaway for the Mississippi Department of
Archives and History in 1979. At that time, 233 sites, located throughout the county, were recorded. John
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Sparks (1984) used the surface collections from these sites in his master's thesis research. When these
data are combined with theLine Creek surveydata (Johnsonet al. 1984),a total site sampleof318 results.
All but seven of these sites are in Clay County and most are in the TIbbeeCreek watershed.This provides
a rare opportunity to look at Miller period site distributionoutside of the TombigbeeRiver valley.
Since the data set is made up almost exclusively of surface collections, there are some limitations.
While many of the Line Creek survey sites are small, single component sites, most of the Clay County
sites are multicomponent. Chronological trends can only be approached using components defined on
the basis of the presence or absence of diagnosticartifacts at each site. For the Archaic this is fairly easy,
but later phases are somewhat more difficult to define. The Gulf Formational is delineated by Wheeler
or Alexander series sherds. A Miller I component is recorded whenever Saltillo Fabric Impressed sherds
are found. Miller II is plotted on the basis of the distributionof Furrs Cord Marked. Grog temper is used
to define the presence of a MillerIll component.Mississippiancomponentsare markedby the occurrence
of shell tempered ceramics. Late Mississippian components are differentiatedon the basis of a specific
set of rim modes (Johnson and Sparks 1983); this is necessary since the shift from live shell temper to
fossil shell temper which marks the boundaryfor Late Mississippianceramics to the north around Tupelo
(Stubbs 1983) does not occur in the Tibbee Creek drainage with any regularity. Using these criteria, 552
components can be identified in the combined Clay County sample.
Clay County is a good place to study settlement distribution,because the county cuts across five of
the eight major physiographic zones of northem Mississippi(Lowe 1911)running from the Tombigbee
Bottoms in the east to the Flatwoods on the west. The Line Creek sample extends a bit further west to
include part of the North Central Hills (Figure 4.1). The distributionof components across these zones
is informative.The Pontotoc Ridge at the latitude of Clay County is underlainby two distinct geological
strata which differ in their forest cover (Johnson et al. 1984: Table 2-1). Therefore the zone was divided
in the settlement pattern analyses (Table4.1).
The first and most obviouspoint broughtout inTable4.1 is theimportanceof the BlackPrairie through
time. It is the major zone of occupation for all periods. The dramatic peak in the total number of
components for Miller II and the equally dramatic dropoff during the Mississippian and Late Mississip
pian times are also interesting, but it is the drop in the proportion of components in the Black Prairie
during Miller II that is ultimately most informative.This is the culmination of a trend that begins during
the Gulf Formational. At that time, there are the first indications that a move into other zones, primarily
the Pontotoc Ridge, occurs during Miller II-III times.
These trends are also evident when component location is evaluated in terms of stream order (Table
4.2). Sites are more commonly located near sixth order streamsregardlessof the time period. Sixth order
streams in Clay County include Tibbee Creek and ChuquatoncheeCreek below its junction with Houlka
Creek. These flow year round through the broadestbottomsoutsideof the TombigbeeRiver in the county.
The largest of the high, Pleistocene terraces in the county are located on the north side of Tibbee Creek
(Stephensonand Monroe 1940:Plate IB). Chuquatoncheeand Tibbee creeks are located almost entirely
within the BlackPrairie, explaining,inpart, thepreponderanceof sitesin thiszone (Table4.1).The highest
proportion (0.57) of sites situated on sixth order streams occurred during the Mississippian period,
apparently reflecting an emphasis on agriculturein large streambottoms. The lowest proportion of sixth
order stream locations occurred during the Late Mississippian,suggestinga reorientation of the subsis
tence systems (Johnsonand Sparks 1983).There is a drop in the proportionof sixthorder stream locations
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during Miller II with a corresponding increase in the importance of locations high in the drainage on
second order streams; the latter are the Pontotoc Ridge sites (Table 4.1).
EA
North Central Hills
Flatwoods

1

W. Pontotoc Ridge

4

E. Pontotoc Ridge

1

Black Prairie

71

MA

LA

I

1

1

38

Tombigbee Bluffs
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MI

MIll

M

LM

1

2

1

3

2

3

6

1

5

3

4

6

2

3

2

7

8

1

57

43

25

56

108

50

1

1

1

1

3

131

56

Tombigbee Bottoms
TOTAL

MIT

27

1

77

40

61
32
55
Abbreviations used in table

EA - Early Archaic
MA - Middle Archaic
LA - Late Archaic
GF - Gulf Formational

72

28

MI - Miller I
MIl - Miller II
MIll - Miller III
M - Mississippian
LM - Late Mississippian

Table 4.1. Physiographic distribution ofcomponents.
In fact, the Miller II components are relatively evenly distributed across the stream orders (fable 4.2)
and physiographic zones (fable 4.1). The amount ofdispersion across the zones can be measured in terms
of diversity, with maximum dispersion (an equal number of sites in each zone) representing maximum
diversity. Minimum dispersion, or homogeneity, would occur when all the sites are found in the same
zone. This can be measured using a diversity index borrowed from ecology and information theory, the
Shannon-Wiener index (Shannon 1949), which is computed as follows:
H = -1: Pi Loge Pi
In the present application, Pi is the proportion of the entire sample present in the ilb zone. There have
been several archaeological applications of the statistic in recent years (Justenson 1973; Johnson 1981b,
1984; Conaty 1981; Amick 1984).
Maximum diversity, as measured by the statistic, is dependent on the number of categories present
(Table 4.3). It is interesting to note that the largest diversity value for physiographic zones and stream
order occurred during Miller II times, confmning the impression from Tables 4.1 and 4.2. In fact, stream
order diversity approaches the maximum possible value for the index. The diversity index was also used
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to examine chronological trends in the distribution of sites within the physiographic zones by subdividing
each zone based on soil association. A total of 22 combinations is possible. Once again, maximum
diversity occurs during Miller IT times (fable 4.3). No matter how it is measured. Miller IT components
are found in a broader range of settings than at any time before or after in Clay County.
EA

MA

LA

GF

MI

MIl

MIll

M

LM

21

1

1st Order
2nd Order

2

2

3

3

3

15

13

2

3rdOrder

14

8

18

12

7

9

25

11

4th Order

4

3

3

2

2

4

9

7

5th Order

10

10

8

8

2

13

18

3

6

6th Order

47

17

28

28

18

31

66

32

1

Total

77

40

61

55

32

72

131

56

28

Abbreviations used in table
EA - Early Archaic
MA - Middle Archaic
LA - Late Archaic
GF - Gulf Formational

MI - Miller I
MIl - Miller IT
MIll - Miller ill
M - Mississippian
LM - Late Mississippian

Table 4.2. Streamorderdistribution ofcomponents.
This dispersion is reflected., in part, by the number of single component Miller II sites in the sample
(fable 4.4). Single component Miller II sites represent 27.8 percent of the total number of Miller II
components in the sample. This is exceeded only by the 85.7 percent single component, Late Mississip
pian sites. In both cases, the observed values, 20 and 24 respectively, are greater than the expected values,
12.00 and 4.66. The expected values are those that would occur if there was no relationship between the
occurrence of single components and phases. The Miller IT and Late Mississippian phases are the only
ones for which there is a positive relationship between observed and expected values. All of the rest show
negative loading for single components (fable 4.5), i.e., there are fewer single components than would
be expected by chance alone. The appropriate statistic for measuring the difference between observed
and expected value is X 2• This statistic is usually used to make probability statements about the likelihood
of a specific difference. Although it is included in Table 4.5 solely as a measure of the difference, most
of the X 2 values in Table 4.5 exceeded what would be likely at a 95 percent confidence level.
Most of the off-diagonal entries in Table 4.5 are positive, indicating that the different components
coincide more often than likely by chance alone. This is another way of saying that most of the sites are
multicomponent The highestpositive X 2 value in each row is usually the last entry on the right, indicating
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that the highest correspondence in components is usually between succeeding phases. There is, then,
continuity in site location.

Physiography
7 Classes

Stream Order
6 Classes

Physiography and
Soil Association
22 Classes

Maximum Diversity

1.9459

1.7918

3.0910

Early Archaic

0.3413

1.1248

1.5274

Middle Archaic

0.2332

1.3762

1.3730

Late Archaic

0.3329

1.3477

1.5027

Gulf Formational

0.8006

1.3056

1.7742

Miller I

0.7614

1.2246

1.9241

Miller II

0.8339

1.4192

2.0399

Miller III

0.7134

1.3474

1.8771

Mississippian

0.4489

1.2130

1.6811

Late Mississippian

0.1541

0.6649

0.9058

Table 4.3. Site setting diversity in Clay County by time period.

There are two exceptions to the pattern of continuity evident in Table 4.5. One occurs between
Mississippianand Late Mississippian and reflects the fact that most Late Mississippian sites are single
component sites, located in places that earlier people had not used. The second exception occurs in the
co-occurrenceof Late Archaicand Gulf Formationalcomponents. The differencebetweenobservedand
expected values is slightly less than it is for the co-occurrence of Middle Archaicand Gulf Formational
components as measured by X2 • In fact, there is a relatively weak positive relationship between Gulf
Formational components and the Archaic in general. The X2 value of 19.61 for the positive difference
between observedand expected values for Late Archaicand Gulf Formationalis the lowest for any pair
of adjacent phases. The next lowest is the Miller I-Miller II value of 28.01.
Taking all of the above into account. there appear to be three shifts in settlementstrategy evident in
the Clay County sample.The first occursat theboundarybetweenArchaicandWoodland. The Woodland
pattern is characterizedbydiversity, withan expansionintothegreatestnumberof environmental settings.
Miller II seems to mark the culminationof the Woodland strategy with its maximum diversity indices
and maximum number of single component sites. Although Miller III sites are actually found in more
differentsettingsthan MillerII sites,thereis thebeginningof a concentration of settlementon the terraces
of the sixth order streams which flow through the Black Prairie. This marks the second major shift in
settlementpatterns,a shift that leads to the Mississippian wherethere is a radicaldecrease in the number
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ofcomponents and a concentration of these components on the major terraces of theBlack Prairie streams.
The final pattern is that of the Late Mississippian sites, which represents a complete reorientation of
settlement away from the major streams to the upper reaches of the Black Prairie drainages.
Single
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1
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3
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1
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1
3.09
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1
2.79
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1
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0
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1
6.64

M
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56

1
2.84
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Abbreviations used in table
MI - Miller I
MIl - Miller II
MIll - Miller III
M - Mississippian

EA - Early Archaic
MA - Middle Archaic
LA - Late Archaic
OF - Gulf Formational
LM - Late Mississippian

Table 4.4. Multicomponent breakdown. observed and expectedvalues.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Miller II pattern suggests a settlement strategy that takes maximum advantage of all of the
resources available. This corresponds to Cleland's (1976) Late Diffuse Subsistence pattern, which also
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culminates in the Middle Woodland. Using different terms but similar concepts, R. Ford (1977:178)
would extend the pattern into the Late Woodland, where he sees a maximum redundancy in the
subsistence system. Since all available resources, including plants of the eastern agricultural complex
(Struever and Vickery 1973) and especially mast crops, are thought to have been used in an adaptive
system that maximizes harvest through complex scheduling, an optimal security has been hypothesized.
In fact, the picture which emerges is one which is very close to Caldwell's primary forest efficiency
model, a subsistence system which, Caldwell argued (1958:22), achieved its greatest success during the
Woodland period (see Dye 1980 for a critical review of Caldwell's model).
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LM - Late Mississippian

Table 4.5. Muiticomponent breakdown. Chi-square values.
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In light of the apparent emphasis on diversity in the Miller IT settlement pattern, it is important to
point out that the peak occupation of the Pontotoc Ridge occurred during the Miller IT and Miller ill
phases (fable 4.1). This is the zone of maximum diversity in Clay County, which can be related directly
to the nature of the underlying geological deposits (Stephenson and Monroe 1940). The Ripley Sands
and the Prairie Bluff Chalk are the most permeable of the strata that make up the county and, therefore,
the greatest topographic relief in the area occurs on the ridge. It is bounded on the west by the Flatwoods
and on the east by the Black Prairie, two areas of relatively flat terrain. The well drained, calcarious
deposits which make up the Pontotoc Ridge appear, on the basis of the 1832 land survey notes (Johnson
et al. 1984), to have supported a mixed oak and hickory forest. The chalk underlying the Black Prairie
produces open grassland and cedar groves. The clays of the Flatwoods supported scrub oak and pine,
while the acidic sands of the North Central Hills were covered primarily in pine. The Pontotoc Ridge is
the narrowest of these zones. A location on the ridge would be strategic to all other resources, including
the large floodplains of the streams which flow across the ridge.
The Pontotoc Ridge extends north from Clay County to the Mississippi-Tennesseestate line where
the Ripley Sands grade into the McNairy Sands (Russell et al. 1975). At this point the eastern edge of
the Pontotoc Ridge becomes indistinct as the chalk which formed the Black Prairie is replaced by
Cretaceous sands. Although the Paleocene clays of the Porters Creek Formation which underlie the
Flatwoods continue north into Tennessee, they no longer produce the strong contrast in topography that
marks their exposure in Mississippi. To the north, the Porters Creek and McNairy Formations combine
with other Cretaceous sands to form the West Tennessee Uplands. Eocene sands nearer the Mississippi
River form the WestTennesseePlain (Miller 1974). The Pinson Moundssite is underlainby Porters Creek
Clay situated a short distance from the boundary of these two major physiographic zones (Figure 4.1).
This important Middle Woodland ceremonial center is made up of both covered and flat topped mounds
(Mainfort 1980, 1986). The Ingomar Mounds (Rafferty 1983), another apparent Middle Woodland
platform mound group, are located to the south of Pinson near the boundary between the Pontotoc Ridge
and the Flatwoods (Figure 4.1). A third flat topped mound group that may date to the Woodland, the
Thelma Mounds (Chambers 1935),is locatedsouth of Ingomar on the western edge of the Pontotoc Ridge
(Figure 4.1). However, recent work at that site (Johnson and Atkinson 1985) suggests a later Miller ill
assignment.
Remembering that the Flatwoods in Mississippi appears to mark the western limit of the Miller
tradition, there seems to be an arc of Woodlandflat topped mounds extending south from Pinson Mounds
and located at the edge of the distribution of Miller ceramics. Surely it is not a coincidence that these
mounds, located at points of maximum environmental contrast, were built during a period whose
settlement strategy emphasized diversity.
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5
An Examination of the Twin Lakes Phase
IanetFord
Originally a provisional phase proposed to deny the chronological significance of sandy textured
pottery, Twin Lakes has evolved through the literature into a valid early Marksville manifestation
exhibiting a defined ceramic complex. In the process, sandy texture has come to be regarded as sand
tempering and has again assumed chronological importance. When reviewed, however, the evidence
supporting assignment ofthe phase to early Marksville is unconvincing. Additionally, analysis ofthe raw
data available in the literature raises questions about the existence ofa true ceramic complex. Data from
the adjacent North Central Hills region ofMississippi further impugn both the distinctive features ofthe
Twin Lakes phase and the assumption ofrestricted chronological association for sand textured pottery
in this portion ofthe lower Mississippi alluvial valley.

In his review of Archaeological Survey in the Lower Yazoo Basin, Mississippi 1949-1955, Griffin
(1973:379) expressed concern that Phillips' framework of Yazoo Basin phases might be misused. He
noted that "it is inevitablethat hisalignmentswill be acceptedas definedarchaeologicalunits into which
new data will be forced" insteadof being viewedas "a framework for each area whichshould be revised
and revised and revised" (Griffin 1973:379). Griffinfeared.in other words,that the proposedframework
might be considered a final product. rather than a hypothesisto be tested and revised.
Unfortunately, Griffin's fears have been realized Under pressure to meet deadlines on reports of
investigations, archaeologistshave sometimesaccepted uncritically the phases outlined for the area in
which they were workingand forced their materialto fit into the existinginterpretation. Such manipula
tion of data has highlighted the danger inherent in accepting regional chronologies based on surface
collections of potsherds without recognizing that ceramic attributesare not transmittedgenetically, but
insteadare the productsof learned humanbehavior. In other words,sherdsstudied withoutregard to their
environmentaland cultural context may speak, but perhaps in a language that invites faulty translation.
As. a result,a false senseof securityevolves,and chronologies beginto controlinterpretationeven though
they may be based on some rather unconvincing evidence.
The case in point is the Twin Lakes phase. Prior to a detailed examination of this particular phase,
however,it will be helpfulto review exactlywhatis impliedby the conceptof "phase." Kidder suggested
that "phase" be used specifically for the purpose of preliminaryarchaeological classification (Kidder,
Jennings,and Shook 1946:9).This purposewasde-emphasized in thedefinitionlater proposed byWilley
and Phillips:
Janet Ford, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38671
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an archaeological unit possessingtraits sufficiently characteristic to distinguishit from all
other units similarly conceived, whether of the same or other cultures or civilizations,
spatially limited to the order of magnitude of a locality or region and chronologically
limited to a relativelybrief intervalof time (Willeyand Phillips 1958:22).
Phillips, in fact. later still presentedthe conceptof a phase as a viableentity,rather thanan analytical
tool:
a geographically coherent group of site locations ... occupied simultaneously or nearly
so by local units of a specific socio-political group . . . an alleged demographic reality
(phillips 1970:524).
There are two aspects of a phase that are consistent in these definitions: 1) it represents a contem
poraneous population,and 2) it producesa distinctive, uniformset of artifacts.
The alleged demographic reality which has been labeled the Twin Lakes phase was proposed by
Phillips (1970:891) as the solution to a problemarising from the 1951Lower MississippiValley survey
report The sandy texturedpottery foundin the vicinityof the Tallahatchie drainage had been interpreted
in Phillips, Ford, and Griffm (1951) as chronologically significant(i.e., early), despite the fact that this
was the minority opinion of the authors. Creationof the TwinLakes phase was intended to rectify that
mistake, substitutinga local complexexhibitinga high proportionof sandy sherds (phillips 1970:891).
This solution, however, was less than successful. Although the Twin Lakes phase is defmed as an
early Marksvillephase, there is no local late Marksvillephase with a high proportionof sandy textured
ceramics. Therefore the Twin Lakes phase, which was supposed to eliminate the chronological sig
nificanceof said ceramics, has instead firmly entrenchedthe notion that sandy textureoccurs only early
withinthe Marksvilleperiod.Further,the evidenceuponwhichthe entireTwinLakescomplexis inferred
to be early is suspect
The Womack site in Yalobusha County, Mississippi, furnished Phillips with data which he saw as
suggestingthat the TwinLakes sites wereoutliersof a "centerfarthereast in the 'hills'" and as supporting
his early datingof thephase. Specifically, at Womack, the earliestceramic"family" (GroupIII)contained
the sand textured "Thomas" types, consistingof what would now be classified as Baytown Plain, var:
Thomas, MulberryCreek Cord Marked, var. Blue Lake, and WithersFabric Marked, var. Twin Lakes.
Radiocarbondates from Womack range from A.D. 70 ± 100 to A.D. 670 ± 80. Koehler's
Group III pottery related to our TwinLakes materialmay be attributed to the earlier part
of this range, a very neat correspondence to the dates from HelenaCrossing and welcome
confirmation of my placement of the Twin Lakes phase in the early Marksville period
(phillips 1970:891-892).
If, however, the data are more closely scrutinized, Phillips' interpretation is less convincing. The
earlier of the two Womackdates mentionedwasobtainedfrom beneatha brokenochrefloor 25cm above
the bottom of a pit located in the village area. Ceramics were found only above the floor. The ceramic
content of the pit is not reported separately, but it contained the majority of pottery recovered from
excavationsin thevillagearea (Koehler1966:20,22).Thetotalceramicsamplerecoveredfromthe village
excavations numbered only 57 sherds. In this sample were two Thomas Plain sherds, two TwinLakes
Fabric Impressed, and one crosshatched rim. The remaining 52 sherds were not classified within the
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Thomas or Group ill category, but instead more closely fit Miller type descriptions than any Lower
Mississippi Valley varieties (Koehler 1966:36). This situation occurs frequently in the North Central Hills,
primarily because the Lower Mississippi Survey descriptions usually allow only one sandy variety per
type, while there is considerable variation in sandy pottery in the hills. Nevertheless, using the Miller
scheme, the village sample included 24 Furrs Cord Marked, 3 Tishomingo Cord Marked, 10 Tishomingo
Plain, and 9 Baldwin Plain. The remaining sherds were either fiber tempered (N=2) or Baytown Plain
(N=4) (Koehler 1966:36). Realizing that this distribution represents neither a total nor a random sample,
the ratio of Miller types falls within the late Miller II to early MIller ill range, according to the framework
produced by Ienkins (1980:71-72). The majority of the village sample therefore apparently postdates the
Marksville period. That the radiocarbon date is much too early for such a ceramic inventory should not
be surprising, since the ceramics came from above the ochre floor, while the date came from beneath it.
The majority of Thomas group (Group Ill) ceramics, which Koehler describes as the earliest of his
three groups, occurs in the ceramic sample recovered not from the Womack village, but from the mound,
some 200 m (600 ft) distant. The earliest radiocarbon date from the mound comes from just beneath the
surface of the central burial platform: A.D. 250 ± 80 (OX 122) (Koehler 1966:7,34). Phillips (1970:960),
it should be noted, favors an A.D. 300 date for termination of the Marksville phase.
Hence, the Womack evidence which Phillips (1970:891-892) cites in support of an early Marksville
period placement of Twin Lakes consists of a radiocarbon sample taken from below the floor of a pit
which contained ceramics only in the fill above the floor. The majority of the ceramics above the floor
postdates the radiocarbon date by some 230 years, if their assignment to the Miller sequence is valid. The
only five Womack sherds which relate to the Twin Lakes complex mayor may not have come from this
pit; it is unclear. The majority of the alleged Twin Lakes sherds were recovered from the mound. The
basal feature of the Womack mound yielded a radiocarbon date with a median only 50 years before the
assumed end ofthe Marksville period. Therefore, Womack provides a poor case for assigning Twin Lakes
to the early Marksville period.
The other dated site which Phillips (1970:891-892) uses to support the placement of the Twin Lakes
phase is Helena Crossing. Dates on samples from that site yielded a range from 140 B.C. ± 150 to
A.D. 335 ± 150 (M-1197-1199) (Ford 1963:46; apparently corrected either to A.D. 150 ± 75 to
A.D. 325 ± 75 [phillips 1970:889] or 150 B.C. ± 150 to A.D. 325 ± 150 [Toth 1979:190]). This seems
sufficient range to allow for a variety of crossdating correspondences.
The other evidence claimed to support an early date for the Twin Lakes complex rests on the
co-occurrence of sandy textured pottery with sherds that exhibit defmitive early decorations. Analysis of
the stylistic elements of the ceramic complex follows, but it should be sufficient here to point out that all
of the sites proposed for the Twin Lakes phase show strong evidence of being multicomponent sites.
None has been extensively excavated. In other words, surface collections from multicomponent sites
have been analyzed and co-occurrence assumed. Toth, who inherited Twin Lakes and retained it as a
valid, if "poorly understood" early Marksville phase, notes:
Not all of the pottery from Twin Lakes is sand-tempered. Some sherds, including early
Marksville diagnostics are made of the standard soft, chalky early Marksville paste. The
two wares, sand-tempered, and clay-tempered, are found with all decorations present and
with red filming. Thus there is no indication of a temporal difference between the two
wares, a conclusion that coincides with the position of Phillips and Ford that sand
tempering was a local specialization without chronological significance (Toth 1977:302).
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The paradoxof sandypottery's havingno chronological significanceexceptthat it is early has already
been addressed,but the rest of Toth's statementneedsexamination. In the absenceof evidencethat sandy
textured and clay tempered wares are not coeval, we are to assume that they occurred totally contem
poraneously. It hardly seems necessaryto point out that there is no evidence that they were confmed to
the same time range, exceptin the case of thosebearingdiagnosticearly Marksvilledecorativeelements.
The weaknessof this point will soon becomeapparent
Evidencefrom the NorthCentralHillsregionof Mississippi suggeststhat in thisarea,purportedhome
of the center for Twin Lakes distribution, there is truly no correlation between time and temper. Two
excavated sites, Slaughter (Ford 1977) and Womack (Koehler 1966), exhibit conflicting ceramic
sequences when viewed from the perspective of tempering material. A complex explanation of the
temporal relationship between the two sites can be constructed,but it requires selective interpretation
and manipulationof the dates (see Ford 1981).
The chronological significanceof sandy pottery in the Twin Lakes region has not been established
and, in fact, sand inclusions in pottery paste have not been proven to represent intentional, volitional
steps in the trajectory of pottery manufacture in this area. It was for this reason that Phillips (1970:54)
chose to refer to Twin Lakes ceramics as sandy textured(a distinctionthat has since been ignored). On
the other hand, applicationof surface finish is undeniably a volitionaldecision in the trajectory.
When relative proportionsof fabric markedand cord markedwares from Slaughterand Womackare
compared stratigraphically, both sites exhibit the expected decline of the former and the increaseof the
later. This provides a parsimoniousexplanationfor the temporalrelationshipbetween the two sites that
is neatly supported by the dates obtained from both (Ford 1981). Sandy textured pottery persists
throughout the occupation of each site and both produceddates much later than would be expected for
early Marksville. The inescapable conclusion is that sand "tempering" is not confined to the early
Marksville time period in the upstreamareas of the rivers that drain into the TwinLakes region.
Recent surveys throughoutthe North Central Hills support the premise that sand and clay co-occur
over an extended time span. No sites have been foundthat yieldedpure complexesof either sand or clay
tempered ware (Johnson,this volume).
Noting the peril inherent in comparisonswithoutproper samplingtechniques, it is still interestingto
compare the sites proposed for inclusionin the TwinLakes phase on the basis of ratio of surface fmish
treatments. Using sherd frequenciesobtainedfromPhillips,Ford,and Griffm(1951:Figure 19)and Toth
(1977:308), rough estimates are calculable for five sites: Twin Lakes (58 percent fabric marked, 42
percent cord marked); Denton (25 percent fabric marked, 75 percent cord marked); White (20 percent
fabric marked,80 percentcord marked); Thomas(6 percentfabric marked.94 percentcord marked); and
Blue Lake (2 percent fabric marked, 98 percent cord marked). This range of variation suggests an
extended occupation span. This analysis, however,should not be given 100 much credence, especially
since fabric marking seems to occur with much less frequencyin the Lower MississippiValley than in
either the North Central Hills or the Miller sequence. The major point is that use of an alternate, but at
least equally reliable criterion for chronological interpretation of the sampleresults in a vastly different
conclusion.
When the chronologicalsignificanceof sandytextureis actuallyremoved,there is littleleft to suggest
the presence of a true demographic reality in the Twin Lakes region. The occurrence of Marksville
diagnostics has been used to support the placement, i.e., TwinLakes =sand temper + early Marksville
diagnostics= an early Marksvillephase.Thefrequencyanddistributionof the diagnostics,however,does
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not present a strong case for such an assumption. For example, Toth (1977:298-310) notes that "the
minority decorations, with the exception of the crosshatched rim, appear to be present in extremely low
frequencies." This is an understatement; in fact, even including the crosshatched rim, the frequencies are
extremely low.
The presence of crosshatched rims was one of the first reasons for fonnulation of an early Marksville
phase at Twin Lakes. Phillips (1970:891), however, noted a peculiar quality in these sherds. At the Twin
Lakes site, a sample of 3663 sherds contained only 14 crosshatched rims, while no Marksville Stamped
or Marksville Incised decorations occurred at all. Phillips suggests that in the Twin Lakes complex,
crosshatching was a rim decoration on plain pottery. Toth (1977:302) recorded three additional cros
shatched rims from the Twin Lakes site, found in the L.B. Jones collection. At the White site there were
four, and Blue Lake, Denton, and Beaver Dam each yielded a single crosshatched rim. None was reported
from Thomas. The only crosshatched rim associated with a decoration was a Marksville Stamped, VaT.
OldRiver sherd from Beaver Dam. It should be noted that this site appears in the records ofthe Mississippi
Archaeological Survey as an Early to Middle Archaic site. Sam Brookes, however, did retrieve the sherd
in question and Toth (1977:307) included Beaver Dam in the Twin Lakes phase "with no real conviction
on the basis of geography alone."
The Avery Island Conference phase fonn lists six sites with Twin Lakes components, including Beaver
Dam. Table 5.1 summarizes the significant ceramic elements for the Twin Lakes complex (from Toth
1979: Table 25.3), including estimates of their distribution at each of the sites. (I have not included sites
like Slaughter [Ford 1977] and Lightline Lake [Morgan 1979] that were assigned to the phase on the
basis of presence of sandy textured pottery) Frequencies were obtained from Phillips, Ford. and Griffm
(1951: Fig. 19) and Toth's (1977) reanalysis of portions of these and additional samples.
The total available sherd sample for the Twin Lakes phase numbers 8144. Among these are 24
crosshatched rims, at least one from each site with the exception of Thomas. The majority of the rims
(17), however, was recovered from the type site of Twin Lakes.
Crosshatched rims are the only diagnostic to occur at a majority of the sites. Most of the "prevailing"
and "important" elements are varieties of cord and fabric marked ware. Blue Lake and Twin Lakes are
the sandy textured varieties that have already been discussed. Porter Bayou is not a significant diagnostic
without supporting evidence, since
the evidence at Porter Bayou and nearby sites suggests that the variety lasts through the
entire Marksville period. Except when found in excavated contexts, then, Porter Bayou,
cannot be considered a reliable early Marksville ceramic marker (Toth 1977:515).
Sevier is considered a good early Marksville diagnostic, but is not easily discernible "without the support
of other diagnostics, since it intergrades with Porter Bayou" (Toth 1977:515-556).
The other ceramic type labeled as important is Twin Lakes Punctated, present in two varieties. Again,
it is difficult to extrapolate from the chart in Phillips, Ford, and Griffm, but rough estimates can be made
based on approximate percentages and totals. Punctated sherds were recovered from only three of the six
sites. At Twin Lakes, less than 1 percent (i.e., no more than 30) of the original sample of 3663 sherds
were so decorated. Approximately 10 occurred in the 3330 sherd White sample and two are listed in the
Denton sample of 175 sherds.
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Thus, the Twin Lakes phase definition depends heavily upon wares that Toth lists in his "minority"
and "trace" categories. Indian Bay is represented by a single sherd from Denton and Sunflower by two
sherds from the same site. Toth (1977:305)reports that "a few" Cassidy Bayou sherds occur in the White
sample. However,the graph in Phillips,Ford,and Griffm(1951:Figure 19)does not indicatethe presence
of what would have then been classified Marksville Stamped at White, although a trace of the type is
shown to occur at Blue Lake. The literature fails to reveal any record of Marksville on any of the sites.
In addition, the Old River sherd from Beaver Dam, as reported above, is the only sherd referred to on a
site that is basically Archaic.
If cord marking and fabric marking are eliminated, the Twin Lakes phase is left with a total ceramic
inventory of some 69 sherds; 24 are crosshatched rims and 42 are Twin Lakes Punctated. None of the
other diagnostic varieties occur at more than one site and at only one site do as many as two of the
significant varieties co-occur. While the presence of these varieties and of crosshatched rims may be
evidence enough to suggest early Marksville components on multicomponentsites, it is hardly enough
on which to base the existence of a demographicreality.
Perhaps of equal significance in evaluation of the Twin Lakes phase are the varieties listed as
"missing." For example, theabsence of EvansvillePunctatedandat least two varietiesof Mabin Stamped,
Mabin and Deadwater, is consideredimportantin distinguishingTwinLakes from the Dorrphase,located
to the east (roth 1977:310).It is thereforeinterestingto note that Phillips,Ford, and Griffin (1951:Figure
19)indicate the presence of EvansvillePunctatedat the White site. In addition, sherdsclosely resembling
Mabin and Deadwater are found at Clear Creek (Thome and McGahey 1968)and Slaughter(Ford 1977),
both to the west of the Twin Lakes area. (Incidentally, the presence of Mabin Stamped at these two sites
is a fact that would not emerge from a review of the literature. In both reports these sherds were
misidentifiedas Cormorant Cord Impressed. I was the guilty party in the case of Slaughter.)
In conclusion,uponcloseexaminationof thedata availablein the literature,evidence for the existence
of a Twin Lakes phase representedby the suggestedceramic complexis insubstantialand unconvincing.
Twin Lakes, as currently defined, fails to exhibit either of the consensus aspects of the definition of a
phase as presented earlier in this paper: 1) there is no evidence that it represents a contemporaneous
population-that notion is primarily based on the presence of sand temperingwhich is not demonstrably
early in this area; 2) there is no distinctive,uniformcomplexof artifactsof sufficientsize and distribution
to justify the phase definition.Therefore, ceramiccriteria for both early and late Marksville phases in the
area of confluence of the rivers draining the North Central Hills of Mississippi with the lower Yazoo
River system are yet to be established.
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Figure 6.1. The Keller Site.

6
The Keller Site: Its Implications for
Interpreting the Late Marksville Period
Occupation in Northeast Arkansas
Dan E Morse
Very little is known about the Marksville period in northeast Arkansas. primarily due to our inability to
definitely identify Marksville period sites. The Keller site is an example ojwhy such identification is so
difficult.

THE KELLER SITE
The Keller site (3-Po-159) is located in Poinsett County, just south of the border with Craighead
County,in the Western Lowlands,approximately 23 km southwestof Jonesboro,Arkansas.It is situated
within a relict braided stream terrace, on a sandy ridge about 9 Ian east of the headwaters of Bayou de
Viewand 11 km west of Crowley'sRidge.
Salvageexcavationof the Keller site was accomplished in a singleday,utilizingthe field crew of the
Brand site project (Goodyear 1974),after it was learned that the field within which the site was located
was in the process of being precisionleveledfor the cultivationof irrigatedrice. This is the fate of much
of the braided stream surfaces in northeast Arkansas and southeast Missouri (Medford 1972). By
monitoring the leveling, we were able to recovera modestartifactcollectionand to record and excavate
approximately two dozen prehistoricfeatures. The Keller site salvage is one of many similar investiga
tions in the area and the accumulative experiencegained aided our work considerably.
Approximately 2000 m2 of the site wassalvaged. TensherdsfromFeature 10indicatea Mississippian
componenthad been present,but thiscomponenthadbeeneffectively removedby the dirt buggiesbefore
our arrival at the site (Morse and Morse 1983:Fig. 2.00). The 27 Woodland features recorded (Figure
6.1)includedthreeburials, 12basin-shaped storage (7) pits, 10postholes(probablyindicativeof shelters),
a hearth, and an earth oven. All three burials were probably flexed, although one was described as a
"bundle" in the field notes. The Keller site was probablya minimalresidential site consisting of one or
two structuresduring a relativelybrief time period (i.e., generation or less).
The artifact assemblage is of modest size. With the exception of one plain and one red filmed
Mississippian sherd found in a contemporary feature at the edge of the site, all artifacts appear to be of
Woodland age. No feature produceda significantsample,so the recoveredartifactsare discussedbelow
by class.

Dan F. Morse, Arkansas Archaeological Survey, Arkansas State University, Drawer 820, State University, AR 72476
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Ceramics
A total of 126 sherds was recovered at the Keller site. The friable paste is basically what Phillips
(1970:49) has classified as Baytown Plain, var. Bowie and consists primarily of grog, with varying
amounts of sand inclusions. Simple, fragile, conical jars and numerous repair holes (seen on five sherds)
indicate problems experienced with pottery manufacture by the inhabitants of the Keller site. The
ceramics from the Keller site have been classified as follows: Baytown Plain, var. Bowie (9 rims, 105
body); Mulberry Creek Cordmarked, var. unspecified (3 body), unidentified punctated (1 rim, 5 body);
cord impressed (1 body); unidentified incised or stamped (1 rim); other (1 sherd).
Five of the plain rims have notched lips; three are from Feature 20 (a basin-shaped pit), and one was
found nearby. A very large sherd from a simple conical vessel was found in another pit (Feature 27). It
is brushed over its exterior swface, with marks basically perpendicular to the lip; interior brushing marks
are parallel with the lip. Brushing is also evident on several additional sherds.
Punctation was the most common decorative technique. Recovered from Feature 20, one large rim
sherd, also from a conical vessel, is reminiscent of the type Steuben Punctated in the Illinois late Hopewell
tradition (cf. Morse and Morse 1983: Fig. 8.8, and Morse 1963: PI. 111).There are four rows ofpunctation
parallel to and just beneath the lip.
Four small sherds exhibiting a row of punctations near a broken edge may be from similar vessels;
these were found in Features 3, 5, 7, and 27. Another small body sherd with punctations across the entire
swface was found on the surface, All punctated sherds are probably one or more varieties within the
inclusive type Evansville Punctated (phillips 1970:78-81)
A sherd found in Feature 2 exhibits a thickened (not appliqued) collar, which probably indicates that
it is a rim with the lip missing. A cord impression crosses almost the entire collar, with a 90' turn
paralleling the base. Presumably this sherd is distantly related to Phillips' (1970: 159-160) type Shellwood
Cord Impressed.
A small notched rim sherd from Feature 3 exhibits what at first glance appears to be crude rocker
stamping immediately beneath the lip, but closer examination indicates that the design remnants are
almost certainly composed of incised, rather than rocker, elements. This is a traditional Marksville
decoration, but it is poorly executed on this specimen.
In Feature 5 a fragment ofa tetrapod was found The actual pod itself is missing and only the expanded
corner of the vessel base to accommodate the support is present. Tetrapods constitute good evidence of
a pre-Baytown date in the Central Mississippi Valley. No other indication of basal shape was recovered
from the Keller site.
Earth oven elements
Feature 5 was almost certainly an earth oven. While only a basal remnant remained for us to salvage,
the contents provide good evidence for interpreting the feature as a late Marksville earth oven. The earth
oven elements, or pottery objects, are badly fragmented. Over a dozen are represented, the most complete
of which is illustrated by Morse and Morse (1983: Fig. 8.71). This specimen probably measured about
45 em by 55 em, and the fragments indicate a very crude, somewhat spherical shape. These Middle
Woodland pottery objects look nothing like their predecessors, the elegant Poverty Point varieties, or
even the Tchula period biconical style. The Arkansas State Museum recovered contemporaneous pottery
objects from the nearby Walnut Mounds site (3-Po-57) that are as crude, but are somewhat larger in size.
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Additional material from Feature 5 includes three sherds of Baytown Plain, var. Bowie, 15.9 g of fire
cracked debitage, 25.9 g of fire cracked rock, and a quantity of bone and charcoal fragments. Other
possible earth oven elements from the Keller site were found in Features 3 and 7, both basin-shaped pits.
Lithics
The relatively high frequency oflithics at the Keller site (e.g., compared to Zebree [Morse and Morse
1980]) is due to the proximity of the site to Crowley's Ridge. With only a very few exceptions, the Keller
lithics were clearly derived from that upland, in particular, the Lafayette gravels.
The points cluster around an expanded stemmed (similar to Morse and Morse 1983: Fig. 8.7b) and
corner notched (Morse and Morse 1983: Fig. 8.7c) theme. Many look more Weems-like than Steuben
and could be classified as either stemmed or corner notched. There are five expanded stemmed points
(one each from Features 3 and 20), two corner notched points, one basal notched point (Feature 7), and
two crudely worked stemmed points. With the exception of the basal notched point, all are somewhat
similar as a group to those recovered from a Dunldin phase context at the Zebree site, although the latter
points date three to four centuries later in time (Morse and Morse 1980).
For the most part, the other 23 bifaces appear to be fragments of aborted preforms. One exception is
an apparent transverse edged specimen found on the surface, that may have been a triangular chisel or
celt (Morse and Morse 1983: Fig. 8.7d).
Debitage numbers 441 specimens, and includes four blades (Morse and Morse 1983: Fig. 8.7a) and
40 probable utilized flakes. The rarity of Hopewell blades in northeast Arkansas presents a real problem.
Only two specimens found at the Keller site can be classified as "true" blades; the illustrated example
exhibits extensive lateral retouching. Only four of the "utilized" flakes exhibit noticeable retouch and all
40 flakes are of local Crowley's Ridge chert.
The chert artifacts classified as "choppers" (N=30) range from aborted cores to bifacially retouched
cobble tools exhibiting battering, suggesting use as choppers. The seven chert hammers are similarly
nondescript, and most are unsuccessful tools exhibiting shattering but little actual battering. A sandstone
specimen exhibits more use before shattering. If there were any good hammers at the Keller site, we
either missed them or they were removed by the inhabitants when they moved. A sandstone mortar and
two chert anvils were also recovered; the stone for the mortar probably originated in the Ozark Highlands.
Two badly eroded ironstone abraders were also collected; ironstone is a cemented sandstone with hematite
contained in the bonding cement and is common in the streams of Crowley's Ridge. An unmodified
Crowley's Ridge chert cobble was also found. A total of 3500 g of firecracked rock was recovered from
the site.

Bone
In addition to the three fragmented human skeletons and 1300 g of unworked animal bone (and two
mussel shells), four worked bone artifacts were found. 1\vo are broken deer ulna awls, found in Features
3 and 7; a deer long bone splinter awl was also recovered from Feature 7. In Feature 3, a small section
of a turtle carapace vessel was found.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERPRETING 1HE LATE MARKSVILLE PERIOD
The main component at the Keller site is clearly Woodland. and a lateMarksville period identification
is based primarily on one decorated sherd. A precise assignment of Woodland components in northeast
Arkansas has long been a problem and. as a result, our understanding of Woodland behavior has been
based primarily on interpretations made outside of this Central Mississippi Valley region. This depend
ence is even reflected in one of the period names adopted for the Central Valley: Marksville. Whatever
one thinks of the period names. the important point made here is that precise temporal assignment of
Woodland assemblages is extremely difficult in northeast Arkansas. for reasons that are only now
becoming apparent These include ceramic monotony. sample size, dispersed populations, strong cultural

continuity, and masked deposits.
Ceramic monotony
In northeast Arkansas, Woodland kitchen pottery made of backswamp clay and tempered with sand
tends to look the same, no matter when it was made. This is also essentially true ofgrog tempered pottery
in the Woodland tradition. Such pottery constitutes the major artifact class in most Woodland assemblages
and is often the only kind of pottery present at a site.
The technological aspects of Woodland pottery are only just beginning to be understood. Evidently,
the subconical and flat bases of typical Woodland jars reflect the necessity of distributing the weight of
a vessel made up ofa very heavy paste during the process of coil construction. Typical Woodland ceramic
paste is as much as two and a half times heavier than typical Mississippian paste. However, weight can
be diffused during manufacture by angling the vessel or by broadening and flattening the base (Morse
and Morse 1983:138-142). Otherwise, the vessel might simply collapse or warp if its weight was
concentrated on a small, rounded point.
Smaller vessels, particularly those being molded with either a calcareous based paste (e.g., shell, bone,
or limestone), or even with a very fme grog tempered paste, were evidently exempt from these general
rules of physics. Better paste preparation and a longer period of vessel preparation, as indicated by
considerable burnishing of the surfaces, may have contributed to the superiority of rarer "ceremonial"
ware of the Woodland ceramic tradition. These aspects of Woodland ceramic technology clearly need to
be investigated experimentally.

Sample size
A collection of potsherds from a Central Valley Woodland site will cause the site to be classified as
Baytown ifno decorated sherds, other than punctated or net impressed, are present. Zoned stamped sherds
are characteristic of the Marksville period, while Cormorant Cord Impressed is evidence of the Tchula
period. Decorated sherds may represent primarily ceremonial wares, and an absence of such sherds will
be dependent on the nature and size of the sample from a site.
A Marksville period village assemblage of ceramics does not necessarily contain a large percentage
of the decorated Marksville types. For example, the late Illinois Hopewell period Steuben site produced
only two percent Hopewell ware (56 of 2356 sherds) in four excavation units (Morse 1963). However,
the Marksville site itself has produced an extraordinarily high percentage (over 90 percent) of decorated
Marksville types (roth 1974), far in excess of the one percent recorded during several seasons of ex cava
tions at the major ceremonial center of Pinson Mounds (Mainfort 1986b). Given a representative
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assemblage ofceramics from a Marksville period site in northeastern Arkansas, we can expect an average
of one diagnostic (i.e., decorated) sherd per 50-100 potsherds collected.
Zoned stamping is viewed here primarily as a rare horizon style for the Marksville period. Another
possible horizon marker, at least for early Marksville (A.D. 1-200), is Withers Fabric Marked (phillips
1970:175, 188; Toth 1977; Walthall 1980:112; Broster, Adair, and Mainfort 1980:42-44). The only
well-documented Tchula assemblage known from northeast Arkansas is distinctive in the very low
frequency of fabric marked sherds (Morse and Morse 1983). Similarly, Baytown sites are characterized
by an almost complete absence of fabric marked surface treatment Yet a pit feature near the St. Francis
River in St. Francis County, Arkansas produced an assemblage consisting of Withers Fabric Marked,
Tchefuncte Stamped, and Baytown Plain, as well as a rocker stamped sherd and a single rim sherd with
a notched lip (Rush Harris, personal communication). At the Helena Crossing mounds, both Tchefuncte
Stamped and Withers Fabric Marked vessels were represented, notably the vessels in Pottery Deposit 1
from Mound C (Ford 1963:31-32). Withers Fabric Marked occurs in Mississippi County, Arkansas, but
unfortunately at multi-component sites, thus allowing a wide latitude in temporal association. Fabric
marked sherds are also present in the Cairo Lowland and the Western Lowlands of Arkansas in relatively
large amounts; the latter are sand tempered (Price 1981:473). To the east, fabric marking is the dominant
surface treatment at Bynum (Cotter and Corbett 1951) and Pharr (Bohannon 1972). If fabric marked
pottery can be used as a horizon marker for early Marksville in the Central Mississippi Valley, then the
possibility of accurately dating Woodland site collections will be greatly enhanced.

Dispersed populations
Most Woodland sites in the eastern United States have obvious middens representative of villages
and/or associated mound groups. In northeast Arkansas, mound groups dating to this period are extremely
rare. Midden sites do occur in relatively high frequencies, but are almost invariably classified as Late
Woodland or Baytown period. No recorded Woodland site is significantly larger than the largest known
pre-ceramic sites in northeast Arkansas and most are much smaller. Even where relatively large samples
of ceramics are present, many researchers feel that the magnitude of such assemblages is as much a
reflection of the fragile nature of Woodland pottery as the length or intensity of site occupation (Morse
and Morse 1983:186).
The remains left by mobile, dispersed small groups have always been difficult to discern through
traditional archaeological recovery techniques. In northeastern Arkansas, this is compounded by the
evident uniformity of archaeological remains throughout all of the Woodland subperiods. Hence, most
ceramic sites are classified as Baytown or Late Woodland period occupations, reinforcing such a
classification for all similar sites. It is only after several years of investigation that we have realized that
many of these sites must date to the Tchula and Marksville periods, despite our inability to discern such
occupations (Price 1981:472-496).
The difficulty of correctly assigning ceramic sites to their proper temporal periods is greatly increased
when working with non-ceramic Woodland sites. An unfortunate tendency to identify comer notched
points as related to the rare Illinois Snyders point, and hence diagnostic of Marksville (Price and Price
1981: Figs. 10-16; Dunnell 1984), has ignored the longevity ofcomer notched points through time. Some
comer notched types are Archaic, some are Woodland, and others are Marksville. Independent
verification through the presence of other diagnostic artifacts is necessary to identify comer notched
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points as Marksville at such sites. Unfortunately, we know little about the Marksvillelithic industry in
the Central MississippiValley.
Strong cultural continuity

Just as it is recognized that the transitionfrom Archaic into Woodland was evolutionaryrather than
revolutionary, we know that the Woodland trilogy is not indicative of major changes in prehistoric
behavior. Althoughtheredoesappear to bea ratherdrasticchangeasMarksvillewindsdownand Baytown
begins.this is not nearlyas pronouncedas the beginningof Mississippian. The shiftto Baytownis marked
more by a lack of dynamism (a loss of exotic artifacts actually)inland from the Gulf Coastal Plain.
A strong cultural continuity exists in both lithics and ceramics throughout the Woodland period in
northeast Arkansas;it is so strong that one Woodland assemblagelooks much like any other. It is truly
unfortunatethat the older conceptsof a Hopewellruling classestablishingits authority throughconquest
or conversion(Deuel 1952:255-256) arenot valid.sincesucha situationwouldhavebeenreadilyapparent
archaeologically.
Masked deposits

The HelenaCrossingsite was a groupof five Hopewell-type burial mounds: "The five almostconical
mounds. varying little in size. were approximately 100 feet in diameter and 15 to 20 feet high" (Ford
1963:5).Yetdespite the obviousimportanceof the siteas a ceremonialcenter.onlyone Marksvilleperiod
village site was located during the 1940 surveyof the area (Phillips 1979:888). Not only were no other
Marksville period sites found near HelenaCrossingduring the 1960excavationsof the mounds,but the
previously recorded Bowie site could not be relocated. Obviously. there should have been several
contemporary sites in the vicinity of Helena. but for some reason these sites were masked from
archaeologicalsight
One possiblesourceof maskingmightbe changesin thealluvialmeanderbelt of theMississippiRiver
(Saucier 1981).Reworking of deposits during the last 2000 years couid account for the destructionof a
number of sites. particularlyolder ones. but we cannot at the present time accurately validate such an
occurrenceon a significantlevel. Anotherkind of maskingis the multiplehabitationcomponentspresent
at many Woodland sites. During the Woodland period there was little shift in the basic techniques of
obtaining food and. more importantly. the relative importanceof particular classes of foods apparently
did not change significantly until after the end of the Baytown period. Thus. an attractive location for
settlement was likely to be reoccupiedthroughout the Woodland period.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Keller site is an example of a minimal residential habitation that is typical of the Woodland
dispersed settlementpattern in northeastArkansas. In fact. sites like Keller can be typical of a varietyof
socio-economic behavior (Eder 1984) and are not necessarily restricted to the Woodland period. In
attempting a proper period identificationof Keller. it is to our advantage that we were able to monitor
the final destruction of the site and. hence.gather data not availablefrom a surface searchor limited test
investigation.
A Woodlandidentificationof the site is easy. While the predominanceof plain surfaced ceramics at
Kellersuggestsa Marksvilleperiodoccupation.this is not a foregoneconclusion,becausein the southern
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portion of northeast Arkansas, plain ceramics are also characteristic of the Baytown period. None of the
diagnostic decorated Marksville ceramic types were recovered at Keller, perhaps due to small sample
size or the expected rarity of ceremonial ware at minimal residential sites. The crudity of the recovered
pottery indicates poor control by this particular population over Woodland ceramic technology, and
"ceremonial ware" may not be as elegant at Keller as in the Meander Belt region of Arkansas. A lack of
obvious ceremonial ware is also typical of the Baytown period.
Punctated decoration is common throughout the Woodland time span. However, limited rows of
punctations immediately below and parallel to the lip are prominent (at least in illinois) around A.D. 400.
Tetrapods are characteristic of a slightly earlier time period and the Keller ceramic paste (var. Bowie) is
typical of the whole Marksville period.
The Keller site lithic assemblage is -typical of all Woodland sites. The points are similar to those
associated with the Dunklin phase at Zebree, dating to about the seventh and eighth centuries A.D. The
earth oven feature with its crudely spherical clay objects constitute an important bit of evidence for a
Marksville, and most probably late Marksville, dating for the Keller site.
If we are ever going to properly gauge behavioral changes from Woodland into Mississippian, we
must be able to date Woodland phases accurately. In particular, we must be able to identify Baytown
components in order to interpret changes in socio-political behavior and population size. There is no
reason to believe that northeast Arkansas was abandoned from 500 B.C. to A.D. 400, and the apparent
paucity of identifiable Tchula and Marksville period sites can be attributed to the fact that many sites
from these periods are currently classified as Baytown.
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7
Middle Woodland Community and Settlement
Patterns on the Eastern Highland Rim, Tennessee
Charles H. Faulkner
Excavation of Middle Woodland sites in the Eastern High/and Rim of Tennessee for the past two
decades hasprovideddetailedinformation on the community and settlementpatternsofthe earlyMiddle
Woodland McFarland (200 B.C.-AD. 200) and the late Middle Woodland Owl Hollow (AD. 200
AD. 600) cultures. The McFarlandcommunities weresmall villages of circular housesand windbreaks
occupiedfor only a limited numberof years. Owl Hollow villages. characterized by dual winter and
summer houses. were utilized for a much longer period oftime. Changes in community and settlement
patternsover the 800 yearsofMiddle Woodland occupation canbe attributed to Hopewellian influences,
intensification of gardening with the introduction of maize. and adaptation to theforest-prairie edge
environment ofthe southern outliersofthe PrairiePeninsula.

INTRODUCTION
Current knowledge of Middle Woodland community and settlement patterns in the Eastern Highland
Rim physiographic section of Tennessee is based on extensive excavation of key archaeological sites in
this area by the Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee, Knoxville. The study of these
sites in the Eastern Highland Rim was first undertaken in 1966 in the upper Duck River valley at the Old
Stone Fort, a large Middle Woodland ceremonial enclosure (Faulkner 1968a). During the same year,
Middle Woodland components were excavated in the TVA Tims Ford Reservoir on the Elk River
(Faulkner 1968; Butler 1968). With the beginning of archaeological mitigation in the TVA Normandy
Reservoir on the Duck River in 1972, two Middle Woodland cultures were defmed by the excavation of
10 large habitation sites in a 16 mile stretch of the upper Duck valley during the next four years (Faulkner
and McCollough 1974, 1977, 1978, 1982a, 1982b; McCollough and Faulkner 1976,1978) (Figure 7.1).
These manifestations are the early Middle Woodland McFarland and late Middle Woodland Owl Hollow
cultures. This reservoir mitigation project generated working hypotheses about the historical relationship
between these cultures and the dynamics of the subsistence and settlement patterns. To test these
hypotheses, two NSF funded projects were focused toward the testing and excavation of Middle
Woodland sites outside the TVA reservoir precincts. In 1976-1978, the Owl Hollow type site in the Elk
River valley was extensively excavated and four additional Owl Hollow culture sites in the Elk and Duck
river valleys were tested in the NSF Owl Hollow Archaeological Project (Cobb and Faulkner 1978). The
McFarland type site in the upper Duck River valley was excavated in the NSF McFarland Archaeological
Project in 1979 (Kline et al. 1982).
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETIING
The upper Duck and Elk river valleys are in the transition zone between the Nashville or Central
Basin and Eastern Highland Rim physiographic sections of the Interior Low Plateaus physiographic
province in Tennessee (Fenneman 1938). The valley floors are an extension of the Nashville Basin and
the surrounding ridges are part of the Highland Rim. The Eastern Highland Rim is a hilly to deeply
dissected low plateau on Mississippian geological strata with an average elevation of 1050 feetAMSL
in Coffee County (Love et al. 1959). The eastern boundary of the Highland Rim is the pronounced
escarpment of the Cumberland Plateau, the limestone and sandstone cliffs ofthis scarp rising 800 to 1000
feet above the plateau surface of the Rim. Two distinct areas mark the surface of the Rim: the moderately
flat to rolling area between the dissected western escarpment of the Rim and the Cumberland Plateau
called the flat Rim or "Barrens," and the dissected Rim adjacent to the escarpment separating this
physiographic section from the Nashville Basin. The sources of both the Duck and Elk rivers drain the
eastern portion of the flat Rim. The Duck River in the upper Normandy Reservoir zone has cut through
resistant cherty limestones, causing the stream to be deeply entrenched in the flat Rim with steep walled
valleys and narrow floodplains. In the lower Normandy Reservoir zone, where the Duck River flows into
the Nashville Basin, the valley is wider and bordered by the rugged dissected Rim. These wide floodplains
contain rich arable soils that would have been ideal for aboriginal farming.
The climate of middle Tennessee is salubrious, with a mean annual temperature of 50.6° F. and an
annual normal mean rainfall of 50.67 inches (Strand et al, 1973:6). Summers are hot, with unusually
warm days occurring early in the spring and late in the fall. Winters are mild with the average temperature
about 42°. Summer and fall are the driest seasons of the year, with rainfall being most heavy in the winter
and spring. Winter precipitation usually comes in the form of slow drizzles, sleet, or snow, with single
snowfalls seldom exceeding 3-4 inches in depth.
The general surface of the Eastern Highland Rim formerly supported an oak forest (Braun 1950: 152
154). Shelford has characterized the climax forest of the Nashville Basin as tulip-oak: (1963:35). Braun
(1950) believes the transition between the Western and Mixed Mesophytic forests occurs between the
dissected Highland Rim and the Nashville Basin, making the upper Duck and Elk valleys an ecotone
between these two forest regions. A unique floristic association in this area is the so-called "Barrens" that
extends into central Kentucky. Named because of the erroneous conclusion of the early settlers that the
treelessness of this area was due to the infertility of the soil (see Owen 1857:30; Sauer 1927:123), the
original extent of these grassy openings in the Eastern Highland Rim is unclear. That some kind ofprairie
openings existed here is indicated by the presence of several species ofprairie plants (Shanks 1958:209).
An oak:forest may have dominated this area, since an early botanist referred to it as the "Oak: Barrens"
(Gattinger 1901:23). This open upland forest with its attendant forest-prairie edge associations and
dominance of nut-bearing oaks and hickories would have had a high carrying capacity for aboriginal
hunters and gatherers. In addition, the floodplains would have been an ideal environment for seed-rich
annuals such as goosefoot, knotweed, maygrass, and pigweed.
The Duck River and its environs would have produced abundant game species and collectable animal
food. Recent studies ofthis river have produced 48 species of freshwater mussels and at least nine species
ofpleurocerid snails (van der Schalie 1973),122 species offish (Robison 1977), and 14 species of turtles
(TVA 1972). While the majority of the 213 species of recorded birds are small passerines ([VA 1972),
such large game birds as the wild turkey would have been attracted to the mast in the oak:-hickory forests.
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Large game mammals such as deer, elk, and bear were reported in these forests in the early historic period.
At Knob Lick in Lincoln County, through which the Elk River flows, Long Hunters reported in 1770 that
"they beheld largely over a thousand animals, including buffalo, elk, bear, and deer, with many wild
turkies [sic] scattered among them; all quite restless, some playing, and others busily employing in licking
the earth ... The Buffaloe and other animals had so eaten away the soil, that they could, in places, go
entirely underground" (Henderson 1920:126-127).
The mosaic of local environments in the Eastern Highland Rim provided the major basis for the testing
of hypotheses within a research design focused on an understanding of changing community and
settlement patterns during the Middle Woodland period. The central hypothesis was that the Middle
Woodland cultures in this area would be adapted to the forest-prairie edge environment of the Eastern
Highland Rim. It was also hypothesized that the settlement pattern would differ in the narrow valley of
the upper Normandy Reservoir zone and the broad valley with extensive floodplains in the lowerreservoir
zone. Corollary hypotheses were that settlement dynamics would be affected by proximity to and
influence ofthe Old Stone Fort ceremonial center, and from an increasing reliance on domesticated plants
during the Middle Woodland period.

MCFARLAND CULTURE
The McFarland culture takes its name from the type site, 40-CF-48, located on property formerly
owned by the late Claude McFarland on a low river bluff overlooking the Duck River at river mile 266.
McFarland territory is known to have included both the upper Duck and Elk river valleys in the Eastern
Highland Rim. Pottery and projectile points similar to those characterizing the McFarland culture have
also been found in the upper Caney Fork drainage of the Highland Rim (Jolley 1979), along the middle
Cumberland River in the Central Basin (Dillehay et al. 1982; McNutt and Weaver 1983), and in the
proposed Columbia Reservoir in the middle Duck River valley (Dickson 1976), but lack of extensive
excavation data in these areas prevents any meaningful comparisons at this time. Although McFarland
components have been identified in surface collections from a number of sites in the upper Duck and Elk
valleys, our knowledge of McFarland lifeways is derived primarily from the extensive excavation of six
sites: EoffI (40-eF-32),Ewellill (40-CF-118), McFarland (40-CF-48) and Parks (40-CF-5) in the Duck
Valley, and site 407FR-47 in the Elk Valley.
The McFarland culture is characterized by a high frequency of medium-sized triangular projectile
points and limestone tempered fabric marked, check stamped, and simple stamped ceramics, a majority
of these vessels having tetrapoda! bases. The ceramics and projectile points are very similar to those
found in the Copena culture of northern Alabama. Other artifacts include greenstone celts, sandstone
elbow pipes, and expanded center and insect effigy gorgets. Formal features on McFarland habitation
sites include earth ovens, cylindrical storage pits, windbreak shelters, and oval to round tensioned pole
structures containing formal interior facilities such as storage pits and shallow basins. Fleshed inhuma
tions and cremations are found on some sites.
The McFarland culture can be divided into early, middle, and late phases based on changes in artifact
assemblages on radiocarbon-dated habitation sites. Marked changes are evident in community patterning
and settlement location between the early McFarland phase dating ca. 200-100 B.C. and the late
McFarland phase dating between A.D. 100-200. Typical early McFarland habitation sites include the
Aaron Shelton (40-CF-69) and Jernigan II (4O-CF-37) sites in the lower Normandy Reservoir (Wagner
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1982; Faulkner and McCollough 1982a). Excavation of these two sites revealed domestic components
in which the fabric-marked ceramics, triangular and stemmed projectile points, and community and
subsistence patterns are virtually indistinguishable from the preceding Early Woodland Long Branch
culture. The Aaron Shelton and Jernigan II sites have dispersed clusters of storage pits, shallow food
processing basins, and occasional flesh burials.Structureshavenot been defmed and are onlyrepresented
by scatteredpostholes, indicatingsome sort of temporary,seasonalshelter.There is considerableevidence
that the McFarland culture as represented on these two sites developed indigenously from the Long
Branch culture, the latter an Early Woodland manifestationclosely related to the Colbert culture in the
Tennessee Valleyof northern Alabama (Walthal11980: 112-116).
A clear definition of an early McFarlandphase is hampered,however,by the presence of components
in the upper Elk and Duck river valleys that are approximately the same age as the Aaron Shelton and
Jernigan II sites and yet exhibit a different artifact assemblage and architectural pattern. The Yearwood
site (4o-LN-I6) was located on a high terrace above the Elk River in Lincoln County,Tennessee (Buder
1977,1979). Pan stripping of this site by the Tennessee Division of Archaeology in 1975 revealed 11
Middle Woodland structures arranged in an unusual spatial configuration and representing a variety of
structural types. A cluster of three circular to square single post structures was present in the south and
east areas of the site. Within each cluster, the structure closest to the center of the site was larger, more
regular in outline, and more substantially constructed than the other two. Five open-sided rectangular
structures were located in the center of the site.
The locally manufacturedceramics on the Yearwoodsite are limestone-tempered,but differ from the
assemblages found on early McFarlandsites in the Duck valley in that over 50 percent have cord marked
surfaces.Projectile points are typical McFarlandtrianguiars.The outstandingcharacteristicof the artifact
inventory, however, is the presence of a variety of non-local, exotic materials usually associated with
Hopewellian trade networks and mortuary ceremonialism. These occurred in both mortuary and non
mortuary contexts and include copper and ceramic earspools, mica, galena, serpentine, Flint Ridge chert
blades, quartz crystals, and ceramics of non-local origin and/or inspiration. The latter includes rocker
stamped, oval rocker-dentate stamped, and diamond-and-dotcheck stamped sherds. Yearwoodhas been
interpreted as a site where small groups gathered for social intensification including redistribution of
exotic goods and disposal of the dead by cremation (Butler 1979:153).
A similar site, Parks (40-CF-5), was excavated in the Normandy Reservoir. The University of
Tennessee excavation of this large multicomponent site in 1974 revealed a middle McFarland phase
community pattern and clusters of Middle Woodland cremations (Brown 1982). A later excavation by
avocational archaeologist Willard Bacon exposed seven square to rectangular structures on another area
of the site that are similar to the open-sided rectangular structures at the Yearwood site (Bacon 1982).
Six of the structures in this cluster containedfeatures including hearths, earth ovens, and cache pits which
were usually located in the corners of the structure.The most typical and completelyexcavated structure
is number 6, measuring about 9 m square, with earth ovens/roasting pits located in three corners. One
oven contained what could be called "exotic" artifacts, including a rectangular elbow pipe made of
fme-grained siltstone and an antler adatl handle. Atypical fragmentaryMcFarland pottery vessels in the
pit fill included a cord marked jar and a limestone tempered red filmed bowl, the latter being a trade
vessel. Charcoal from this feature dated 220 B.C. ± 185 years. A mortuary area of four cremations and
two flesh burials was found to the northwest of the structure cluster, with a nearby feature tentatively
identified as a crematory basin (Bacon 1982:177-180). Bacon has identified this as a Neel phase
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component. named after an assemblage found in 1973 excavations at the Eoff I site on the Neel farm in
the Normandy Reservoir.
The Neel phase component at Eoff I consisted of a round structure approximately 4.8 m in diameter.
with adjacent earth ovens and storagepits (Faulkner 1977a:163-169).Aradiocarbon date of 115B.C. ± 60
years was obtained from one of the earth ovens. Ceramics included a majority of limestone tempered
plain and cord marked pottery. as well as sand tempered trade pottery that resembles Connestee ware of
the Appalachian Summit area (Keel 1976:247-255). Projectile points include both triangular and
expanded stemmed forms. Based on the distinctive artifact assemblage and the early radiocarbon date.
the Neel phase was tentatively defined to distinguish it from the McFarland component on this site. A
close relationship to the Yearwoodcomponent was also suggested (Faulkner 1976:167-169).
The problem is whether the differences in the artifact assemblages at Yearwood. Parks. and Eoff I
and those found on the "typical" early McFarland sites are due to geographical separation. temporal
separation. or functional variation within the early McFarland settlement system. Butler (l979:156)
believes the designation of a separate "Neel phase" was prematureand that the major difference between
this manifestation and early McFarland is in the preference for cord marked pottery in the former and
check stamped pottery in the latter. If these sites are all part of the sameregional settlement system during
the early McFarland phase. Yearwoodand Parks could have functioned as special mortuary camps within
this system. However. based on evidence from the Bear Creek watershed in Alabama, it has been recently
suggested that the Neel phase is a valid temporal unit. distinct from. and predating the early McFarland
phase (Futato 1982). That the Neel phase sites represent an intrusive early Middle Woodland culture in
the Eastern Highland Rim also cannot be discountedat this time.While insufficientdata exist to establish
the origins of such a phase. relationships with the Lick Creek phase of the Bear Creek drainage (Oakley
and Futato 1975; Futato, this volume) and the Walling I village (Walthall 1973) near the confluence of
the Flint and Tennessee rivers are evident
The middle McFarland phase is characterized by two types of community pattern. One is the small
single family base camp exemplified by site 40-FR-47. the Parks site. and possibly the Eoff I site. Site
40-FR-47. located on the east bank of the Elk River approximately one mile upstream from the Tims
Ford Dam. was discovered and excavated by avocational archaeologistsfrom the Tullahoma-Manchester
area when TVA construction crews bulldozed the area during reservoir construction in 1970. The site
consisted of a series of discrete outdoor activity areas situated immediately adjacent to an oval structure
(estimated size from scattered postholes 10.3 x 7.3 m) containing a hearth and three storage pits at one
end (Bacon and Merryman 1973). The site occupied a small knoll on an upper terrace remnant. and
exposure of almost the entire level surface indicates the entire living area is represented. Activity areas
around the structure include a "daily food preparation zone" consisting of an earth oven immediately in
front of the dwelling; a "food processing zone" several feet west of the dwelling including a cluster of
earth ovens and basin-shaped facilities around a hearth; a "chert knapping zone" at the northwest corner
of the living area; and a flesh burial at thesoutheast comer (Bacon and Merryman 1973). Charcoal from
one of the earth ovens produced a date of A.D. 55 ± 95 years (Bacon 1975).
Two structures excavated on the Parks site by UfK field crews in 1974 have been attributed to the
middle McFarland phase based on structure form and associated ceramics. One was a circular tensioned
pole dwelling. 6 m in diameter. with two storage pits along one wall. An open air food preparation area
consisting of shallow basins. an earth oven. and a possible storage pit was found about 9 m to the east.
The other structure was 61 m west and 49 m north of the round dwelling and was identified as a
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sub-rectangular to oval pole dwelling measuring7.3 x 5.2 m. Two storage pits, one enclosed by an inte
rior partition at the south end of the structure, were inside the walls. A number of McFarland phase fea
tures were found within several meters of this structure, but a contemporaneous food preparation area
could not be positively identified.
Extensive pan strippingof a major portionof the Eoff I site revealed four discrete McFarland habita
tion areas (Faulkner 1982).The focus of prehistoric activities in three of these areas was a single dwell
ing with a tensioned pole wall-roofframework. Structure I was a round dwelling 7.6 m in diameter with
two storage pits on the east side of the structure. Structure II was located approximately 73 m south of
the formerat the same terrace elevation.This was an oval structuremeasuring8.2 x 5.0 m with a cylindri
cal storage pit in the northeast comer and a shallowbasin in the southwestcomer (plate 7.1, Figure 7.2).
Located 128 m east of Structure II, Structure IV was similar in configuration to Structure I although
smaller, being 6.4 m in diameter. It also had two storage pits along the northeast wall.
The fourth McFarland activity area on the Eoff I site was a cluster of storage pits, earth ovens, and
shallow basins, presumably an open food preparation and storage zone associated with one or more of
the previously described dwelling sites, but located at some distancefrom them to protect the inhabitants
from noxious smoke/fumes/odor. This would be similar to the community patterning found at the
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HatcheryWestsite in Illinois(Binford et al. 1970).Situatedabout 103m east of StructureIV,this activity
area contained three groups of storage pits and shallowbasinsplus a deep earth oven somewhatseparated
from the storage facilities and basins. No structural evidence was found in this area. Based on the
similarityof pottery and lithic artifactsin the pit fill and only one instanceof slightlyoverlappingfeatures,
thisprobably representsa corporate work area utilizedby twoor morefamilieslivingcontemporaneously
on the site.
The temporal relationship between the three structuresand the open activity zone at the Eoff I site is
a major interpretive problem. Ceramics from associated features indicate all four areas were occupied
during the middle McFarland phase, but it cannot be determined if they constituteddispersed houses in
a "village". The radiocarbon dates are of no help; two of the dates fall within one standard deviation of
the middle McFarland phase (Structure IV-A.D. 95 ± 145 years; Feature 85 in the open activity
area--A.D. 200 ± 155 years), while dates for features within Structures I and II are 100-200 years too
late. While the evidence that the open activity area at the east end of the site was used by more than one
family supports the contemporaneityof the dwelling areas, the variationin house size and shape and the
distance between them suggest single family occupancyat this site at differentpoints in time. The latter
interpretationis strengthenedby a comparisonto the communitypattern foundat theEwell ill site, which
differs from the pattern witnessed at Boff I.
Pan stripping of the Ewell III site in thf upper reservoirzone revealed at least 50 featuresand as many
as seven structures attributable to the McFarlandculture (DuVall 1977, 1982).Nine clusters of storage
pits, basins, and a single earth oven were found at the west end of the site in an area 15 to 46 m from the
main structural area. This pattern bears a striking resemblanceto the open and isolated food preparation
zone at the Eoff I site. Five semicircularwindbreak: or cabana-like structures were located in the central
portion of the terrace. The open nature of two of these affairs and the absence of hearths around at least
two of them suggest that they represent warm season shelters. Storage facilities also seem to have been
infrequently placed near these strucmres,Partially rebuilt wall alignments and two interior storage pits
mark the location of at least one oval tensionedpole structure measuring roughly 7.9 x 6.4 m at the east
end of the site. This has been interpretedas an enclosedcold season dwelling (Faulknerand McCollough
1982b:555).Between the windbreaksand the enclosedoval house was a cemeteryarea consistingof four
cremations and one infant inhumation. Unlike the small single family base camp, the Ewell III site is
believed to represent an emerging village pattern with a formal and planned arrangement of seasonally
occupieddwellings and function-specific activityareas. The four radiocarbonassays from the McFarland
component at the Ewell III site have a mean date of A.D. 80.
The middle McFarland phase sites mark the emergence of distinctive community and settlement
patterns that wereto characterizethisculture for at least200 years.communitiesnowconsistedof discrete
dwelling and food processing zones, with the former characterized by irregular or oval pole structures
that evolved into a more symmetricalcircularform, both with cylindricalstoragepits along one wall and
sometimesa shallow basin or hearth along the oppositewall. Floor space of these dwellings ranges from
36 m2 to 76.2 m2 • Larger sites, such as Ewell ill, contain both enclosed structures and open windbreaks,
probably representing seasonallyoccupied dwellings. The mode of burial shifts from flesh inhumations
and cremations interspersed through the living area (40-FR-47 and Parks) to cremation cemeteries in
special areas of the habitationsite (Ewell III).
While the settlement pattern continues to reflect a somewhatrandom distributionof habitation sites
throughoutthe upper Duck valley,largersitessuch as Ewell III are now located in the narrow floodplains
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of the flat Rim. This settlement shift toward the upper valley supports the hypothesis that the Middle
Woodland settlement pattern was effected by the establishmentof the Old Stone Fort ceremonial center
(4Q-CF-l). Construction of the stone and earth walled enclosure site called the Old Stone Fort began
about A.D. 30 with the digging of a ditch across the narrow neck of land between the forks of the Duck
River in the flat Rim (Faulkner 1968a).Absence of habitation debris within the enclosure indicates the
builders assembled at periodic intervals to construct this earthwork and conduct ceremonies within it,
but lived elsewhere. While the precise function of this enclosure has not been determined, it might
represent a shift from a short-term local habitation/ceremonial center like Yearwoodand Parks, where
rites of transition and trade occurred, to a regionally maintained enclosure where seasonal rites of
intensification were performed.
By late McFarlandtimes,communitieswerelargerand, in the upperDuckRiver valley,the population
appears to have concentrated in the narrow valley of the flat Rim. The attraction continued to be the Old
Stone Fort, which witnessed its most extensive building phase during the third century A.D. The
McFarland type site, located ca. 1.6 km from the Old Stone Fort, is the largest known habitation site of
this culture. Located on a low bluff above the left bank of the DuckRiver, this site covers an area of about
2.5ha
The McFarlandsite was excavated in the summerof 1979by a combinationof backhoe strip trenches
and 10 x 10 m blocks (Kline et al. 1982).Five structures and 92 features were excavated in the transects
and blocks. The structures were very formal and substantiallybuilt round to slightly oval pole dwellings
that were rather uniform in size, ranging from 6.3 x 6.3 m (Structure 5) to 6.8 x 7.1 m (Structure4) with
an average of 6.6 x 6.5 m. This makes them somewhat smaller than the middle McFarland phase
structures. All had deeply set postholes with interior storage pits and shallow basins placed along one
wall. Three of these structures (2-4) had contiguous walls, and the close proximity yet lack of overlap of
these wall posts indicates these dwellings were contemporaneous(plate 7.2, Figure 7.3). At least three
families, perhaps 15-20 persons, were living at this site at one point in time.
As at 4O-FR-47 and the Ewell III site, the structural zones at the McFarland site were separatedfrom
the food processing and preparation zones. One cluster of earth ovens and shallow basins was found
about 25 m south of Structure 1 on the west side of the site, another being found several meters east of
juxtaposed structures 2-4. No flesh inhumations or cremations were encountered anywhere in the
excavatedareas. This indicatesthe utilizationof specialrestrictedburial areason habitationsites or burial
at special function mortuary sites. Five C-14 dates from the McFarland site have a weighted average of
A.D. 140 (Kline et al. 1982:68).
The more substantial architecture and clustered dwellings at the McFarland site suggest a more
permanentoccupation than thatin earlier phases of thisculture.One factorcould be an increasingreliance
on cultivatedand domesticatedplants. Large quantitiesof goosefoot,maygrass,and knotweed seeds, and
the remains of two native domesticatedplants (sunflowerand sumpweed),plus two exotics (squash and
maize) were recovered by an intensiveflotationprogramat the McFarlandsite (Kline et al. 1982:53-64).
However, in spite of the evidence for more permanent occupation, the dwellings continue to show little
evidence of rebuilding, there was virtually no superpositionof housepatterns and pits, and there was no
heavy midden accumulation. The occupation was intensive,but short-term.
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OWL HOLLOW CULTURE
Based on similarities in the material culture of the McFarland and Owl Hollow cultures, it had been
postulated that the latter phase developed directly out of the former through a process of indigenous
culture change in the Eastern Highland Rim. Prior to the 1979 field season, it was hypothesized that the
McFarland site was occupied during the transitional phase between the late McFarland and early Owl
Hollow cultures. This hypothesis was not supported by the archaeological remains found in the 1979
excavation. It is now believed that either the transitional components between these two manifestations
are found outside the upper Duck River valley in the eastern Highland Rim, or the late Middle Woodland
Owl Hollow culture is intrusive into this area ca. A.D. 200-300.
The Owl Hollow community pattern is characterized by large permanent villages with deep and
extensive middens that sometimes occur in a circular pattern around a debris-free central area or "plaza."
A dual structure pattern occurs on these settlements, with a permanent oval double-oven winter lodge
being the main structure type (see Faulkner and McCollough 1974:274-289). These have been called
"double-oven houses" or "earth oven houses" due to the unique arrangement oftwo limestone-filled earth
ovens on the floor. The massive superstructure of these dwellings consisted of four large and deeply set
interior posts installed at each side of the centrally placed earth ovens, with a crib of horizontal timbers
placed atop the support posts that probably held rafters forming a conical roof. The exterior walls were
usually oval in plan and were constructed of vertical posts set into shallow postholes, the tops of these
posts supporting the lower end of pole rafters. The walls and roof were probably covered with bark and
perhaps earth, but no evidence of these coverings has been found. Discharge from the large limestone
filled heating and cooking ovens constitutes a significant portion of the midden fill on most Owl Hollow
sites. Based on the construction and form of these ovens and the faunal and floral remains found in them,
these dwellings are believed to be winter houses and forerunners of the later hot houses of the historic
tribes of the Southeast (Faulkner 1977b).
The companion structure to the double oven house is the lighter constructed pole house. These range
from round to oval structures with a tensioned wall-roofframework to a more formal rectangular building
with wall posts and a gabled roof. These are believed to be warm season or summer dwellings due to the
lighter built framework and the absence of interior heating facilities. They are comparable to the square
or rectangular summer house of the Central Algonkians (Faulkner 1977b).
Food processing and storage occurred around both the winter and summer houses. Large storage pits
have produced abundant plant food remains including arboreal and herbaceous seed crops and domesti
cated sunflower, squash, gourd, and maize, the last domesticate apparently becoming more important in
the middle Owl Hollow phase. The Owl Hollow settlement and subsistence patterns seem to reflect an
increasing sedentism and dependence on agriculture during the late Middle Woodland period.
Diagnostic artifacts of the Owl Hollow culture include lanceolate "spike," expanded stemmed, and
shallow side notched projectile points; two-holed stone gorgets; and polished bone needles. The ceramic
assemblage is composed principally of limestone tempered subconoidal jars with simple stamped and
plain surfaces; notched rims are common. Unlike the McFarland artifactual inventory, which appears to
have close ties to the south in the middle Tennessee River valley (Copena culture) and exhibits
Hopewellian influences in an early phase, the Owl Hollow cultural inventory has its closest parallels to
the north in the La Motte culture of the lower Wabash valley (Winters 1963) and shows virtually no
Hopewellian contact.
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Data obtained from the University ofTennessee Owl Hollow Project in 1976-1978 have distinguished
three phases of Owl Hollow cultural development. Two types of habitation sites characterize the early
Owl Hollow phase (A.D. 200-4(0). One variation is a large village site that appears to be restricted to
the upper Elk River valley. The Owl Hollow type site (40-FR-7) is located on Town Creek, 2.2 km
upstream from its confluence with the Elk River in Franklin County. The site was extensively excavated
in the summer of 1976 by transecting the habitation area with a series of 2 x 2 m test pits and large block
excavations in structural areas (Cobb and Faulkner 1978; Cobb 1985). The site boundaries are delineated
by a large circular midden ring covering 3.2 ha.
Based on the excavation of structure patterns in the west, central and east sides of the midden ring,
it appears that this village was concentrically structured, with large earth oven winter lodges situated
around the periphery of the midden ring and the summer lodges forming an interior circle of structures
around an open plaza area. Unfortunately, only one double oven lodge was partially excavated. The largest
oven in this building was over two meters in diameter and one meter deep. This feature produced a
radiocarbon date of A.D. 275 ± 60 years, and an assay of A.D. 95 ± 100 years was obtained from the
smaller companion oven. A projected extension of the exposed wall arc of postholes indicates this
structure was at least 10-12 m in diameter, assuming a circular wall configuration. Numerous postholes
in the exposed southeast quadrant indicate this structure had been rebuilt several times. This is also
indicated by an intrusive oven at one end of the house. Two large basin-shaped storage pits were found
outside the west wall of this structure, one of which hasbeen dated to A.D. 310 ± 65 years (Cobb and
Faulkner 1978:60-66).
Several superimposed circular to oval structures averaging about 6 m in diameter were excavated in
a block in the west central area of the site (plate 7.3). All the rebuilding phases represent a light-framed,
warm weather house type. Storage pits were found in and around these structures, but no hearths or earth
ovens were encountered. Faunal remains from the pits, postholes, and an extensive midden-filled gully
just north of these structures suggest warm season exploitation of snails, mussels, and large fish species
(Cobb and Faulkner 1978:63).
The other type of early Owl Hollow habitation site may be characteristic of the upper Duck River
valley. This is a smaller and less intensively occupied site consisting of a single double-oven house and
companion summer structure. The single, but well-documented. example is the Banks II site in the broad
alluvial floodplain ofthe lower Normandy Reservoir zone (Faulkner and McCollough 1974). The absence
of early (and later) Owl Hollow sites in the upper reservoir zone (flat Rim) is noteworthy, particularly
since mdiocarbon dates indicate the Old Stone Fort continued to be maintained until the fifth century
A.D. (Faulkner 1968a).
Completely excavated Owl Hollow structures on the Banks III site include double earth oven
Structures IT and III and a summer dwelling, Structure I (Figure 7.4). Structures I and IT have been assigned
to the early Owl Hollow phase (Faulkner and McCollough 1974:272-280) based on the artifactual content
of the earth ovens and postholes as well as radiocarbon dates, although it should be noted that the large
standard deviation of the latter (Structure I-A.D. 360 ± 315 years; Structure IT-145 B.C. ± 430 years
and A.D. 190 ± 400 years) makes their reliability dubious at best.
Structure II was a nicely defmed double-oven lodge with ragged oval walls measuring 9.1 x 7.9 m
(plate 7.4). This structure had been enlarged at least once on the south and a dense sheet midden extended
riverward from the west side, resulting from earth oven cleaning and maintenance. No storage pits or
food processing features were found in the immediate vicinity of this structure.
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Figure 7.4. Middle Woodland structures on the Banks III site.
Structure I has been paired with the above winter lodge primarily because the associated ceramics
indicate it is a Middle Woodland dwelling and it is located only 9 m northwest of Structure II. This was
an oval pole structure measuring 7.6 x 6.7 m with a center support post, portico, and antechamber. It is
not unlike the McFarland structures in general plan, except for the appurtenances, and does not contain
storage pits.
No human remains were found at the Owl Hollow site, although only the central portion was
excavated; special mortuary areas could exist in other areas of the site. Two cremation clusters and four
flesh burials were attributed to the middle Owl Hollow phase at the Banks III site (Brown 1982: 138-139),
but considering the dating difficulties with the structures and the fact that most of these remains were
several meters from the structures, they could be associated with either the early (Structures I and II) or
middle (Structure III) Owl Hollow occupation there. One exception is the remains of a stillborn infant
which were deposited in the sheet midden in front of Structure II.
When the early Owl Hollow phase community patterns in the Elk and Duck river valleys are
compared, several differences are evident No large circular middens with concentric rings of structures
are found in the latter area, and the dwellings there do not exhibit the extensive rebuilding noted at the
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Owl Hollow type site. Further, there is a notable absence of storage pits at the Banks III site, a trait which
continues into the middle Owl Hollow phase in the upper Duck valley on all excavated sites with the
exception of one. There is certainly a suggestion that the population size was smaller and sites were more
temporarily occupied in the upper Duck valley during this time. If this is the case, it could be due to the
Owl Hollow people's favoring the upper Elk valley for permanent settlement, with sites such as Banks
III being short-term pioneer settlements on the fringes of new territory. Alternatively, Banks III was a
permanent special activity site that was occupied for a year or two while social and religious functions
were conducted in the Duck valley. Since the Old Stone Fort was still functioning at this time, the latter
interpretation is favored
The most striking cultural change witnessed during the middle Owl Hollow phase (A.D. 400(600)
was a concentration of population on floodplain sites in the broad bottom lands of the Eastern Highland
Rim-Nashville Basin transition zone. There are virtually no middle Owl Hollow phase dates from the
type site and the population may have moved from this upland tributary location to the Peters site
(4(}-FR-45) on the alluvial floodplain of the Elk River. This site contains a dense midden which, in aerial
photographs, has an arc or semicircular shape. No structures were defmed in the limited testing conducted
here in 1976, but 15 features were found, among them two large storage pits. The fill of one of these pits,
dated at A.D. 480 ± 60 years, was significant in that it contained maize kernels (Cobb and Crites 1977).
It is interesting to note that despite an intensive flotation program at the Owl Hollow site, no maize was
recovered (Crites 1978).
The best evidence of middle Owl Hollow phase community patterning comes from sites in the upper
Duck valley. Habitation sites continue to be restricted to the wide floodplains of the lower reservoir zone
and consist of a paired winter and summer house. One change, however, is that the double-oven houses
are now larger than the early Owl Hollow structures at the type site and Banks III. At the latter site,
Structure III measured 12.1 x 10.4 m. A small discharge midden at the west entrance and absence of
rebuilding indicates it was occupied for only a short period of time. An estimated date of occupation
based on three radiocarbon assays from the earth ovens and support postholes is A.D. 500 (Faulkner and
McCollough 1974:283-288).
Two additional sites in the Normandy Reservoir produced the structural remains of a large middle
Owl Hollow double-oven house. The double-oven house (Structure III) on the Eoff I site measured 13.7
x 11.3 m and showed no evidence of rebuilding and little midden accumulation (Cobb 1982:159-165).
Aradiocarbon date of A.D.465 ± 60 years and an archaeomagnetic date of AD. 300 for one of the interior
earth ovens indicate a possible transitional early-middle Owl Hollow phase attribution for this structure.
Maize was recovered in this feature (Crites 1978:82).About 18 m southwest of Structure III was an area
of superimposed walls representing at least four pole structures. This area is similar to the summer
dwelling locality at the Owl Hollow site, except for the rarity of associated pits. These structures would
have ranged from about 5-6 m in diameter.A radiocarbon date of AD. 395 ± 75 years from an associated
feature suggests contemporaneity with winter lodge Structure III (Cobb 1982:165-171).
A large double-oven house (Structure I) on the Banks V site is similar to the other middle Owl Hollow
phase winter houses in size (13.7 x 10.6 m), shape, and internal features, but seems to have been occupied
for a more extended period of time (Cobb 1978:105-170). This is indicated by the deep midden on the
north (river side) of this structure and the large and intensely fired paired ovens with an additional one
at the southwest end of the floor. A mean radiocarbon date of AD. 425 was obtained from charcoal from
the two earth ovens. A cluster of postholes, possibly markingrebuilt oval to circular summer houses, was
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located about 27 m south of Structure I. The size of this structure(s), designated Structure ill (Kleinhans
1978:343), cannot be determined due to the multiplicity of superimposed posthole patterns.
A middle Owl Hollow phase site that did not produce any structural evidence but yielded maize
kernels is the Shofner site (40-BD-55) in Bedford County. This large village site in the broad floodplain
of the confluence of Thompson Creek and the Duck River was tested in the winter of 1975 (Cobb and
Faulkner 1978). Test trenching revealed a large refuse-filled storage pit which produced maize and
radiocarbon dates that average about A.D. 500 (Crites 1978:83-87).
The appearance of maize on three middle Owl Hollow phase sites and an apparent shift in the
settlement pattern to a preference for establishing sites on the broad floodplains of the Duck and Elk
rivers indicates that gardening, especially of maize, becomes more important in the subsistence pattern
of these people after A.D. 400. Crites (1978) also suggests a greater emphasis on lowland herbaceous
annuals. particularly maygrass and goosefoot While population may have simply shifted from the Owl
Hollow type site to such floodplain sites as Peters in the Elk River valley, the larger winter structures in
the Duck River valley suggest a population increase at this time in that particular drainage of the Eastern
Highland Rim. Regarding the Duck River valley, it is also interesting to note that the Old Stone Fort was
probably abandoned during the middle Owl Hollow phase (latest date ca. A.D. 420), thus removing what
was a major attraction for settlement in the flat Rim area of this drainage during earlier Middle Woodland
phases.
The introduction of more intensive gardening could also explain the shift to more permanent and
formal dual summer-winter house types in the Owl Hollow community plan. During McFarland times,
villages may have been moved on a fairly frequent basis since small garden plots of squash and
herbaceous annuals did not have to be as intensively maintained, and wild plant and animal foods
constituted a more important part of the diet With the introduction of more intensive herbaceous seed
and eventual maize fanning. villages were occupied for a longer period of time to insure a successful
planting and harvest and possibly to protect areas of arable soil from encroachment. Although men still
left the village on hunting forays, women, children, and the elderly would remain at these villages where
they would be secure in the substantially built double-oven house. This winter house can possibly be
interpreted as a transitional dwelling between the portable structure of earlier Archaic and Woodland
peoples and the permanent houses in late prehistoric Mississippian villages (Faulkner 1977b:149).
Unfortunately, very little is known about the late Owl Hollow phase (post-A.D. 600) since only four
sites have produced features of this phase. The Raus site (40-BD-46) on Thompson Creek ca. 16 km
south of the Duck River and the Hamby site (40-CF-214) on Betsy Willis Creek ca. 2 km north of the
Elk River were tested during the Owl Hollow Project (Cobb and Faulkner 1978). No complete structural
remains were found at either site. The dense and deep midden at the Raus site was trenched, producing
at least one alignment of postholes, but the most significant discoveries at this site were two redeposited
cremations and a possible crematory basin associated with some type of structure. The single radiocarbon
date from the Raus site is A.D. 615 ± 60 years.
The Hamby site was situated around an old sinkhole with concentrations of artifacts and areas of
midden soil probably representing discrete activity. The plow zone was removed from 18 test pits,
exposing several features. The most significant were two large cylindrical storage pits. One radiocarbon
assay in the early ninth century A.D. could date a terminal Owl Hollow occupation.
At least two sixth century A.D. features at the Owl Hollow site suggest that the type site was
re-occupied in late Owl Hollow times. That the late Owl Hollow people continued to occupy the upper
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Duck River valley into the next two centuries is indicated by several earth ovens at the Eoff I site dating
from ca. A.D. 550-650. These ovens were internal features in a small double-oven house that was rebuilt
several times in the same area and indicates a continued presence in the main river valley (Cobb
1982:171-172). However, the late occupation at the Raus, Hamby, and Owl Hollow sites suggests
settlement shift out of the alluvial valleys and back into the uplands after A.D. 600. If these limited
archaeological remains truly signal such a shift, it could be due to population pressure, decreased
emphasis on maize agriculture, threat from intrusive Late Woodland peoples, or a combination of these
and other unknown cultural and environmental factors.
In culture history summaries of the prehistoric Eastern Highland Rim it has been generally assumed
that the Owl Hollow culture developed into the Late Woodland Mason culture (Faulkner 1968b) through
the acquisition of new culture traits. However, the late radiocarbon date of A.D. 810 for the Hamby site
suggests that the Mason culture may not have replaced Owl Hollow, but rather that the two cultures may
have been contemporaneous for at least part of their existence during the seventh and eighth centuries
A.D. In fact, there are now known to be several discontinuities between the Owl Hollow and Mason
cultures, including projectile point types, temper anti surface treatment of ceramics, dwelling construc
tion, and mode of burial. Based on what little knowledge we have about late Owl Hollow, there appear
to be as many continuities between the late Owl Hollow phase and the earliest Mississippian phase in
the Eastern Highland rim as there are between the former and the Mason culture. The relationship of the
Owl Hollow culture to succeeding cultural manifestations is one of the most pressing problems for future
Middle Woodland research in the Eastern Highland Rim.

MCFARLAND-OWL HOLLOW COMMUNITY AND SEITLEMENT
PATTERNS IN REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Changes in settlement and community patterns in the Middle Woodland cultures of the Eastern
Highland Rim are believed to be largely attributable to 1) the influence of the Hopewell Interaction
Sphere; 2) the intensification of the collecting and ultimate cultivation of herbaceous seed crops; 3) the
introduction of maize agriculture; and 4) a continuing readaptation within the forest-prairie edge
environment as new social and economic patterns were integrated into these cultures. During the
development of the McFarland culture, there was an increase in the size and permanency of habitation
sites and an appearance ofcenters that functioned primarily for social integration, including the Old Stone
Fort and mortuary sites such as Yearwood and Parks, The closest relationship of McFarland to cultures
outside the Eastern Highland Rim of Tennessee appears to be with the Copena culture of northern
Alabama (Walthall 1973), the Candy Creek-Connestee cultures of the eastern Tennessee valley (Lewis
and Kneberg 1946; Chapman 1973), and the Cartersville culture of northern Georgia (Caldwell n.d.;
Fairbanks 1954). Unlike the Owl Hollow culture, which had strong ties to the north in the Wabash valley
of Indiana and Illinois, the McFarland culture appears to have a definite southern orientation.
It is believed that the increase in size and permanency of the McFarland habitation sites can be, in
part, attributed to an intensification of gardening, particularly the cultivation of herbaceous seed crops.
By late McFarland times, these habitation sites were small but pennanently occupied villages, but they
were not occupied for long periods of time, indicating that frequent shifting of settlement to new hunting
and gathering locales was still important
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While changing subsistence strategies affected the McFarland community pattern, a new or inten
sified socio-religious pattern also had a strong influence on the settlement pattern of this culture. This
new pattern was the ceremonialism encompassed within the Hopewell Interaction Sphere, which is
evidenced not only in the presence of"exotic" artifacts in the Neel phase, but also in the type and location
of sites in the settlement pattern. The Old Stone Fort, a ceremonial enclosure, was built, and special
function sites like Yearwood and Parks were apparently utilized for mortuary ceremonialism and social
intensification. There is also a suggestion that McFarland settlement in the upper Duck valley was
influenced by the presence of the Old Stone Fort, the habitation sites of the middle and late phases of the
McFarland culture being concentrated in the narrow valley of the flat Highland Rim near this enclosure
site.
Community and settlement patterns of the Owl Hollow culture are considerably different from those
of the McFarland culture. Communities are permanent villages with deep, dense middens that indicate
many years of continuous occupation. Dwellings were substantially built winter lodges with dual earth
ovens and more lightly constructed summer houses. By middle Owl Hollow times, villages were located
on broad floodplains of the Elk and Duck rivers. This shift in settlement appears to be due in part to the
introduction of maize agriculture. While the Old Stone Fort continued to be utilized in the early Owl
Hollow phase, Owl Hollow settlements are not found in the flat Highland Rim area near this enclosure.
No Owl Hollow mortuary sites are known to exist and there appears to have been little or no contact with
Hopewellian cultures.
It has already been noted that the Owl Hollow culture appears to be closely related to the La Motte
culture of the lower Wabash valley. Howard Winters (1963:70) recognized a strong Southeastern
influence on the La Motte culture when he stated that "The complex of simple and check stamped pottery,
rectanguloid elbow pipes, and the plaza complex, all point to the Tennessee Valley and adjacent loci for
the derivation of the La Motte Culture." It is suggested here that the "adjacent loci" are the upper Duck
and Elk valleys in the Eastern Highland Rim of south-central Tennessee.
An even closer relationship between Owl Hollow and the La Motte culture is seen in community
patterning. The most striking feature of the respective community patterns is the presence of circular
middens around a debris-free "plaza" Structure patterns including round structures with extensive wall
rebuilding and rectangular structures are found at such La Motte sites as Daughtery-Monroe in Indiana
(pace 1973:46-50), and there is evidence of dual summer and winter houses at the Hatchery West site in
Illinois (Binford et 01. 1970:16-28). One is tempted to see a strong interaction of cultures along a
northwest-southeast axis through certain regions of the Interior Low Plateaus and Wabash lowlands in
the late Middle Woodland period. If this is the case, closely related cultures should be present in other
physiographic sections of the Interior Low Plateaus in the Cumberland valley of north-central Tennessee
and the Mississippi Plateaus of west-central Kentucky.
Two recently excavated Middle Woodland sites along the Cumberland River in the former area show
varying degrees of similarity to the McFarland and Owl Hollow cultures. The Hurricane Branch site in
Jackson County, excavated by the University of Kentucky in 1981, contained a Middle Woodland
component with an artifact inventory including limestone tempered, simple stamped ceramics, some with
notched rims and lanceolate stemmed and side notched projectile points. Most of the features, however,
were more generalized food processing pits, and the single defined structure was a small semi-rectangular
dwelling containing a fire hearth and infant burials (Gatus et 01. 1982:402-413).
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Further downstream in Trousdale County is the Duncan Tract site, excavated by Memphis State
University in 1980-81 (McNutt and Weaver 1983). Two Middle Woodland components were defmed
here. Middle Woodland component A, with a McFarland-like ceramic and lithic inventory, had a
community plan of several large (9-12 m) circular houses and possibly oval structure measuring about
11-12 x 7-8 m. The only definite internal features associated with these structures were hearths.
Component A dates between 200 B.C. -A.D. 75/150. Middle Woodland component B, dating between
A.D. 75/150 -400, was characterized by Mcfarland triangular projectile points and simple stamped
pottery. No architectural features were associated with this component, although a large storage pit could
be assigned to this occupation. While the Middle Woodland components at the Hurricane Branch and
Duncan Tract sites appear to be related to the McFarland and Owl Hollow cultures, the dwelling
construction and community patterning, if truly reflected in the excavated areas of these sites, is quite
different from patterns found in the upper Duck and Elk river valleys.
The Owl Hollow community pattern also appears to be unique for the Middle Woodland period in
the Duck River valley proper. A late Middle Woodland component has been excavated recently in the
Columbia Reservoir in the middle reaches of this stream valley. The Edmondson Bridge site, located on
a tributary creek of the Duck, produced Owl Hollow-like ceramics and projectile points associated with
three large oval-rectanguloid structures (Bentz 1983). However, this site was not as intensively occupied
as the Owl Hollow villages in the upper Duck valley, and the structures are more similar to those found
at the Yearwood site.
The similarities between Owl Hollow and La Motte may be due to their adaptation to a prairie edge
environment and cultural interaction though southern outliers of the Prairie Peninsula. For example, the
La Motte culture has been described as having "a decided prairie orientation" (Winters 1963:62). The
location of La Motte sites in the lower Wabash Valley might be seen as centered on the northern terminus
of a southern arc of prairie outliers that extend into west-central Kentucky and the Eastern Highland Rim
of Tennessee. The prairie openings of west-central Kentucky are called the "Barrens" because early
settlers believed that the absence of trees signified a barren or unproductive soil (Braun 1950: 155). The
main area was the so-called "Big Barrens," a narrow strip of prairie that extended from the Ohio River
about 35 miles west of Louisville into north-central Tennessee and corresponding to the Pennyroyal Plain.
The Pennyroyal is a lower cuesta of the Mississippian Plateaus and connects with the Eastern Highland
Rim of Tennessee. The other prairie area in Kentucky is in the western part of the state in the Jackson
Purchase section, and consists of two tracts extending from the Ohio River down to the Tennessee border.
Transeau (1935) does not show the southeastern outliers of the Prairie Peninsula penetrating
south-central Tennessee, but the flat Highland Rim in Coffee and Franklin counties is called the "Barrens"
today, and the presence of former prairie openings is indicated by the occurrence of relic prairie floral
species. This unique vegetation in this area of the Eastern Highland Rim has been described by Lewis
(1954:11-12):
What is significant about this area is its distinctive prairie flora, such as: the prairie cone
flower, blazing stars, Indian grass, prairie dock, etc. In addition to the actual prairie flora,
the Highland Rim area is characterized by blackjack oak, post oak, and cedar trees which
are able to maintain themselves on dry uplands and therefore able to penetrate former
prairie areas.
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The extent of prairie openings in the TennesseeBarrens is not known, since modem timbering and
farming and the growth of secondary oak forests have completely altered the prehistoric floral pattern
on the flat Rim. Topographically, the Barrens has a rollingkarst relief with many poorly drained flats and
shallow depressions. The "dry" Barrens forest association has been characterized as southern red
oak-scarlet oak, post oak-blackjack oak. and mockernut hickory with a grassy understory or prairie
openings and the "wet" Barrens as supporting a swamp forest of willow oak. overcup oak, water oak,
red maple, sweetgum,and blackgum (personalcommunication with HR. DeSelm).Gattinger (1901:23)
calls these the "Oak Barrens."
While there is no conclusiveevidenceat thistime thatthe Owl Hollowculturewas adapted to a prairie
edge environment, the locationof such sites as Owl Hollow,Raus, and Hambyon small tributariesin the
uplands could reflect a central location from which a wide range of biotic zones includingprairies or oak
openings was exploited. La Motte sites are often set in a definite edge area in open woods between the
prairie and dense woods andsloughsof theWabashfloodplain(Winters1963).If therelationshipbetween
Owl Hollow and La Motte can be explained by a diffusion of ideas through a southeastern ext ens ion
of prairie openings which functioned as an interaction area during the late Middle Woodland period,
village sites with circular middens,dual summerand winter houses, and characteristic Owl Hollow-La
Motte ceramicsand projectilepointsshould also be foundin thosecentral and westernKentuckycounties
where prairie openings and deciduousforestedge weremost extensive.Thus far,surveyalong the Barren
and Green River drainages of south-central Kentucky has produced material more reminiscent of the
McFarland culture (see Boisvertand Gatus 1977),although limestonetempered simple stamped pottery
occurs on several sites in this area (Schwartz and Sloane 1958; Carstens 1976). If continued survey of
these counties fails to reveal the presence of an Owl Hollow-La Motte like culture, the possibility of
direct population movement between the lower Wabashvalley and the Eastern Highland Rim of south
central Tennessee should be seriously considered as a working hypothesis. To test this and other
hypotheses about Middle Woodland cultural dynamics in the Eastern Highland Rim, future research
designs must take a more regional approach,encompassingother localitiesin the InteriorLow Plateaus.
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Geometric Enclosures in the Mid-South: An
Archaeological Analysis of Enclosure Form
Robert L. Thunen
Geometric enclosures arekeyarchitectural remains toan archaeological understanding ofthe social
complexities oftheMiddleWoodland period. An architectural analysis ofenclosures in theMid-South is
presented. Seven geometric enclosures areexamined with reference to theirform and the degree ofsite
planning. All seven enclosures are found to lack the degree of planning and structural complexity of
enclosures found in Ohio.

IN1RODUCTION
Architecture serves to organize, defme, and coordinate human activities spatially. Because it is
structured and conditioned by cultural institutions such as politics and religion, architecture provides
archaeological clues to a variety of activities. In this article I investigate one aspect of architecture: site
planning and the design process. Focusing on an architectural analysis, I illustrate various ways in which
Middle Woodland groups in the Mid-South structured earthen enclosures and determined the placement
of mounds within.
Since the early nineteenth century, scholars have sought to explain the function and form of
enclosures. Squier and Davis (1848) divided enclosures into two classes, "works ofdefense" and "sacred
enclosures." Hilltop earthworks, with names such as Fort Ancient, Fortified Hill, and Fort Hill, were
thought to be refuges for the Mound Builders in their defense from the barbarian Indians (Silverberg
1968). Although the notion of a Mound Builder culture was eventually disproved, the belief that these
represented defensive earthworks persisted. Recently geometric enclosures have been interpreted as
vacant ceremonial centers (Prufer 1964), regional transaction centers (Struever and Houart 1972), and
as centers symbolizing internal social divisions among particular groups (Greber 1979a). Although hilltop
enclosures have received less attention than geometric enclosures, hilltop earthworks are now viewed as
areas dedicated to the enactment of rituals (Faulkner 1968; Essenpreis and Moseley 1984).
Recent interpretations emphasize a specialized social/religious function for both types of enclosures.
Yet little evidence of activities and functions exists, with the exception of the burial mounds associated
with some enclosures. The terms sacred enclosure or ceremonial center, often implying a ritual or regional
function beyond a local cemetery, remains contested today. Were enclosures sites used for a wider scope
of ritual activities? Were the sites visited by a variety of non-local groups? To what extent are earthwork
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groups centers or focus points for local or regional groups? These are all difficult questions, perhaps
reaching beyond the ability of the archaeologicaldata to provide us with satisfactoryanswers. Neverthe
less the questions and models must be posed. If we apply the term "ceremonial center" to the prehistory
of the Mid-South or Midwest it must not be simply a borrowed analogy, but a model suitable for
explaining the empirical evidence.
Previous explanations lacked a concern with enclosure design and construction and attempted to
analyze site function without reference to how architecturaldesign affected a site's structure (a notable
exception is Essenpreisand Moseley 1984).In order to defme site use, archaeologistsmust examine how
organizational constraints, such as mobility, subsistence, and political organization, contribute to the
architectural structuringof enclosures.I seek here to examine the particular types of architecturalcriteria
that were important for design considerationsin Middle Woodlandenclosures in the Mid-South.
The Middle Woodland period in the Mid-South is one of cultural diversity and interaction, as
exemplified by the Marksville, Miller and Copena cultures. I view Mid-South geometric enclosures as
dedicated areas for local social and religious rituals. Enclosures have also been suggested as sites for
regional gatherings (Struever and Houart 1972),but this did not occur at all geometricenclosures in the
Mid-South. I suggest that the degree of regional participationmay have depended on ease of access and
a local group's ability to sponsor such gatherings.
Archaeological research has centered on two aspects of earthen enclosures: 1) the burial mounds
associated with enclosures (e.g., Mills 1907; Moorehead 1922); and 2) site function (cf. Sears 1956;
Griffin 1956; Brown and Baby 1966;Babyand Langlois 1979;Greber 1983).Both lines of research have
frequently ignored spatial relationshipsamong the enclosure's architectural components.Unfortunately,
burial mounds were often excavated without reference to their placement, orientation, or internal
construction, while embankmentswere viewed only as walls or defensivebattlements.Earthworks (i.e.,
mounds and embankments) were treated as static architectural features. Recent investigations (Brown
1979, 1982; Greber 1979a, 1979b, 1983; Essenpreis and Moseley 1984) have attempted to examine
enclosure architecture within a context of cultural dynamics and site development. This is crucial since
enclosure designs were not all the same. Enclosures are built environments; they represent particular
construction responses to ideological and political concerns.
Lack of architectural preservationat enclosures is a further problem: mounds and embankmentsare
frequentlypreserved, while woodenstructureswere subjectto naturaldecay or destructionby man.Thus,
the open areas within the enclosures are often considered to be plaza areas for group rituals. However,
recent investigations at Seip by Baby and Langlois (1979) suggest that the archaeologicalinterpretation
of these areas as empty plazas is premature. Their excavations yielded evidence of at least four wooden
structures within the enclosure that functionedas specializedactivity loci. These buildings suggest that
there were more architectural elements to an enclosure than just embankmentsand mounds. Therefore,
any architectural analysis of enclosures is incomplete until an investigation of associated non-earthen
architectural structures is undertaken.
Another archaeological problem with the investigations of enclosures is intensity of occupation.
Archaeologists investigate a site after its use-period,when several hundredor thousand years of natural
andcultural modificationhave altered both the site and the landscape.Understandinga site's chronology
is of prime importance to any study of architecturaldevelopment. Yet there has been a lack of focused
research on the architectural development or planning of Middle Woodlandenclosures (Greber's work
notwithstanding: 1949a, 1979b, 1983).At best thereare carbon-14 dates for the burial mounds and some
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ceramic data for placing the site within a relative time period. This is one of the reasons why enclosures
have been regarded as static architectural structures-because we have lacked the temporal control to
ascertain an architectural sequence. Therefore, the study ofenclosures should be approached with caution,
realizing the limitation of the current database for enclosure architecture.

ENCLOSURES AS SOCIAL DESIGN
The theoretical positions of Brown (1982) on site planning, Hunter-Anderson (1977) on architectural
form, and McGuire and Schiffer's (1983) theory of' architecture provide a useful framework for the
investigation of architectural site planning of mounds and embankments at Middle Woodland enclosures.
In this section, I construct a set ofexpectations for site planning that are used to examine Middle Woodland
enclosures in the Mid-South.
The issue of planned versus unplanned site layout has implications for the larger issues of the Middle
Woodland society as well, since site planning can also be linked to the investigation of social complexity
and interaction in the Middle Woodland period (Brown 1982). Were enclosures used for local, regional,
or intraregional rituals or festivals? This question has been posed repeatedly, but has never been
satisfactorily resolved. Extensive investigation of the use patterns of enclosures would help to clarify this
issue. The archaeological evidence for intraregional participation may simply reflect the accumulation
of exotic artifacts through trade rather than the actual participation of non-local groups at enclosures.
What do enclosures indicate about Middle Woodland groups? Were they used by isolated villages,
kinship-based networks of villages, chiefdoms, or polities? All have been proposed as the political forces
behind enclosures. The question of social complexity is, of course, closely tied to hypotheses about the
degree of interaction at enclosures. Site planning provides one approach to examining the question of
social complexity. Linking the ability to plan, construct, use, and maintain monumental architecture to
particular levels of social and political inequality is a basic premise of this study; hunter-gatherers did
not build pyramids, nor did they need to. On a continuum, those groups with little defmed social inequality
do not build monumental architecture or burial areas beyond that which expresses the local social group..
In contrast, increased inequality becomes expressed by the individual and/or sub-groups with the
utilization and sanctification of their status through symbols and architecture.
However, the link between enclosures and social complexity is a very general one. During the Middle
Woodland period, most groups had the same general level of social complexity; they were not simple
egalitarian bands of hunters and gatherers, nor were they as formal or complex as the later chiefdom
societies. Within this intermediate level of tribal societies, numerous forms of social organization may
have occurred (Braun and Plog 1982). This raises the question, if all Middle Woodland societies had the
manpower and organizational abilities to build enclosures, why did some groups not build any, while
others built highly structures ones? The answer may be that enclosures, rather than representing more
socially complex groups, are the product of formalized social interaction between diverse non-local
groups. Enclosures may delineate the need for a highly structured area to mediate between groups with
different cultural traditions. Whether enclosures were centers for information processing and mediation
still remains to be examined, but an analysis of site planning would provide critical data. Several
important aspects of Middle Woodland social dynamics can be examined through enclosures. By
investigating the degree of planning at enclosures, questions about social complexity, degree of interac
tion, and site function can be addressed.
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Site planning is defmed as the arrangement of architecture and activity into a coherent and redundant
pattern across the landscape and through time. Furthermore, following Brown (1982), I hypothesize that
a planned formalized area indicates higher levels of cost to a society through the focused commitment
of a group's resources, time, and energy. But a formal, organized area also suggests a higher benefit to
an organization through the presentation of meaningful symbols and architecture in a structured manner
(Brown 1982; Charles and Buikstra 1983). Site planning for monumental architecture differs somewhat
from residential architecture in the incorporation of symbols and designs which serve no direct structural
purpose to the structure or area. These added elements raise the costs of construction and maintenance,
but they may be necessary for the ideological or religious functions of the structure (e.g., stained glass
windows in a church or an elevated throne in a meeting room). These symbols or designs provide
information which make the structure meaningful to the participants.
As McGuire and Schiffer (1983:281) have pointed out, we are not so interested in how a "structure
becomes imbued with meaning but rather ... how symbolic requirements enter into the design process
and influence the physical form of architecture." By emphasizing the design process we avoid the
difficulty of trying to assign and assess the symbolic meaning to architectural design. McGuire and
Schiffer (1983:281) use a functional approach, suggesting that increased "structural investment in
symbolic functions" is the result of greater social distinctions. Following Wobst (1977) and Hodder
(1979), they view increased symbolic structuring as the means by which increased amounts of inform a
tion are transmitted among diverse groups. They also accept Durkheim 's (1915) argument that as a society
becomes more hierarchically organized, architectural structures and artifacts with high symbolic value
assist in integrating the social divisions of society through shared symbols and meaning. Finally, they
hypothesize that transformations in the social group or its goals will lead to changes in utilitarian and
symbolic structuring of a built environment. Site planning should, therefore, provide better communica
tion for a group that has increased information needs. But that increased information results in a higher
organization cost.
For the groups or subgroups that construct monumental architecture, production costs were a relative
matter. Unlike residential architecture, monumental architecture is not subject to logic whereby groups
will always attempt to minimize their production costs. This lack of a logical relationship between cost
and production occurs because construction focuses on political and religious matters where the costs of
goals often have no relationship to site production. Hence groups may expend enormous energy to
construct a piece of architecture, disregarding all but their most basic survival needs during the
construction. Therefore, I view site planning as one means whereby Middle Woodland groups attempted
to manage those relative costs. With an organized plan, both long and short term productions could have
been coordinated such that production costs did not become unreasonable.
An organization will maintain a structure or site to keep it usable during its occupation. McGuire and
Schiffer (1983) viewed production and maintenance costs in terms of energy expended. value of
materials, and expertise required. They suggested that the goals of production and maintenance often
come into conflict "low maintenance cost is achieved by greater manufacture costs, and low manufacture
costs tend to inflate the costs of maintenance" (McGuire and Schiffer 1983:282). In the case of
monumental architecture, however, the relationship between high construction costs and lower main
tenance is not so simple. Although normal maintenance may be easier, repairs critical to the longevity of
the building, such as a collapsing roof or rotting support beam, can increase maintenance costs to the
point where the site or structure may be abandoned rather then rebuilt. The commitment to maintaining
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and rebuilding a structure or site is directly proportional to its importance. A structure or site with high
use or powerful meaning such as the Statue of Liberty, St. Peter's basilica, or Lenin's tomb might be
rebuilt or repaired no matter what the cost, as long as each remains meaningful to its culture. Once
structures or sites lose their relevance, they may be abandoned, altered, destroyed, or neglected.
Maintenance considerations are incorporated into the process of planning, and a high degree of site
planning should also reflect greater concern with keeping the site or structure ready for use.
Following Hunter-Anderson's (1977) study of house types, several general statements can be made
about enclosure form and site planning. There are two basic forms of geometric enclosures: 1) cur
vilinear-circles and half circles, and 2) angular-squares and rectangles. One of the major distinctions
between the two enclosure forms is how space can be utilized within them. Curvilinear enclosures have
fewer formal positionsfor the placementof moundsthanangularenclosures.Inside halfcircles and circles
there are only two optional positions: dead center and opposite the entryway. This lack of emphasis on
fixed and formalized positions provides greater flexibility in the positioning of mounds within these
enclosures, for all locations are equal (until cultural values have been placed on particular locations).
Angular enclosures provide a greater number of optimal positions, with an emphasis on alignment of
comers, entrances, and mounds. Paradoxically, although there are more fixed positions in angular
enclosures this increased number means less flexibilityin the placement of mounds. The location of the
mounds becomes fixed with the choice of an angular enclosure.
The two enclosure forms can be contrasted within the contextof site planning. Half circlesand circles
have a greater flexibility in the placement of mounds within them, while angular enclosures are highly
restrictive in the placement of mounds at the angles, center, and entrances (Figure 8.1). There is one
additional type of enclosure to be considered,namely the conjoined form, where two or more geometric
shapes are joined together. Here, the location of mounds becomes prescriptive, requiring a coordinated
plan that utilizes space within all enclosures. Ranking enclosure forms based on ease and flexibility of
placement of mounds, I order enclosures in the following manner:
1) open areas: the most flexible; mounds can be put anywhere.
2) curvilinear: only two optimal positions inside.
3) angular: at least five or more optimal positions inside.
4) conjoined: the least flexible, for mounds must be positioned in relationship to more than one
enclosure.
During the Middle Woodland period, enclosures in the Mid-South are situated on a variety of land
forms and exhibit a diversity of designs and constructions.Two basic types were built 1) geometric and
2) hilltop. The major architectural distinction between the two types is based on design and location.
Middle Woodlandpeoplesused Euclidiangeometrytoproduceenclosures in the shapeof squares(Figure
8.2), circles (Figure 8.4), and half circles (Figures8.3, 8.5,8.6,8.7,8.8) (e.g., Marshall 1979).Geometric
enclosures were located on flat, easily accessible land surfaces such as those seen at Seip or Marksville.
Hilltop enclosures follow the topographyof an area, rather than being independentlydesigned (a design
that is preset, such as a circle or square, into a given environment); examples include Old Stone Fort
(Faulkner 1968) and Fort Ancient (Essenpreis and Moseley 1984). These sites are located on mesas or
hilltop-like landforms and the embankments generally follow the bluff line. The landscape contributed
to the design selected. Geometric designs utilize a flat open environment for construction of enclosures,
while hilltop designs focus on restricted environmental areas where the topography helps to shape the
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Figure 8.1. Various optimalpositionsfor moundswithin the geometric enclosures.
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enclosure. Another difference between these two types of enclosure is the degree of planning involved
in their construction. Geometric enclosures require a choice in location, as well as a formal, pre-construc
tion site layout so that the alignment and angle are correct
In contrast, hilltop embankments often follow the edge of a mesa. Although the selection of a hilltop
enclosure site may be more difficult in terms of fmding the right topography, the embankment itself re
quireslessphuuring.
In this article I focus on geometric enclosures for two reasons: first, because geometric enclosures
are directly associated with the Marksville and Miller cultures which occupied the Mid-South, and
second, hilltop enclosures are found only along the perimeter of the Mid-South. The available evidence
suggests the latter were not used by Miller or Marksville people.

o
159 Meters

Figure 8.2. "Tuning Fork" (l5-Fu-87) (Webb and Funkhouser 1932).

Middle Woodland geometric enclosures in the Mid-South exhibit a variety of embankment forms and
mound locations. By establishing criteria for examining site planning among enclosures, it is possible to
evaluate relative group complexity and site function, since the relationship between social complexity
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and site planning is basic. Information about enclosure planning, architecture, and mortuary treatment
will contribute to our knowledge of the use of enclosures both on a local and regional level. From the
site planning model created above, the following premises and test implicationscan be derived:
la) Premise: If geometric enclosures areused for more than simply the burying the dead,
but also mortuary related ceremonies (cf. Seeman 1979), then space for such rituals or
activities must be defined or allotted within the enclosure.
1b) Premise: If social relations are defined by mortuary treatmentand enclosure architecture
(Greber 1979a, 1979b), then the placementof burial moundsand activity areas within
the enclosure should be non-random.
A) Test Implication: Mounds and activity areas should be systematicallyarranged within the
enclosure.
2a) Premise: If embankmentsdefine a burial and ritual area then they represent an important

first stage in the architectural process of an enclosure by defining the area. This site
definition helps to formalize the area and can be used as a territorial marker (Charles
and Buikstra 1983).
2b) Premise: Constructionof geometric embankmentsmust be started prior to the
placement of moundsinside them. It is a far greater cost to construct a geometrically
shaped enclosure to encompass moundsonce the moundsare built (particularly if the
enclosure is a rectangle or square design),because it is necessary to base the alignment
of the wall in relation to the mounds rather than the reverse.
B) Test implication: Geometricembankmentsshould be constructed early in the
development sequence of enclosure use.
Enclosures in the Mid-South will now be examined for the amount of site planning based on the
placement, orientation, and location of embankmentsand mounds.

MID-SOUTII ENCLOSURES: AN OVERVIEW
Previous research has identified seven Middle Woodland geometric enclosure complexes in the
Mid-South. From north to south, they are:
1) 15-Fu-37,Kentucky (Webband Funkhouser 1932;Carstens 1982);Figure 8.2
2) Pinson Mounds, Tennessee(Thunen 1984;Morse 1986);Figure 8.4
3) Savannah, Tennessee(Stelle 1871;Dye and Walthall 1984);Figure 3
4) Leist, Mississippi (phillips 1970);Figure 8.5
5) Little Spanish Fort, Mississippi (phillips 1970);Figure 8.6
6) Spanish Fort, Mississippi (phillips 1970);Figure 8.7
7) Marksville, Louisiana (roth 1974, 1979);Figure 8.8
Shapes represented are as follows; one square,one full circle, and five half circles (See Table 8.1 for the
relationship of mounds and other earthwork features with enclosures). Williams and Brain (1983:352,
396-398) cautiously suggest that Leist, Spanish Fort, and Little Spanish Fort are of Poverty Point age.
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Table 8.1. Structural comparison ofthe enclosures.
They point out, however,that very few PovertyPoint artifacts havebeen recovered from these sites. Data
presented by Phillips (1970) more convincinglyargues for a Marksvilleassociation.
Based on the data compiled in Table 8.1 several general observations can be made about these
enclosures.First. six of the seven contain mounds;only Spanish Fort appears to lack associated mounds,
and this may simply be a result of modern agricultural practices. Conical mounds are associated with
three sites (Marksville, 15-Fu-37, and Savannah), while Pinson Mounds and Leist have associated
platformmounds. Savannahand Marksvillehaveboth conicaland platform moundswithin theenclosure,
whereas Pinson Mounds has a platform mound within the enclosure and a conical mound immediately
adjacentto it. Of the seven,only the moundsat MarksvilleandPinsonMoundshavebeen explored beyond
initial test pits.
Although no site report has been produced for the excavations which occurred in the 19308, Toth
(1974) has summarized the field notes for the Marksvilleexcavations. With the exception of Mound 4,
in which 12burials were recovered (Toth 1974:25),little informationwas recovered from the mounds to
identify their function. At present, the function of mounds within enclosures in the Mid-South is still the
subject of speculation, but evidence from the north suggests that the conical mounds were used in
mortuary activities, either for processing and/orburying the dead. A Middle Woodlandage for platform
mounds has only recently been established (Mainfort, Brester, and Johnson 1982; Rafferty 1983), and
their function is unknown.
All seven embankments have been damaged or completelydestroyed by modern plowing. Embank
ment heights range from two meters at Marksville (Toth 1974:9),to three meters at Spanish Fort (Brown
1926:71)and Leist (phillips 1970:369), to one meter high at Little Spanish Fort (phillips 1970:381)and
Pinson Mounds, with an average height of one and a half meters. Little is known about the construction
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Figure 8.3. Savannah mound group (Thruston 1890).
phases represented in the embankments or whether they were built as one event or as several. Profile
maps are available only for the Pinson Mounds embankment (Morse 1986). Future research needs to
focus on the embankments in order to demonstrate how they may fit into the ceremonial context of the
site (e.g., Essenpreis and Moseley 1984).
Entryways into enclosures can be significant in understanding the movement of people and rituals
into a defined space. Furthermore, an entrance may reveal information related to celestial concerns (e.g.,
Wheatley 1971). Of the seven enclosures, only 15-Fu-37 and Marksville defmitely have entrances. The
entrance at 15-Fu-37 is similar to those found in the Ohio works, using linear embankments to define a
corridor 183 meters long (Figure 8.2). The Marksville enclosure (Figure 8.8) is cut by what Fowke defmed
as "gateways" (see Fowke's map in Toth 1974: 17), but their function and antiquity are unknown. Myer
(1922) illustrates several openings in the Pinson Mounds enclosure, but these may be the results oferosion
and at least one (the northernmost) is attributable to modern agriculture.
Examining the location of mounds within all six sites, there appears to be neither an overall
organization nor defined spatial orientations of the mounds to the enclosures. There is not a coherent
intersite style among all enclosures. Unlike later Mississippian communities, where the orientation and
position of each mound seems prescribed (e.g., Cahokia, Moundville, Kincaid), Middle Woodland
enclosures in the Mid-South seem to lack an extended diachronic design for the site. The 16 mounds at
Savannah and the Marksville mounds are not geometrically oriented to each other (though they may be
celestially oriented), and they do not serve to formalize or define any plaza areas. The single exception
in spatial planning is site 15-Fu-37. Here, the two mounds are closely aligned and oriented both to the
enclosure and the entryway, a situation closely resembling the design of geometric enclosures and mounds
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Figure 8.4. TheEastern Citadel at PinsonMounds.
in Ohio. Indeed, this site may represent an extension of the design knowledge from the Ohio heartland
down along the Mississippi River.
Six of the seven embankment walls appear to have defined and framed site activities. Only Pinson
Mounds has a large group of mounds outside its circular enclosure (Mainfort 1986). Marksville has two
small outside embankment areas: one to the north helping to enclose a small "finger shaped" bluff, while
the other embankment to the south is a small circular enclosure approximately 91 m in diameter (Figure
8.8). At Leist, Mounds A and C are outside of the enclosure, but unfortunately too little is known about
the overall site to establish a chronological relationships between all earthworks. For the most part,
embankment walls provided a boundary and directed the activities toward the inside of the enclosure.
Furthermore, with the exception of Pinson and perhaps Leist, no further associated mound building
occurred outside the enclosures.
Assuming that enclosures represent the commitment of energy and resources by a community and
not the construction efforts of a sub-group such as clan or extended family, what do enclosures tell us
about the social groups that used them? In all seven Mid-South cases, specialized knowledge was required
to plan and construct the geometric embankments. Construction of the enclosures required a plan with a
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guidance system to help align the
geometric form. The relative ages of the
walls and associated mounds is un
known, making it difficult to interpret
site development. Nevertheless, plan
ning and coordination was clearly re
quired to build embankments, and
whether the requisite knowledge was
controlled by ritual specialists (known
only to a shaman, for example) or avail
able to the community at large, the design
and construction of the enclosure re
quired technical knowledge .
The potential for rituals and/or ac
tivities in Mid-South enclosures is quite
evident, as all seven sites have ap
propriate space inside. Enclosures are
defined space. Not only do they define a
particular area for specific tasks, but also
they mark de facto a territorial area (e.g.,
Charles and Buikstra 1983). The
enclosure walls also act to set up an out
side/inside dichotomy. This dichotomy
could have been especially important in
bringing together people who did not live
in the same village, but shared common
kinship or political alliances. Enclosures
may, therefore, facilitate a sense of unity
by bringing different residential groups
together in a focused setting.
The architectural structuring of Mid
South enclosures is relatively simple;
there are apparently no internal structural
divisions that deny access to individuals
or sub-groups (although no extensive
excava tions have been undertaken
within plaza areas to determine the
presence of wooden structures or con
structions). If McGuire and Schiffer
(1983) are correct in asserting that "struc
tural investment in symbolic functions"
is the result of greater social distinctions,
then enclosures in the Mid-South (when
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taken at face value) appear to have minimal social barriers and/or boundaries. Furthermore, if we assume
"structural investment" to mean both the particular placement of the structures and the amount of energy
invested in each structure, it provides interesting ways to view enclosures. If social distinctions were to
be emphasized, then the placement of the mound/burial area inside the enclosure would be important.
Thus, there should be preferred or favored positions within each geometric enclosure (Figure 8.1).
Favored locations inside a square enclosure would be the center, a comer, or opposite the entryway; these
positions provide defmed focal points which greet the individual entering the enclosure. With circular
enclosures, the optimal position is central or opposite the entryway, and the placement of mounds should
also be central or opposite an entryway.
In five out of the six enclosures with associated mounds, the placement of mounds does not seem to
relate to particular prescribed locations. The only exception is site 15-Fu-37, where both mounds are
located in strategic places, one at the entrance, the other dead center within the enclosure. Within half
circle enclosures. the optimal location for mounds is harder to evaluate. It is not clear if the optimal
position should be the center or off to a side, thus allowing more room inside the enclosure. Interestingly,
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in three of the four half circle enclosures with mounds, the primary or largest mound is located to the
side within the enclosure (Marksville Mound 6, Little Spanish Fort Mound A, Leist Landing Mound B).
At the Savannah site, the mounds seem to mimic the topography in a linear fashion, rather than being
located in optimal positions. It should be noted, however, that the largest mound at Savannah (Mound 1)
was centrally positioned within the alleged enclosure and that there are seven mounds to either side of
the central mound. This symmetry may be either purposeful or recreational.
The seven Mid-South enclosure sites may be ranked on the internal design and position of mounds
as an indication of structural investment, from highest to lowest as follows:

1) 15-Fu-37 site
2) Savannah group
3) Marksville
4) Pinson Enclosure

5) Little Spanish Fort
6) Leist
7) Spanish Fort

Note that this ranking is essentially synchronic in nature, i.e., the ranking is based on the sites at the end
of their use-life. The appearance of site planning in a spatial sense is probably exaggerated, since a site
undergoes a process of accumulations over time, allowing the archaeologist a sense of the final pattern
or set of relationships. The rank ordering above is based on the final position of mounds and design of
enclosures (see Table 8.1).
What are the implications of site rankings for social groups and interactions in the Mid-South? First,
let us look at the four largest enclosures in terms of both structural and energy investment: from north to
south they are; 15-Fu-37, Pinson Mounds, Savannah, and Marksville. All four sites represent structural
and energy investments beyond simply assembling an enclosure and mounds together, but these four sites
do not appear to represent societies that differentiated beyond sex, age, and ability. There are no internal
walls to prevent access, nor do the burial patterns from Marksville indicate social hierarchical differences
(Toth 1979). Nonetheless, these sites represent a focused amount ofenergy invested into a particular area.
It is reasonable to assume that these enclosures were used by a number of small local groups that
were related through kinship or political ties, but the extent of the hypothesized relationship is not known.
It is also unclear whether all related groups buried their dead there, or whether only some buried their
dead there and others simply participated in rituals. The difference between these two use patterns may
provide a useful avenue for further study at these sites. Finally, the archaeological data provides little
information about the relative duration/intensity of occupation among these sites. Testing at Marksville
may indicate that a permanent village was present (Toth 1974), but it is not clear that a year-round
occupation occurred at the other sites. To this end, an investigation ofthe archaeological record to evaluate
the use-patterns would provide a significant contribution to an understanding of the social dynamics of
enclosure sites. Based on the structural and energy investments at the four sites, a regional function for
these sites seems probable. Such a function has, in fact, been demonstrated for Pinson Mounds (Mainfort
1986).
The Yazoo Basin sites (Spanish Fort, Little Spanish Fort, and Leist) seem to be closely related. Their
designs are similar, consisting of half circle embankments located along streams, and they lack multiple
mounds inside the enclosures. These enclosures represent the minimum amount of energy and structure
for an earthwork and could represent several different socio-political situations: local groups that could
not generate the necessary ties or obligations to construct large earthworks, a group that has moved across
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the landscape for several generations changing earthworks as they move, or the three sites may have been
occupied simultaneously. Unfortunately only Leist has been tested, and these excavations were very
limited. Consequently, the exact chronological relationships have not been established (see Phillips
1970). It is interesting to note that these three sites are set back off of the major (presumed) trading routes
through the Mid-South, whereas the other four are easily accessible to either major rivers or known
historic trading routes (cf. Goad 1979).
The production and maintenance of enclosures is closely associated with the use pattern of the site.
Once archaeologists understand the duration and period of use, then understanding of the forces behind
production should come into focus. The construction of an enclosure or mound is directly associated with
the use of a site. Conical mounds generally cover the final stage of a mortuary process (such as the
covering over of a burial crypt or charnel house). Although the exact functions of Middle Woodland
platform mounds are unknown, I hypothesize that they were focal points for group rituals, perhaps
mortuary processing events of some kind. The number of people participating in a particular ritual directly
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affects the structuring of the site. Use and production can be incorporated directly together through the
ritual process. By examining the use pattern of enclosures, archaeologists may gain insight into the
activities at a particular moment (synchronic design), which should help to interpret the development
and use of the site through time (diachronic design).
Earthworlcs are largely maintenance free. An embankment requires little care, particularly if some
kind of ritual is used through which dirt is added to the wall each time the site is used. Here maintenance
can be concealed within the goals of rituals. Thelarger mounds within enclosures appear to have been
built in stages (see Morse 1986), suggesting that maintenance again could be incorporated into rituals.
In this instance, there may be no conflict between production and maintenance; the goals are fused
together. Groups may use rituals to maximize both goals simultaneously and minimize the cost of
maintenance. Earthworks such as thosebuiltin the Mid-Southare veryeffective and efficientarchitectural
structures: effective because they were built to impressive heights (Sauls Mounds at Pinson is 72 feet
tall); efficient because they utilized a readily available local raw material and the cost of maintenance
was relatively low.

MIDDLE WOODLAND ENCLOSURES AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS
IN TIlE MID-SOUTH
In the Mid-South during the Middle Woodland, social inequality and political organization was not
a rigid structure. There appears not to have been hereditary ranking until the Mississippian Period. For
the most part, individuals appear to have been judged on membership in a kin-based organization with
internal positions based on age, sex, and ability (cf. Greber 1979a, 1979b).Further, villages appear to be
tied together in tribal structure, perhaps incorporating two to five small villages. This pan-residential
group was probably the focus for much of the ceremonialism that is suggested for the Middle Woodland
period. Subsistence and settlement data (Ford 1979; Jenkins 1979; Walthall 1980) suggest that groups
were periodically sedentary, but still moved in response to the availability of specific resources at
particular times. Thus, although there was a commitment to a territorial area, groups moved inside that
area as necessary.
Defining the nature of Middle Woodlandsocial organizationin the Mid-South is a difficult task, since
little research has been done to synthesize the accumulated data into a coherent statement As mentioned
earlier, there are three principal cultural groups which appear to occupy the riverine areas of the
Mid-South during this time period (100 B.C.-A.D. 4(0): Marksville, Miller, and Copena, Marksville
culture sites represent three basic types: villages, conical burial mounds, and villages with conical burial
mounds (Toth 1979). These sites are scattered up and down the alluvial flood plains, adjacent streams,
and oxbow lakes of the Central and Lower Mississippi Valley (Toth 1979; Morse 1983). For the most
part, these consist of small village sites with no embankments and only an occasional cluster of burial
mounds.
Two Marksville burial mounds were excavated at the Helena Crossing site by Ford (1963). Both
mounds contained what Brown (1979) hasreferred to as burial crypts, with one or more individuals placed
in the crypt. Several tombs were apparently reused, suggestingmultiple visits to a particular tomb (Brown
1979). According to Toth, Helena Crossing represents the only presently known Marlcsville site where
the concern for "individual status" was so pronounced (Toth 1979:195). As both Toth (1979) and Brown
(1979) point out, at other Marksville mound sites the energy invested in individual burial goods and tomb
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preparation is not as great as at the Helena Crossing site. Based on a survey of the known Marksville
sites, Toth (1979:197) suggests that there was little social inequality beyond segmentary units and that
political integration did not reach beyond a cluster of small villages forged into tribal units.
The Miller culture of the Tombigbeedrainage is very similar in many respects to Marlcsville. Camps,
villages, conical burial mounds, and villageswith moundsare found throughout the area (Jenkins 1979).
Burials occur in crypts, on prepared platfonns, and in possible charnel houses (Jenkins 1979; Walthall
1980).Grave goods indicate connectionswith Marlcsville and Copena, as well as groups to the north and
south. Groups were scattered throughout the river drainage with no apparent central hierarchy beyond a
small tribal clustering of villages.
The Copena culture is centered along the TennesseeRiver in northern Alabama. Sites were typically
bottomland villages and upland rock-shelter camps (Walthall 1980). Burials were placed in both small
accretional moundsand burial caves. Neither the moundsnor the caves that have been excavated suggest
elaborate preparation or burials, although this may be due to poor skeletal preservation. Typical artifacts
found in the burial mounds include copper reel-shaped gorgets, earspools, bracelets, breastplates, celts,
greenstone celts, ground galena nodules, and steatite elbow pipes (Walthall 1980:119). In summarizing
the Copena data, Walthall (1980) viewed the burial mounds and villages as the work of a small number
of kinsmen, similar to what Toth has described for the Lower Mississippi Valley.
From this brief description of these three Middle Woodlandcultural groups, several conclusions can
be drawn. During the Middle Woodland period social inequality was not particularly great Evidence
from the burial record for the Marksville,Miller, and Copena cultures suggests differencesbased on sex,
age, and ability, rather than inheritance of political power and authority. Reconstructed settlement and
subsistence patterns indicate a loose network of local groups focusing on hunting and gathering with
limited horticulture. Exotic goods from outside the local area suggest trade with groups to the north and
south, including the illinois-Ohioarea. The exact natureof contact amongCopena,Marlcsville, and Miller
is not known, but the archaeological data suggests more than simply casual trade.
During the Middle Woodlandin the Mid-South,earthworkenclosures provided a focal point not only
for individual villages but also for regional gatherings. The groups that used enclosures had few social
distinctions between them; tribal organizationseems to have loosely united different villages. Attention
to detail in the individual enclosures is not great Only 15-Fu-37seems prescriptively and diachronically
laid out, which may reflect direct influences from Ohio. Several of the enclosures represent large
investmentsof energy in terms of earth moved. I view this not so much as an indication of more complex
societies, but rather as a reflection of larger groups meeting at these sites. Pinson Mounds, Marlcsville,
and Savannah do not appear to have spatial layouts that indicateconcerns with social distinctions for the
dead or the living. This view may be altered with the investigationof non-earthen structures (e.g., Baby
and Langlois 1979),but for the present the architectural evidence suggests a lack of hierarchical social
status. Unless archaeologists gain some understandingof the range of architecture and features present
at enclosure sites, it will never be possible to determine the social situations responsible for these sites,
nor to understand the larger milieu of Middle Woodlandsocial interaction.

9
Burial Pattern and Tomb Construction
Story Mound I, Hoecake Site (23-Mi-8)
Mississippi County, Missouri
Richard A. Marshall
The paper describes the burialsfound within the three log-lined tombsand suggeststhat the tombs
are intermediate betweenthe classic MiddleWoodland log-lined burial chamberand the later charnel
house of the lateprehistoric period of the southeast. Details ofconstruction and sequence of closure of
the tombsare given.

INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the features and materialsfound while conducting salvage archaeology at the
large Hoecakevillageand mound site (22-Mi-8) southeastof East Prairie, MississippiCounty,Missouri.
This work was conducted by the writer, assisted by Darrell D. Henning,during February and the first
week of March, 1964.
Late in the fall of 1963, the Archaeological Research Divisionof the Departmentof Sociology and
Anthropology, University of Missouri, learned that several of the mounds on the Hoecake site were to
be leveled in the spring prior to the planting season.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE
The large Hoecake site (23-Mi-8), is an area of several villageconcentrations covering a total area
of approximately 25 hectares(MorseandMorse 1983:190).Ascatteringof culturalmaterialsand mounds,
however,may be found over an area of approximately 80 ha (Williams 1974:56). The site is crossed by
Mississippi County Highway AAand is intersectedby Mississippi County HighwayFF.
The topographical situation attractive for prehistoric occupation is the result of a complex riverine
history. The majorportionof the siteis situatedon an isolated remnantof an ancientalluvialplain (Figure
9.1) that is bordered on the east by extinct Channel] of the Ohio River (Fisk 1944).The north and west
edge of the remnant was formed by the even older ChannelF. The higherelevation here is the result of
natural leveebuilding,probablyfrom Channell, locatedjust to the westof the remnant.Arecent channel
of the Mississippi-Ohio River,Channel6, cut the southedgeof theremnant Thisscarwasnearlyremoved
by a swing of the later Channel7. Both channelsappearto haveflowedwestand cut theridge off sharply
Richard A. Marshall, Cobb Institute of Archaeology,MississippiState Univemty, MississippiSlate, MS 39762
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Figure 9.1. Situation ofthe Hoecake Site. Site is located in the west half, Sec. 6. 124N, R17E. Map is
reproduced from Plate 22. Sheet 2. accompanying the Fisk (1944) report.
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on the south. Channel 7 is that which is now occupied by Ten Mile Pond and may be considered most
recent, but probably predates the first occupation at the site, which occurred circa 500 B.C. Channel 7
may have been a large oxbow lake at the time of the first occupation, making the site on the high bank
ideal.
The most prominent part of the site is that comer formed by Channels 6-7 and F (Fisk 1944). During
times of extreme high water, at least in historic times, the remnant became an island.
Village areas
Several village concentrations and mound clusters are present at the Hoecake site. Much of the site
has now been land formed and chisel plowed, making future archaeological excavation difficult or
impossible. Four major village concentrations make up the site.
Village Area 1 occupation is located on the southeast corner of the remnant, largely paralleling the
right bank of Channel 6, and is associated with the Baytown culture.
Village Area 2 is located on the west edge of the ridge overlooking Channel F and north of the end
ofthe ridge. R. Williams tested Area 2 in 1968 (1974:55). Near the northern edge of the area concentration,
on higher ground, is a small cluster of mounds. A thin scattering of Mississippian cultural material is
present along the higher portion of the ridge, a spillover from Village Area 3.
Village Area 3, starting with the small cluster of mounds mentioned above, extends east, well back
onto the remnant. The cultural concentration is primarily Mississippian mixed with some Baytown
cultural material. This is Williams' (1974) Test Area 1 and 4. Village Area 4 is centered on the "Y" of the
highway. Most of the cultural material appears to be Baytown, but occupation of this area extends back
to Middle Woodland times and probably earlier (Marshall and Hopgood 1964).
Other Nearby Occupations
Baytown materials are also present east of Channel J, southeast along the natural levee for about three
and one-half to four miles (to Wolf Island), where there is another cluster ofWoodland mounds (Williams
1968:86-99). There is also a Mississippian settlement, possibly fortified. Baytown cultural materials may
also be found on almost every high place extending to the west-largely along Channell, now occupied
by Black Bayou, and south of Channel 7 for about four miles. In the latter area there is considerable
mixture with Mississippian cultural materials, and this is probably one of the major areas of Emergent
Mississippian culture. Baytown culture materials also occur in small concentrations north of Hoecake
along Channel J.
Mound Clusters
Of particular interest at the Hoecake site are the mounds. No doubt it is the shape and the great number
of mounds at the site that have given it its name of "Hoecake." A hoecake is a cornbread cake cooked on
a hot griddle which is circular and raised in the center. The mounds, however, are more widely scattered
than the village concentrations. There are records of approximately 29 mounds, now mostly destroyed,
and the total number of mounds may have exceeded 45. A reconstruction of mound locations is presently
in manuscript form (Marshall n.d.),
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THE EXCAVATION
Story Mounds I and II were scheduled for leveling before March, 1964. Story Mound I was located
near the southeast portion of the main site area, on the west bank:of Channel J just north of eastbound
Highway AA. Like most of the mounds at Hoecake, Story Mound I had a conical shape. It was 2.4 m
high and some 21 m in diameter, and appeared undisturbed, with the exception of a small pothole in the
very center. A five-foot wide trench was begun approximately 4.5 m beyond the east edge of the mound
(Figure 9.2). The trench was cut approximately four inches deeper than the level of cultivation and was
carried through to the center of the mound, 16.8 m from the beginning of the trench.
Individual basket-loads of soil were clearly visible in profile and occasionally portions of some loads
would separate easily from the surface of earlier loads. Where this happened, there was almost always a
thin layer oflight colored soil (or silt sand) particles which appeared to be water or wind sorted. Frequently
the load surfaces were pebbled in such a manner as to strongly suggest the systematic geometric pattern
of a basket weave, though this was never clearly demonstrated. Several stages in the construction of the
mound were suggested by three zones of soil compaction and moisture (Figure 9.3).
Three burial features were located in the center and west portion of the mound (Figure 9.4). After
locating Tombs A and B it was necessary to
enlarge the excavation area. In clearing
Tomb B, two post molds were noted on the
west side of the tomb. Just as Tomb B was
ready for photographing, a severe winter
storm destroyed our protective covering
and heavy rains filled the excavation.

Description of Tombs and Features
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Figure 9.2. Contour map of Story Mound 1 showing
outline of the excavation and profile. A composite
map made from severalfield maps and sketches
made in 1964.

Discovery was first indicated by an un
usual zone of orange mottled clay lying on
the undisturbed soil below the mound fill.
This seemed to peel away easily from the
original soil. During removal of this orange
earthsmall depressions, appearing to be log
molds and filled with a fibrous material
which might have been bark and wood,
were observed. This feature continued
horizontally for about one meter and then
dipped quickly to a greater depth. The log
molds appeared to begin to dip into a large
pit and became indistinct. Four human
burials and an additional human skull were
uncovered in the interior of the pit. These
will be described in greater detail later.
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Figure 9.3. North profile of trench along the N 55' line to the W 50' grid line.
Considerable detail regarding construction of the tomb was recorded. The tomb began with the
excavation of a pit approximately 3 m by 4 m and 70 em deep, with the comers oriented in the cardinal
directions. The sides of the pit sloped inward and were lined with logs ranging from 15 to 30 em in
diameter and 2.6 to 3.7 m in length (Figure 9.5). The logs were placed two to the northeast and southwest
sides and three to each of the ends.
Roofing of the tomb seems to have taken place in a manner which would have given the roof great
strength. Fourteen logs, approximately 13 em each in diameter, were placed across the tomb (at regular
intervals of about 20 to 25 cm apart) and beyond the ends in a direction paralleling the shorter axis of the
tomb. At right angles to these roofmg timbers, several logs (not more than six), approximately 10 cm in
diameter, were placed and then the whole again raftered by a number of7 to 10 em diameter logs or poles.
These last two layers of logs extended as much as a meter beyond the edges of the tomb. The two rafter
layers may have been separated by a layer of cane matting, but this was never confirmed,
Prior to the placement of the roofmg timbers and the burials, the whole tomb was lined with split cane
matting (Figure 9.6). Evidence of mat impressions was found scattered throughout the floor of the
chamber and below the burials, in the comers of the chamber formed by the floor and walls, on top of
the logs forming the walls of the chamber, and below the roofmg timbers. In places, there was evidence
that after the burials were placed in the tomb, more mats were stretched so as to form a canopy cover for
the tomb over which the roofing timbers were placed. There was little evidence of multiple layers of cane
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Figure 9.4. Excavated portion of Story Mound 1 showing tombs and other features.
matting at the upper edges of the pit for Tomb A, but there was evidence to suggest the practice was
common for Tombs Band C. Since there was cane matting adhering to some of the skeletal remains, it
is assumed that Tomb A was similarly lined, bottom and top, before roofing. In Tombs B and C, the mat
lining was brought out to the edges of the tomb and held in place by a layer of heavy clay. The canopy
was then stretched and anchored by heavy clay on the other end. These different layers of clay were found
to cleave along the lines of the mat impressions. While the burials were being removed, split cane matting
was noted lining the floor and overlying several small split logs that apparently formed a sub-floor
structure.
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Figure 95. Schematic diagram ofTomb A construction. From north, to right and around,tomb con
struction showingfitting and wedging oflog lining at corners;first rafting, across short axis; second
rafting, across long axis; and third rafting. Not shown arefabric linings and split-logfloor. Profile A is
a cross section through the south-westside, and Profile B is a crosssection throughthe west-north
side (note position offabric linings).
TOMBB

Tomb B was carefully lined with split cane matting of at least two different weaves and canopied with
twined textiles (Figure 9.6). Some of the roofing timbers of Tomb A overlay some portions of the roofing
timbers of Tomb B, and the split cane matting used in lining Tomb A overlapped similar matting used in
Tomb B in that portion where they were joined. This indicates that Tomb A is later than Tomb B. Tomb
B had dimensions at the ground surface of 3.3 m by 4.9 m and 2.4 m by 4 m at the bottom of the pit;
Tomb B was approximately the same depth as Tomb A and was sealed with a gray gumbo clay.
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A.

B.

c.
Figure 9.6. Split cane mailingfrom the Story Mound 1 tombs. Reconstructions arefrom impressions in
the clay seal ofthe tombs. They are approximately naturalsize.

TOMBC

Tomb C was located immediately to the southwest of Tomb A, with the long axis in approximately
the same orientation as the latter. The northeast side was exposed across its full width, which was
comparable in size to Tomb A and was approximately the same width. Here, as in Tomb B, some of the
roofing poles of Tomb A overlie the roofing poles of Tomb C. Some of the cane matting and textiles used
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in lining Tomb B overlappedsimilar textiles in the north comer of TombC, but there was no evidence
of the overlappingof rooting timbersbetweenTombsB andC. TombC was also sealed withgray gumbo
clay,but the tomb was not fully excavatedbecauseof the storm.
Burials (Figure 9.7)

All burials sufferedextensivedamage when the roofs of the tombs collapsed.Log impressions from
the roof could be traced across some of the remains and bone preservation was very poor.
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Figure 9.7. Theposition ofburialsin the StoryMound 1 Tombs.

TOMB A

BurialAt was an adult male in an extendedpronepositionat the northwestend of the tomb.The face
was turned to the south with the head resting on the right side. The arms were alongside the body, the
palms up, and the feet widespreadwith the toes turned in.
At the right of Burial At, and associatedwith it near the distal end of the lower leg, was a human
skull less the mandible.The unalteredskull was uprightfacing the southwest
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Burial A2 was an extended, supine adult female with the head to the southwest. The arms were
extendedalongsidewith thepalmsof the handsup,the fmgersof therighthandtouchingthe lowerportion
of the pelvis and the proximal right femur.
Burial A3 was an extended, supine adult male, with the arms extended alongside the body. The left
palm was up while the right hand was turnedinwardtowardtheright femur. The skull lay on the left side,
the face toward the northwest.
Burial A4 was an extended, supineadult male. The right arm was close alongside the body with the
palm up while the left hand was turned up. A potsherdwas found 2 cm above the right elbow.The feet
of burial A4overlappedslightly;thefeetof theother three burialswereseparated.Allfour TombAburials
were primary interments.No artifacts were found directlyassociatedwith any of the burials.
TOMBB

The burials of TombB were not sexed or measuredbecausethey were not removed.There were two
adolescents in the group.
Burial Bl was an extended, supine adult that lay near the south end of the tomb. The head faced
northwestand the arms were alongside the body.
Burial B2 was an adult, taller than the othersand thus probably male. It was interredin an extended,
supine position with the head to the southeast. The arms lay alongside the body, but the left hand lay
adjacent to the left hand of Burial B1.
BurialB3 was an adolescentin an extendedsupineposition,and likeB1theskull wasto thenorthwest.
This was not a secondaryinterment,but not all of the bones were in perfect articulation. The backbone
was separated in the mid-thoracic region and arched to the north and the left arm was detached at the
shoulderand underlaya portionof thepelvisof BurialB4.Ashelltemperedpotsherdwas locatedadjacent
to the right elbow.
Burial B4 was also an extended supine adolescent, but the head was to the southeast. The skull and
cervical vertebraeappearedto be in proper positionand undisturbed, but the pelvis was tilted to the north
and was not oriented in line with the other remains. The left leg was disarticulatedat the proximal end
of the femur, with an unnatural bend at the knee, and the foot was not articulated. These bones were
against and overlay in large part those of the right foot. The right leg did not appear to be out of natural
position except at the pelvis. The unusualpositioningof BurialsB3 and B4 will be discussedlater.
Burial B5 was located to the north of Burial B4, with the head to the southeast; the position of this
skeleton was like that of Burial B2. Burial B6 was located to the north of B5, the head oriented to the
northwest.
Some discussion is necessary concerningthe positionsand conditionof Burials B3 and B4. Both of
these adolescents were found very closely placed together; they were not neatly spaced as Burials B5
and B6 or the burialsof Tomb A. BurialsBl and B2, thoughnot crowded,were moreclosely spacedthan
Burials B5 and B6.
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TOMBC

Only four burials were recorded in Tomb C, but the tomb was not completely excavated; several
additional burials may have been present The burials were oriented in the same direction as those in
Tomb B, but the long axis of the tomb was the same as Tomb A.
Burial CI, which was completely exposed, was an adult female lying on the left side, with the head
to the southeast and face to the southwest The vertebral column was broken in the thoracic region and
the pelvis was twisted upward, with the right femur disarticulated from it The arms were extended
alongside, but not articulated. Below the pelvis, other than as noted above, the skeleton appeared to be
undisturbed.Burial C2 was crowded between the northeastwall of the tomb and Burial C2.
Burial C2 was a near-adult, buried in an extended supine position. The skull lay on its right side and
was oriented to the southeast. The arms were extended but the right arm was disarticulated at the elbow
and the hand was also disturbed, with part of the pelvis of Burial CI overlying it
Burial C3, an adult male, was placed in an extended, supine position, close to Burial C2. The skull,
lying on its right side and oriented to the southeast,was crowded against the southeastedge of the tomb.
The right arm was flexed so that the hand was in front of the face, while the left ann was resting on the
left half of the pelvis.
Burial C4 was oriented in the opposite direction of the other Tomb C burials; all but the lowest
extremities were excavated. This was an extended, supine adult, that was larger than any of the other
individuals in the tomb. Above the left leg a clay and shell tempered cord marked sherd was found.

Internal structure
The overlapping of roofmg timbers as well as lining fabrics provides a succession of tomb construc
tion in proper sequence. Tomb A was the last sealed and perhaps last constructed. Tomb B was sealed
earlier than Tomb A, as roofmg timbers and lining textiles ofTombA were found overlapping the lining
textiles of Tomb B where the two were adjoined.TombC linings were overlain by Tomb B linings, but
there was no overlapping of roofing timbers. Some Tomb A roofing timbers overlapped both lining and
roofing timbersof TombC, thus givingclear evidenceof at least the sealing order, if not the construction
order, of the tombs. It is interesting to note that in TombsB and C, in which the intermentswere oriented
southeast-northwest, the inhumations were crowded, while those in Tomb A were widely spaced. The
presence of the isolated skull, perhapsa trophy,in TombA, and the fact that the tomb occupied the center
of the mound, suggest that the individuals buried there may have been of higher status than individuals
in Tombs Band C. There is no other evidence of possible social distinctions.
The structureof the Story MoundI tombssuggeststhat they representwhat Brown (1979)has referred
to as mortuary crypts. Such structures were constructed and roofed, but left accessible for a duration of
time. The placement of individuals in the flesh at different times could then take place with a minimum
of effort, yet the bodies would be protected from predation. The partially disarticulated and crowded
remainson TombB may suggestsuch a practice.BurialsB6 and B5 were apparentlythe initial interments
and, in anticipation of future burials, were placed at the north end, leaving space for additional bodies.
Burials B3 and B4 were then the next interments, apparentlyoriginally spaced, but leaving room in the
tombfor one more person. At thetime of theadditionof BurialsB2 and BI, there was not sufficientspace
for both, and Burials B3 and B4 were thus shoved northward to provide space. Burials B2 and B1 were
then crowded into the south end of the tomb. The reverse sequence is possible, but the less crowded
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positioningsof Burials B6 and B5, like the Tomb A burials.suggest that they were the earlier burials in
the tomb. The deliberate crowdingof burials in TombB, however, is not as markedas that in TombC.
It is clear that Burial CI was hastily placed into TombC, disturbingBurial C2. The remainingTomb
C burials are closely spaced, but less so than some individuals in Tomb B. The interpretation of a
successionof individualor multipleburialsin TombsB and C suggeststheprobabilityof a "preconstruc
tion" pattern for burial tombs rather than an "event-specific"construction.
Postmolds and Pits

While excavating the original test trench into the center of the mound,a post mold was found about
one meter east of the beginningof the orange earth layer overlyingTombA (Figures9.3 and 9.4). After
the excavation of the interior of Tomb B, two post molds were located outside and west of the tomb.
There was never a chance to test for others. This is certainly not sufficientevidence to suggest a fence
or house at this place built to surroundthe group of tombs as a charnel area. It is, however, sufficientto
point out for future mound and tomb excavationsof this kind, particularly in southeastMissouri, that it
would be prudent to keep in mind the possibility of some kind of surrounding structure. A similar
possibility has been noted for the King Site (22-NM-202; Marshall 1972). A single pit (Pit #2; Figure
9.3) was found well outside the feature area, not appearingto be associatedwith the mound.

DESCRlPTION AND COMPARISON OF MATERIAL
Few artifacts were found in the excavation of Story Mound I. None came from the mound fill,
suggestingthe fill was taken froma sterilearea away from the village. The few artifacts from the mound
came from the heavy clay earth used in sealing the tombs.
Two pieces of stone were found, both having no sign of deliberate use. One of these is a flake from
a water-worn, patinated river pebble; it came from the pit fill of Tomb A at the surface of the clay seal.
Nine pottery sherds were found, including three relatively thick sherds of Mulberry Creek Cord
Marked; two of thesecame from Tomb A. Afourthcordmarked sherd,temperedwith grog and fme shell,
was associatedwith fill or seal over TombC. The single BaytownPlain sherdcame from TombA, while
the four MississippiPlain sherds were recoveredfrom TombsA and B.
Four sherds are cordmarked,Sherd I fromTombA is temperedwith moderatelylarge, abundantclay
particles and is 6 mm thick. Cord impressionsare rather fine, not too closely spaced, and appear to be
smoothed over lightly. It falls well within the description for Mulberry Creek Cord Marked (phillips,
Ford, and Griffin 1951).Sherd 2 from TombA is a secondexampleof MulberryCreek Cord Markedand
is 3.5 mm thick. It is badly eroded and soft, but compact There is a moderateamount of clay tempering
well within the range described for the type. The cord impressionsare eroded, but were not too closely
spaced. Both of these sherds came from fill above the tomb. A third specimen of Mulberry Creek Cord
Marked came from the fill above Tomb B; it was found at the edge of the tomb pit and appears also to
have been in the roof seal. This sherd is moderatelythick (6 mm), and is marked with relatively fine,
deeply impressedcords thatarecloselyspaced.Sherd4 differsfromtypicalMulberryCreekCord Marked
sherds. It came from TombC, where it was foundalongsideone of the collapsedroof timbersand above
the left leg of Burial C4. In this position it would have been contained within the immediate overlying
fillor seal of the tomb.The sherdis small,4 mmthick,withcordmarkinglikethat of Sherd3and tempered
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with moderately large and fme particles of clay and a considerable amount of fme particles of crushed
shell.

Fabric Impressions
The impressions of several split cane mat and textile weaves were recovered from the tombs.
Impressions were noted in areas throughout thetombs, most notably on the floors and in the areas adjacent
to the rim of the pits where the tomb linings were brought together for sealing. Samples were taken to
the Laboratory of Anthropology, University of Missouri. The finest example came from Tomb B as it
was being opened along the southwest end. Plait 2 (Figure 9.7d) was particular to Tomb A while Plait 1
and Twill 1 and 2 (Figure 9.8) occurred only in Tomb B, and both appear to have been used exclusively
as a canopy covering the tomb prior to roofing and sealing. Plait 2 was used for both lining and as a
canopy in Tomb A.
The split cane used in all four mat weaves was the same size, approximately a quarter of an inch wide.
The textile cords were approximately an eighth of an inch in diameter.

Split Cane Matting
Four different split cane mat weaves were observed in the excavation, but unfortunately no selvage
edges were noted or recorded. The four weaves appear to be variations of two basic ones, twilling and
plaiting.
The two twills, both even regular twill float weaves (Scholtz 1975:66), consisted ofa simple two over
and two under (Figure 9.7a) and an enlargement of this with three over and three under (Figure 9.Th).
The former is a type of mat and basket weave which has occurred archaeologically over a wide area in
the eastern United States, while the other may be equally common.
The two plait weaves were a simple two over and two under and a compounding of the same using
four over and four under (Figure 9.7d). The former, again, appears to be relatively common over much
of the eastern United States, while the latter is relatively uncommon.

Textiles
Two different textiles, both twined, were found. One consists of a tightly filled fabric consisting of
straight, two-strand warp cords and two single-strand weft cords twined around the warp (Figure 9.8a).
The second textile was composed of straight, two-strand warp cords and two single-stand weft cords
twined around the warp. These latter strands were spaced approximately a half-inch apart, leaving an
open or gauze-like fabric (Figure 9.8b). Such fabric, in several variations, is found throughout the
Mississippi alluvial valley in the form ofimpressions on clay objects and pottery, e.g., Kimmswick Fabric
Impressed (phillips 1970). The former textile is a common fabric, but it is not often represented in clay
impressions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Hoecake site in southeast Missouri, seriously damaged through agricultural development, can
still provide archaeologists with much data. This paper has provided information on a test excavation of
just one of the formerly numerous mounds at thesite. The details of the mound, the investigated features,
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Figure 9.8. Twinedtextilefrom the Story Mound 1 tombs. Reconstructions arefrom impressions in the
clay seal of the tombs. They are approximately four times naturalsize.
and their construction and content have been described, with particular emphasis on details of tomb
construction. Certain details of ceramic inclusions in the mound, tomb construction, and the combined
carbon-14 samples (M-2212 and 2213) which yielded a single date of A.D. 663 ± 184, indicate the
Woodland pattern burial complex at Hoecake survived as late as the beginning Emergent Mississippian
culture (Williams 1974:85; Morse and Morse 1983:182).
Twenty years ago the presence of shell tempered pottery with a date A.D. 700 was inexplicable, even
aberrant. Today, with more recent fmds in the southeast Missouri and northeast Arkansas areas, we fmd
such a date in conformity with developing interpretations.
Though southeast Missouri is regarded as "marginal" to the classic Middle Woodland cultural centers,
that area did indeed participate in the Hopewell Interaction Sphere (Morse and Morse 1983:172). At
Hoecake, however, we have Late Woodland culture (Late Hoecake phase; Morse and Morse 1983:190
192) with an almost classic Middle Woodland mortuary crypt complex (Brown 1979:215). I see this as
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the result of a strong but conservative Middle Woodland-like tradition adapted to the southern riverine
environment. Perhaps even more importantly, Hoecake suddenly found itself located at a crucial
geographic point where it could focus on control and distribution of trade goods from adjacent resource
extraction points in the Ozark escarpment and upriver locations and funnel them to southern and
southeastern consumer sources. Hoecake then is an integral linkage in the vast trading network estab
lished much earlier (poverty Point period) and an important participant in contemporary socio-political
developments throughout the Mississippi alluvial valley and adjacent uplands immediately preceding the
advent of Emergent Mississippian culture. The mortuary pattern is essentially Woodland, but perhaps
intermediate between the classic Woodland and the later Mississippian mortuary practices. Hoecake is
an important site in the Central Mississippi and one that has received far too little investigation by
archaeologists.
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Figure 10.1 Location of the Pinson Mounds site.
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Pinson Mounds: Internal Chronology
and External Relationships
Robert C. Mainfort, Jr.
The Pinson Mounds site is the largest Middle Woodland ceremonial center in the Mid-South and possibly
in all ofeastern North America. Recent excavations have demonstrated that the mound complex. which
includesfive large platform mounds. was built between AD. 1-500. with most ofthe earthworks dating
to the first two centuries AD. The radiocarbon chronology of the site is discussed with respect to its
implicationsfor other Middle Woodland sites in the Mid-South and Lower Mississippi Valley.

INTRODUCTION
The Pinson Mounds site (40-MD-l) is located in western Tennessee, about 16 km south of Jackson.
and occupies a relatively flat tableland overlooking the South Fork of the Forked Deer River (Figure
10.1). Lying within the transitional zone between the West Tennessee Uplands and the Coastal Plain. this
locality provides ready access to a variety of resources known to be of importance in Middle Woodland
diets (Broster and Schneider 1977). It may be of note that the site is underlain by the very gently sloping.
well-drained Lexington Silt Loam (Brown et al. 1978). which is alsothe dominant soil type at the nearby
Johnston mound group. a site believed to be antecedent to Pinson Mounds (Kwas and Mainfort 1986).
However, the favorable topographic and physiographic variables seem in themselves insufficient to
account for the construction of a major mound complex at this specific locality.

THE PINSON MOUNDS SITE
In both total area. as well as the quantity of earth employed in construction, the Pinson Mounds site
is very large. The site encompasses about 160 ha, within which are at least 12 mounds, a large circular
embankment, and several ceremonial habitation areas (Figure 10.2). By comparison, the Mississippian
center of Moundville occupies about 100 ha (Steponaitis 1983). The total volume of earthwork fill
exceeds 100,000 m3 • a figure greater than the volume calculations for either of Seeman's (1977)
first-order Middle Woodland sites (Seip and the Hopewell site). Recent research at the site has
demonstrated that all of the mounds are of Middle Woodland age (Mainfort 1986).
Occupying the center of the site is the imposing Sauls Mound (Mound 9). which stands approximately
22 m tall and contains roughly 50,000 m3 of fill (ShenkeI1986). A recently completed topographic map
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of this earthwork based on aerial photographs has revealed that the mound is essentially rectangular in
shape, with the corners aligned roughly toward the cardinal directions. A series of thin-wall core samples
taken from Sauls Mound in 1982 produced inconclusive data concerning the construction history,
although it seems likely that this large mound was constructed in several, albeit poorly defined, stages.
Several smaller earthworks are located in the immediate vicinity of Sauls Mound, including a small,
irregularly shaped platform mound (Mound 10), Mound 12 (a burial mound), and Mound 24, the former
two of which have been the focus of recent excavations.
To the northeast and east, respectively, of Sauls Mound are two large platform mounds, mounds 28
and 29, each located approximately 1020 m from the centrally located earthwork. The northeastern
platform, Mound 28, has a height of about 4 m, which auger testing has revealed to be composed of
uniform fill with no indication of multiple construction stages. The slightly smaller Mound 29, however,
was built in at least two stages, one of which is marked by the presence of a pale tan sand floor (Morse
1986). The embankment surrounding Mound 29 was constructed in the shape of a truncated circle and
is approximately 360 m in diameter, with walls averaging 2 m in height. It encloses an area of about
6.7 ha, which is comparable to Mound City, Ohio. Mound 30 occupies the bluff top to the southeast of
Mound 29 and just outside the embankment. It may be an eroded burial mound, with a height of over
2 m and a diameter of roughly 24 m.
Located about 1000 m northwest of Sauls Mound, Ozier Mound (Mound 5) is the second largest
mound at the site, standing approximately 10 m tall; a ramp extends from its northeast side. A pair of
large, intersecting, conical burial mounds, known locally as the 1\vin Mounds (Mound 6), lies ap
proximately 250 m south of Mound 5, as does the smaller Mound 31. Another large platform mound,
Mound 15, is located about 580 m southwest of Sauls Mound Although damaged by plowing, this
structure was formerly about 3 m tall; auger testing indicates that the earthwork probably represents the
product of a single construction event. The "Duck's Nest" is a small circular embankment with a diameter
of about 10 m; it lies about 250 m east of Mound 15 and overlooks the bottomlands.
The spatial arrangement of the large platform mounds (Mounds 5,9,15,28,29) suggests that their
relative placement may have been intentional. The largest mound in the complex, Mound 9, is located
near the center ofthe site. Mounds 28 and 29 are equidistant from Mound 9 and are located at the northeast
and southeast comers of the site, respectively, while Mound 5 occupies the northeast corner. Although
the placement of Mound 15 is the least geometrically exact of the larger mounds, examination of Figure
10.2 will show that this earthwork is located at the topographic southwest corner of the site. Too little is
known about the evolution of large ceremonial sites, and the establishment of absolute temporal
relationships among the large platform mounds of the Pinson group should be a major priority of future
research at the site.
Although mentioned in the early antiquarian literature (Haywood 1823; Troost 1845; Cisco 1879; the
site was not described by Squier and Davis [1848]), the Pinson Mounds site was not investigated by
professional archaeologists until the 1960s, a notable exception being the work of William Myer, who
published a map as well as a brief description ofthe site in 1922. Myer, however, erred in his identification
of over 30 mounds at the site. Late excavations have demonstrated that many of the mounds recorded by
Myer are actually natural landforms (Mainfort 1980; Morse 1986). Despite the size and obvious
importance of the site, Pinson Mounds has been virtually ignored in recent Hopewellian syntheses (e.g.,
Struever and Houart 1972; Seeman 1977; Brose and Greber 1979), probably because of the limited
amount of published information available.
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During the late 19508, local interest in establishing Pinson Mounds as an archaeological park
prompted a limited survey and excavation by Fischer and McNutt (1962) and the more extensive
investigationsof Morse (1986). Followingacquisitionof the site by the State of Tennessee,John Broster
of the TennesseeDivisionof Archaeologyconductedfieldworkat severalsignificantlocalitieswithin the
site in 1974 and 1975 (Mainfort 1980).Althoughthe efforts of these researchersestablished that Middle
Woodland societies were responsible for most of the earthworks at Pinson Mounds, the large size of
several of the platform mounds.as well as the discovery of an isolatedMississippianfarmstead (Fischer
and McNutt 1962;Mainfort,Broster,andJohnson 1982),left theculturalaffiliationof the largestplatform
mounds open to question (Morse and Polhemus 1963; Broster and Schneider 1976). This was the most
crucial problem addressed by recent fieldwork at the site.

INTERNAL CHRONOLOGY
Althoughthe site and adjacentareas had been sporadicallyutilizedsinceroughly 8000 B.C. (Mainfort
1980; Broster 1982), it was not until the Early Middle Woodlandperiod that Pinson Mounds became a
locus for intensive habitation.Represented by an artifact assemblage in which fabric marked ceramics
predominate. evidence of this occupation has been uncoveredin the Mound 14 sector, the lower fill of
the geometric embankment, and in the habitation zones revealed beneath Mound 12 (Mainfort,Brester,
and Johnson 1982; Morse 1986; Mainfort 1986b).The latter include an undisturbed occupationdeposit
that underlies a stratum dated to 20 B.C. ± 115 (UGa-3716). a date consistent with the known temporal
range of fabric marked ceramics (e.g., Butler and Jefferies 1982).There is presently no evidence to link
earthwork construction at Pinson Mounds with the fabric marked ceramic horizon. although limestone
temperedfabric marked sherds comprisea significantportionof the artifactassemblagefrom the conical
burial mounds at the nearby Elijah Bray mound group (40-eS-95; see Myer n.d.). Rather, the earliest
mound construction seems to have been initiated around A.D. 1, by which time cord marking was the
most common decorative mode on ceramics (Mainfort 19800).
Limited excavations and core testing conducted at Ozier Mound (Mound 5) provide documentation
about the earliest construction of earthworks at the Pinson Mounds site. Constructed in the form of a
truncated pyramid, with a ramp extending from its northeastern side, Mound 5 is the second largest
earthwork within the mound complex. Its dimensionsare as follows: height. 10 m; base, 73 m by 70 m;
top, 30.5 m square; volume, 26.000 m3• Testexcavationswere confined to the central area of the mound,
where it was felt that evidenceof a structure,if present,wouldbe located. A preparedfloor or occupation
surface, consisting of a thin (about 5 em thick) layer of pale yellow sand, was encountered at a depth of
about 80 em below surface in all of the excavation units and most of the supplementary auger tests.
Associated with the sand floor or occupationsurface were two prepared hearths. one of which contained
a large sherd of Furrs Cord Marked pottery; the hearths were not associated with a structure. Charcoal
samples from the features produced uncorrected radiocarbon dates of 20 B.C. ± 110 (UGa-4543) and
A.D. 190 ± 160 (UGa-4174), which suggests that the upper occupation level of Ozier Mound was
completed during the first century A.D. (Mainfort 19800). A series of thin-wall core samples was
subsequentlyobtained for Mound 5, reaching a depth of 10.67m below the surfaceof the earthwork and
revealing the presence of at least five earlier sand floors. No water-laid soils were associated with the
sand floors. A sand floor was also encountered during the testing of Mound 29, and it may also be
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noteworthythat pale yellow sand was used to cover the primarymoundwithin the northernTwinMound
(Mainfort, Shannon,and Tyler 1985).
Although radiocarbon dates have not been obtained for the remaining large platform mounds at the
Pinson Moundssite, theubiquitouspresenceof sand temperedplainandcordmarkedceramicsthroughout
the mound complex (as well as the lack of Mississippian artifacts) suggests the contemporaneity and
relatively early age of all the large earthworks. Additionalsupport for the assertion that all of the largest
mounds at the site were constructed during the first centuries A.D. is provided by radiocarbon dates
obtainedfor the TwinMounds (Mound 6). This unusualearthworkconsistsof a pair of large, intersecting
conical burial mounds,each witha diameterof about24 m and a heightof 7 m. The TwinMounds contain
approximately4,000 m3 of earth, making this structure one of the largest recorded Middle Woodland
burial mounds (see Seeman 1977:265-288).
The northern mound was partially excavatedin 1983,revealingit to be a single-event structure with
complex stratigraphy. Among the more notable construction features were a flat-topped core or primary
mound covering the central burial area; a low, sand-coveredplatform that encircled the primary mound;
a cap of large sandstoneboulders that coveredpart of the northernhalf of the mound;and six sub-mound
tombs,of which four were excavated (Figure 10.3).A total of 18 individuals, all of them adult primary
inhumations,was recovered, 16of these from the tombs.Non-localgrave goods included a mica mirror,
copper earspools, numerous freshwater pearls and Marginella beads, and two objects fashioned from
speckled green schist-a pendant and a boatstone. In contrast to many Middle Woodland mortuary
facilities, such as those at Helena Crossing (Ford 1963), the Twin Mounds tombs do not appear to have
servedas processingcrypts(Brown1979;Mainfort1986a).Radiocarbondateson charcoalobtainedfrom
individual logs that were used to cover several of the sub-moundtombs indicate that the Twin Mounds
are essentially contemporary with the completion of Ozier Mound, i.e., somewhat prior to A.D. 100
(Mainfort, Shannon,and Tyler 1985).
The smallest platform mound at the site, Mound 10, is located about 100 m east of Sauls Mound
(Mound 9). This essentiallypolygonalearthwork measuresapproximately60 m long, with a maximum
width of about 40 m; the unusual shape does not seem to be the result of plow damage. Excavations
conducted in 1982 revealed that it was built on a low, natural rise and that the mound itself stands only
1.3 m in height. The asymmetrical shape and small size of the mound suggested that it postdated the
major period of earthwork construction at Pinson Mounds, an inference that was supported by limited
test excavations. Near the center of the mound,a large hearth containingsand temperedpottery sherds,
several chert flakes, calcined bone, and charcoal was exposed immediatelybelow the plow zone. Two
uncorrected radiocarbon dates were obtained from this feature: A.D. 65 ± 130 (UGa-4679) and
A.D. 270 ± 85 (UGa-4680). The hearth and the mound itself should, therefore, date to approximately
A.D. 190. No evidence of an associatedprehistoricbuilding was encountered (Mainfort 1986a).
Possibly contemporaneous with the construction of Mound 10 was a significant non-mound (mor
tuary?) ceremony conducted about 400 m south of Sauls Mound and 150 m north of the "Duck's Nest"
Representedby a large deposit of ash, calcined bone, and a concentrationof ceramics and lithics within
an area of about 70 m2 , a locality known as the Duck's Nest Sector has produced a higher concentration
of artifactsthan any other area testedwithin thePinsonMoundssite.None of the calcinedbonefragments
were large enough to permit identifIcation, which precludes conclusive functional attribution of this
deposit.
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Although Furrs Cord Marked accounts for approximately 60 percent of the over 2,000 pottery sherds
recovered, at least 10 of the 47 vessels represented are of non-local origin (Mainfort 1986a). Included
are examples ofSwift Creek Complicated Stamped, Turkey Paw Cord Marked, McLeod Simple Stamped,
several limestone tempered plain and cordmarked vessels, and a grog tempered red-filmed ware that may
have been produced in northern Florida or the Lower Mississippi Valley (plate 10.1). Rather than
representing trade items, it seems more probable that these non-local vessels were brought to Pinson
Mounds by representatives of the groups that produced them, specifically for use in ceremonies at the
site. Although lithic materials are sparse in most areas within the mound compl ex, the Duck's Nest Sector
yielded 883 pieces of chert debitage and 56 chert tools; many of the latter (N=38) are fragments of broken
bifacial implements. Several pieces of galena were also recovered. Uncorrected radiocarbon dates of
A.D. 125 ± 105 (UGa-4677) and A.D. 245 ± 70 (UGa-4678) on charcoal samples from the Duck's Nest
Sector deposits produce a mean date of about A.D. 200, a date very close to that obtained for Mound 10.
The case for the contemporaneity of Mound 10 and the Duck's Nest Sector is strengthened by the
inclusion of several sherds of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped and the grog tempered red-filmed ware
in the fill of the former.

Plate 10.1. Non -local cerami cs fr om the Duck's Nest Sector.
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As noted earlier, several short-term habitation sites, interpreted as "mortuary camps" by Broster and
Schneider (1976, 1977), have been located at Pinson Mounds, including the Mound 12 sector (between
Mounds 9 and 12), the Twin Mounds sector (south of Mound 6), and the Cochran site (northwest of the
Twin Mounds) (Mainfort 1980; Morse 1986). These localities are characterized by the presence of ovoid
tension poled structures (approximately 5 to 7 m in diameter), associated mortuary features, and a paucity
ofoccupational debris. Of particular note is the association of non-local microlith blades, quartz crystals,
and unworked copper fragments with the floor of a large house at the Cochran site, which make this
locality a possible example ofwhat Baby and Langlois (1979) have referred to as "specialized workshops"
at Mound City. Tightly clustered radiocarbon determinations on features in the Mound 12 sector and at
the Cochran site indicate that these areas were occupied around A.D. 270-300 (Mainfort 1980; Mainfort,
Broster, and Johnson 1982), considerably later than the major period of mound construction at the site.
While the Cochran site apparently postdates the nearby Twin Mounds by some 200 years, occupations
in the Mound 12 sector occurred about 150 years prior to the construction of the nearby mound from
which the area takes its name. No radiocarbon detenninations are available for the Twin Mounds sector,
but the presence of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped and clay tempered red-filmed sherds suggest that
this area is contemporary with the Duck's Nest Sector and perhaps with the nearby Twin Mounds
themselves (Mainfort 1980).
Mounds 12 and 31, both of which are smaII burial mounds, are not located with any evident regard
for the planning that seems to have dictated the placement ofthe large platform mounds at the site. Mound
31 measures about 15 m in diameter and may have originally stood about 1.5 m in height (Mainfort 19800;
Morse 1986). The central feature of this earthwork was a shallow, sub-mound pit containing the extended
remains of an elderly male; no evidence of logs or other covering over the pit was encountered. Other
than several possible shell beads and some red ochre, mortuary accompaniments were lacking; several
deposits of calcined bone were included in the pit fill, Surrounding the central feature on the mound floor
was a V-shaped ring of clay subsoil which covered a deposit of pottery sherds, chert flakes, and
unidentified calcined bone; analogous features (albeit lacking associated artifacts and bone) were
recorded by Jefferies (1976) at the Tunacunnhee site in northern Georgia. An uncorrected radiocarbon
date of A.D. 380 ± 125 (UGa-4214) was obtained on a wood charcoal sample recovered from beneath
the clay ring, while a small pit associated with the mound floor that contained Marksville-like ceramics
produced a date of A.D. 470 ± 60 (TX-5486).
Excavation of Mound 12 revealed a low, puddled clay mortuary platform (Mainfort 1980), similar to
those documented at Pharr (Bohannon 1972), McQuorquodaie (Wimberly and Tourtelot 1941), Womack
(Koehler 1966), and Grand Gulf (Brookes 1976). A large crematory facility containing the remains of
two individuals was uncovered near the center of the platform; no grave goods were found. Two virtually
identical radiocarbon dates on charcoal form the central teature indicate that Mound 12 was constructed
around A.D. 460 (Mainfort, Broster, and Johnson 1982). A second clay platform was constructed over
the original structure before the central feature had cooled; several possible crematory pits and hearths
were associated with this surface, but few artifacts were recovered. Mound 12 postdates the major period
of mound building by several hundred years and seems to represent the last Middle Woodland earthworlc
constructed at the Pinson Mounds site.
The chronology of Pinson Mounds, as presently understood, can be briefly summarized as follows.
Based on the core samples and dates obtained from Ozier Mound, the dates from the Twin Mounds, and
the uniform artifact assemblage from the site, all of the large mounds were probably constructed during
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the first century A.D. Pinson Mounds continued to function as an important regional ceremonial center
until at least AD. 200, as indicated by the ceremony represented in the Duck's Nest Sector. However,
mound construction seems to have been severely curtailed by this time, as the small size and asymmetrical
shape of Mound 10 suggest that it was built by a relatively small social group. The large ovoid houses
encountered in the Mound 12 sector and at the Cochran site date to approximately AD. 300, and it is
difficult to assess their relationship to mound construction at the site, as they were apparently built long
after the major mounds. Mound 31, which was probably constructed during the fIfth century AD.,
represents a good example of the sort of earthwork that a small social group might build to honor an
important individual in death. Perhaps the proximity of this small mound to the Twin Mounds is not
entirely coincidental. The most recent dates for mound construction at the Pinson Mounds site are those
obtained for Mound 12, a relatively small mortuary structure built around AD. 460 which seems to mark
the terminal Middle Woodland use of the site.

MIDDLE WOODLAND PLATFORM MOUND SIlES
Perhaps the most significant accomplishment of the recent fieldwork at Pinson Mounds has been the
demonstration that the large platform mounds at the site are conclusively of Middle Woodland age.
However, the examples from Pinson Mounds are not unique. The possible Middle Woodland afftliation
of the platform mounds associated with the Marietta, Newark, and Cedar Banks works in Ohio has long
been recognized and debated (Prufer 1964; Graybill 1980; Essenpreis [1978] argues that the Marietta
platforms are Fort Ancient structures). Recent data from Pinson Mounds lends a measure of support to
a Middle Woodland age for these earthworks.
Less well-known are a number of examples from the Mid-South area (Figure lOA). Rafferty (1983,
1984) has convincingly demonstrated that the Ingomar mound group in northeastern Mississippi, which
includes a ramped, 8 m tall platform mound (Mound 14), is of Middle Woodland age. Interestingly,
Ingomar Mound 14 is oriented at approximately 56° east of north, as is Mound 5 in the Pinson group.
The Ingomar ceramic assemblage consists primarily of the sand tempered types Baldwin Plain and Furrs
cord Marked and also includes a single clay tempered red-ftlmed sherd virtually identical to specimens
recovered from Pinson Mounds. Located in the Yazoo River basin, the Leist site includes a conical mound
approximately 9 m tall, a large platform mound (Mound C), a hemispherical embankment, and a smaller,
irregular embankment surrounding the platform mound (phillips 1970:376-373). The flat-topped Leist
Mound C measures approximately 107 m by 75 m at its base and stands over 4 m tall. A small secondary
mound is located on the southern end, which, as noted by Phillips (1970:369), is a feature analogous to
Marksville mounds 2 and 6. Limited testing and surface collections imply an age of somewhere in the
A.D. 1 to 400 range for Leist Mound C, although the hemispherical embankment may have been
constructed during the Poverty Point period (Stephen Williams, personal communication).
The lack of radiocarbon dates for the Marksville site is especially distressing, given the importance
of the site itself, as well as the fact that "Marksville" is virtually synonymous with "Middle Woodland"
in the Lower Mississippi Valley. The site proper includes five mounds within a large hemispherical
enclosure, a sixth mound within a small enclosure to the north, and a small circular embankment.
Marksville mounds 2 and 6 are platform mounds, apparently with secondary conical additions, while
Mound 7 may also be a flat-topped earthwork. Although there remains some difficulty in ascribing
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• Savannah

Ingomar.

• Leist

Marl<:sville •

cultural affiliation to these earthworks
(d. Toth 1974), the associated ceramic
assemblage suggests that all are part of
the Early Marksville (i.e., A.D. 1-2(0)
component at the site.
Of particular interest because of its
proximity to Pinson Mounds is the
Johnston mound group (4G-MD-3),
which is located only several kilometers
northwest of the former site. The
Johnston site occupies an area of at least
30 ha and among the three surviving
earthworks is a platform mound (Mound
4) measuring approximately 6 m tall and
60 m square at the base; smaller mound
to the northwest (Mound 5 ) was
recorded by William Myer (n.d.) as
being flat-topped, although it is now
somewhat rounded due to plowing.
Ceramic collections from the site have
yielded an assemblage that is virtually
indistinguishable from that of Pinson

Mounds and have established that the
Johnston group is a Middle Woodland
mound group that may be the precursor of Pinson Mounds (Kwas and Mainfort 1986).
On the bluffs above the Tennessee River, within the town of Savannah, Tennessee, are the remains
of a major Middle Woodland ceremonial center (40-HR-29), the magnitude of which may have rivaled
even that of Pinson Mounds (Stelle 1872:408-415; Peterson 1980; Dye and Walthall 1984). Sixteen
mounds and a lengthy embankment were originally recorded at the site, and while the accuracy of Stelle's
(1872) map can be questioned on some counts, it is known that the largest mound was flat-topped and
measured approximately 100 m square at the base, with a height of 10 m (David Dye, personal
communication). Several smaller platform mounds also seem to have been present. Early excavations in
several of the earthworks yielded a number of Middle Woodland mortuary artifacts, including copper
earspools. More recently, limited testing of a habitation area within the mound complex exposed a pit
containing limestone tempered fabric marked ceramics, a portion of a greenstone celt, and a Copena
projectile point. Charcoal from the pit yielded a radiocarbon determination of 15 B.C. ± 140 (peterson
1980:47-48).
Since platform mounds have traditionally been closely identified with Mississippian chiefdoms (e.g.,
Griffin 1973; Jennings 1974), it is important to note that none of the Middle Woodland platform mound
sites, including Pinson Mounds. are analogous to the major Mississippian centers such as Moundville,
and that there is currently no evidence that Middle Woodland platform mounds supported public
buildings. While there is growing evidence that demonstrates that these Middle Woodland ceremonial
Figure 10.4. Middle Woodland platform mound sites.
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centers were not "vacant" (Prufer 1964:71), it seems unlikely that they represent seats of power and
authority for hierarchically organized societies. As more of these centers are recognized, however, it may
be necessary to revise current assessments of Middle Woodland socio-political organization drastically.

PINSON MOUNDS CHRONOLOGY IN A REGIONAL CONTEXT
Although Middle Woodland cultures, and particularly the burial mounds and other ceremonial
earthworks construct by these societies, have been a focus of intense archaeological interest since the
time of Atwater (1820), Squier and Davis (1848), and even earlier antiquarians, the chronology of this
time period remains rather poorly understood. In the absence of adequate temporal control, researchers
are severely limited in their ability to defme key regional sequences (e.g., Prufer 1964; Toth 1979), to
say nothing of explicating Middle Woodland inter-regional dynamics (Struever and Houart 1972; Seeman
1977). Even the important radiocarbon determinations generated by the re-excavation of some classic
Ohio ceremonial centers raise almost as many questions as they answer (Greber 1983).
The sequence of radiocarbon dates obtained for Pinson Mounds, while admittedly neither exhaustive
nor lacking in certain ambiguities, nevertheless represents the largest body of chronological data available
for a single Middle Woodland ceremonial center and, importantly, provides clear indications of changes
in site utilization over a period of roughly 700 years. Major earthwork construction seems to have been
initiated and completed during the first century A.D., while at circa A.D. 200 there is evidence of
utilization of the site by (or, at least, contacts with) Middle Woodland cultures throughout the southeast.
The construction of Mound 10, also around A.D. 200, seems to mark a decrease in the importance of
Pinson Mounds, and after A.D. 300 the site was apparently used only by small, local social groups.
Apparently the social, political, and ideological forces that enabled an unknown number of rather loosely
organized societies to undertake a program of massive earthwork construction at the site were relatively
short-lived, spanning a period of perhaps only one or two hundred years.
Since the Pinson Mounds ceramic assemblage is essentially identical to that of the Miller culture to
the south (Jenkins 1982), a comparison of the Pinson dates with those from Bynum (Cotter and Corbett
1951) and Pharr (Bohannon 1972), two of the largest Middle Woodland mortuary sites recorded in the
Mid-South, should be useful. Unfortunately, the single Bynum date (A.D. 674 ± 150) is not credible,
while the date of 395 B.C. ± 90 (GX-845) for Pharr is probably several hundred years too early for mound
construction at the site. Based primarily on relative frequencies of ceramic types in mound fill, Jenkins
(1982:69) has recently proposed that Bynum Mound D should date to approximately 100 B.C.-A.D. 1,
with Bynum A and B, as well as all earthworks in the Pharr group, falling within the period A.D. 1-100.
The ceramic assemblages from both sites is dominated by the types Saltillo Fabric Impressed and Baldwin
Plain, with only a very small percentage of Fum Cord Marked, and there can be little doubt that these
ceramics were produced by the societies responsible for mound construction at the sites. But Jenkins'
proposed chronology is open to criticism on several counts.
The undisturbed occupation stratum (Stratum 6) underlying Pinson Mound 12, dating to sometime
prior to 205 B.C. ± 115 (Mainfort, Broster, and Johnson 1982), has yielded a ceramic assemblage
comparable to those of Pharr and Bynum, and Mound 12, Feature 61 yielded a portion of a small
Marksville Incised bowl in association with a quantity of fabric marked ceramics. Further, the Pinson
Mounds data suggest that cord marking was the dominant decorative mode on ceramics by around A.D. 1.
Hence, Bynum and Pharr may actually be somewhat older than suggested by Jenkins (Mainfort 1986b).
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Additionally, Jenkins relies heavily on the estimated ages of Marksville ceramic types in the Lower
Mississippi Valley, which are based on a paucity of radiometric dates, and, although the relative
chronology has been reasonably well established (Toth 1977), the absolute chronology is not so soundly
based.
The 500 year time span encompassed by the four critical dates from the Helena Crossing mounds,
which range from 150 B.C. to A.D. 325 (Ford 1963), is unfortunate. While the log-covered mortuary
crypts at the site were clearly re-used (Brown 1979), the actual time period involved must have been
substantially shorter than that suggested by the radiocarbon dates. Toth (1979) simply dismisses the
earliest (150 B.C. ± 150) and latest (A.D. 325 ± 150) dates from Helena, which not coincidentally places
the site squarely within his presumed age for Early Marksville (i.e., A.D. 1-2(0). Toth's dismissal of the
150 B.C. date can now be seriously questioned on the basis of Shenkel's (1984) recent work at Big Oak
Island, as well as the occurrence of Marksville ceramics at Bynum and Pharr, sites which, as suggested
above, may have been constructed during the first or second century B.C. Also pertinent here is Ford's
comment that the paste on many of the Helena ceramic vessels is "fairly soft" (1963:33), a description
frequently applied to vessels on the early and ofthe Marksville time line. Recent data from Pinson Mounds
and other sites, as well as the dearth of radiocarbon dates for the Lower Mississippi Valley, points to a
need for a refinement and/or reassessment of Marksville chronology.
The presence of limestone tempered ceramics at Pinson Mounds suggests some degree of contact
with the Copena societies of the Tennessee River valley. Although long recognized as a local Middle
Woodland variant, no radiocarbon dates were obtained for Copena sites until fairly recently. Cole (1981)
has reported a series of dates from Murphy Hill that suggest that this locality served as a Copena mortuary
site between 50 B.C. and A.D. 200, the inferred peak of construction at Pinson Mounds. However,
samples of charred bark associated with sub-mound burial pits at the Ross and Leeman mounds produced
dates of A.D. 320 ± 65 and A.D. 375 ± 75, respectively (Walthall 1972). The size of these mounds, as
well as the presence of large quantities of exotic mortuary goods, is noteworthy in light of the relatively
late dates, although it should be emphasized that neither site is remotely comparable in size to Pinson
Mounds. Peterson's (1980) date of 15 B.C. ± 140 on a Copena pit at the Savannah, Tennessee mound
complex (40-HR-29) is especially important, in that it suggests the contemporaneity of this large center
with Pinson Mounds. This site has produced a number of Hopewell Interaction Sphere commodities, and
further excavations at Savannah are of paramount importance for an adequate interpretation of Copena.
Two other Middle Woodland sites in the southeast, both of which have yielded notable concentrations
of Hopewellian artifacts, warrant mention. Dates obtained for the Tunacunnhee site in northern Georgia
(Jefferies 1976) suggest that the site was occupied around A.D. 200, while a pair of dates for Mandeville
Mound B place it securely about A.D. 260 (Smith 1979). These dates indicate a continuation of
inter-regional exchange during the waning years of Pinson Mounds. It is also interesting to note in this
regard the fact that despite the immense size of the site, relatively few classic Hopewellian commodities
have been found at Pinson Mounds.
The complexity and time depth represented at the major Ohio ceremonial centers have only recently
become apparent, thanks in large measure to the work ofN'omi Greber (1979, 1983) at Seip and Harness.
Of particular interest is the fact that the construction and use of the "big houses" at both of these sites
has a median date of about A.D. 300 (Greber 1983:89-92), at least 100 years after the major period of
earthwork construction at Pinson Mounds. The few dates available for other "classic" Hopewell sites are
not particularly instructive. Current evidence suggests that Hopewell Mound 25 and Tremper were
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constructed during the first century B.C. (see Prufer 1964), while Mound City may span a period from
AD. 1 to 200 (cf. Brown and Baby 1966). These dates, as well as those obtained for a number of the
Illinois "crypt" burial mounds, which cluster primarily within the first two centuries AD (Buikstra
1976:62), correspond very nicely to the dates from the Twin Mounds and Ozier Mound.
Finally, mention should be made of the Mann site in southwest Indiana, the importance of which has
long been masked by a dearth of fieldwork and published reports. This impressive site occupies an area
comparable to the size of the Pinson Mounds site and includes at least 10 mounds and four geometric
embankments of various sizes. The five published radiocarbon dates suggest a long history of Middle
Woodland occupation beginning around AD. 250 and lasting until AD. 500, with the largest mound
(Mound 9) dating to about AD. 420 (Kellar 1979).
The extant radiocarbon dates suggest the general contemporaneity of Pinson Mounds, the Savannah
Mounds, and Helena Crossing (Marksville and the burial platform at Crooks could be added to the list
based on ceramics, as could, perhaps, Bynum and Pharr); the time period in question is about 50 B.C. to
A.D. 200. Also contemporary are many of the documented Middle Woodland crypt-style mounds in
Illinois, as well as some of the classic Ohio centers. Evidence from Tunacunnhee and Mandeville indicate
that long-range interregional exchange continued into the third century AD. Construction of mortuary
earthworks, including the use of non-local goods, continued on a relatively small scale in the Tennessee
Valley into the mid-fourth century AD., but the Ohio tripartates and the Mann site seem to represent
some of the last major construction projects undertaken by Middle Woodland peoples.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Pinson Mounds site is one of the largest recorded Middle Woodland ceremonial centers. and the
presence of five large platform mounds is unique among sites of this time period. There is presently no
evidence that the platform mound supported buildings. Most, if not all, construction of the major mounds
was completed during the first century A.D., and the three earthworks demonstrated to have been
constructed after AD. 100 seem to reflect the efforts of fairly small social groups. The peak construction
and usage of the Pinson Mounds site seems, therefore, to be roughly contemporary with the early Ohio
centers (i.e., Mound City, etc.) as well as some of the Illinois mound groups (i.e., Klunk, Peisker, etc.),
but clearly predating the Ohio tripartite enclosures. Non-local ceramics recovered from several areas
within the mound complex, but particularly those from the Duck's Nest Sector, suggest the participation
of social groups from throughout the southeast in ceremonies conducted at Pinson Mounds, while
intimations of social ranking were revealed by excavations in the Twin Mounds.
The Pinson Mounds data suggest that the first century AD. saw the rise of presently undefmed
socio-political and/or ideological forces that enabled large numbers of individuals from a number of
communities to participate cooperatively in the construction of very large earthworks at the site. By
AD. 200 or shortly thereafter, however, it was no longer possible and/or necessary to mobilize people
on such a large scale, and by AD. 300 the ritual activities represented at the site seem to be the product
of single small socio-political units. An understanding of the florescence and decline of ceremonial
expression at Pinson Mounds awaits additional excavations at the site, as well as intensive survey and
testing of other Middle Woodland sites within the Forked Deer River drainage and adjacent areas in
western Tennessee.
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Seeing the Mid-South from the Southeast:
Second Century Stasis and Status
David S. Brose
Despite the geographical location ofthe Pinson Mounds site, the structure ofits earthworks does not
appear closely related to those knownfor the Mid-South or the Lower Mississippi Valley.Beyond apparent
chronological problems, much of the "Middle Woodland" complex of northwest Florida and southern
Alabama may provide interesting parallels to Pinsonian activities. Investigation of whether Pinson
Mounds is better appreciated as the cultural center of Ohio/Gulf interaction, rather than as the
IIIinois/Mid-South/LMV nexus, concludes that such a conceptual approach is irremediably flawed.

The Pinson Mounds site and, to a degree difficult to assess in detail, the apparently related Ingomar
and Miller complexes/cultures, have appeared to be somewhat anomalous Middle Woodland phenomena
(Jenkins 1979; Rafferty 1983). Despite the occasionally present ceramic sherds attributed to Marksville
or Swift Creek (Santa Rosa variant), there was little in the known repertoire of exotic artifacts or overall
mound construction which unambigously related thiscomplex to more thoroughly understood (or perhaps
more conventionally misunderstood) Middle Woodland materials in the Lower Mississippi Valley, or in
the river valleys draining the eastern Appalachians or its piedmont
Behind this perspective lies the assumption that there were basic distinctions between those Middle
Woodland societies which, to the extent that they could be considered Hopewell participants, were
participants via some differential access to one or another of the two centers of influence in the upper
Midwest Havana. found along the lower and central segments of the upper Mississippi, Illinois, and
Wabash river valleys in illinois; or Hopewell, along the lower and middle segments of the Miami, Scioto,
and Muskingum river valleys in Ohio.
All too frequently the regional cultures of the Middle Woodland period in the eastern woodlands are
equated with the culture responsible for the ceremonial activities reported at the Hopewell site just west
of Chillicothe, Ohio. There are, of course, historical reasons why this has been done, but there are better
logical reasons why it should stop.
The belief that Hopewellian materials recovered from southern sites were derived from the Midwest
has long tenure in American archaeology (Brose 1979). Even beyond the historical reasons, this is a
retention of the discredited Age/Area hypothesis, where frequency of occurrence and complexity of
elaboration are taken as locus of origin.
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Hopewell itself may be the most complex of all of those "Hopewellian" sites which were centered in
southern Ohio. It may also be the least well understood. and it is surely among the most poorly dated.
Even within the Scioto valley, Hopewellian sites. or rather sites of the Middle Woodland period, display
a nearly unduplicated range of variability (possibly from as early as 100 B.C. to as late as A.D. 600). This
variability is expressed in virtually every aspect of archaeologically recovered data (cf. Seeman 1977).
Indeed, it is only in comparison to distant areas that Ohio Hopewell displays much cultural integrity at
all. Even within Ohio Hopewell, Greber (1976, 1983) has both noted the variability present within the
central Scioto and provided increasing evidence that the largest "charnel house" structures (big houses)
are, at least in part, as late as the fourth to fifth centuries A.D.
It has been assumed that the influences of the two Midwestern centers into the south were chronologi
cally equivalent, if geographically disparate. It has generally been accepted that Illinois (Havana) was
the source of Hopewellian influences west to Missouri and Kansas; north to Wisconsin, Minnesota, and
perhaps Michigan via Northwest Indiana; south to the Wabash, thence (perhaps) into west/southern
Indiana; eventually, and by steps uncertain, into the Lower Mississippi Valley. The external influence of
Ohio Hopewell, while less ceramically obvious, has been traced east to New York and possibly thence
northward to eastern Ontario; south (avoiding West Virginia and Kentucky) into eastern Tennessee and
western North Carolina; down the Tennessee River to northeast Alabama; into and through western
Georgia; and across northern Florida (Griffin 1967). So neat a scheme not only ignores the sites across
the whole of south central Ontario, it avoids any commitment on significant portions of western
Tennessee, northwest and central Alabama, and northeast Mississippi. While some syntheses have
suggested (in the breach) that spheres of Middle Woodland interaction bypassed or avoided those areas,
the existence of Pinson Mounds and the results of its recent investigations must challenge a good deal of
our (often ignorant) procrastination. It appears that any model of the semi-continental phenomenon which
cannot account for what we now know of Pinson must be rejected (cf. Mainfort, this volume).
For that the Pinson Mounds site is in great part of Middle Woodland attribution can scarcely be
doubted (Mainfort 1986, this volume). Beyond the vagaries of radiometric determinations (and their
notorious "corrective" factors), the affiliation of the ceramics seems relatively clear. If we concentrate
on those ceramics recovered to date at Pinson Mounds, we should be forced to look south. With the
exception of a few poorly preserved early Swift Creek Complicated Stamped sherds, and even fewer red
painted, or Marksville incised or zoned stamped sherds, nearly all of the pottery is sand- or sand-and-grog
tempered, and either cordmarked or occasionally plain, or rarely fabric impressed. The assemblage is
nearly indistinguishable from the undistinguished ceramics characteristic of Miller I/1ate Miller III, best
known in the Tombigbee River valley. As Ned Jenkins (1982) has noted, at Bynum, at Miller, and at the
Pharr Mounds the evidence for Hopewellian participation is accompanied by just such ceramics.
Regardless of how easy or difficult it may be to seriate middle from late Miller I, or these from mound
fill or "village" test pits, it seems certain that the clearest Hopewellian relationships, those most tied to
Pinson Mounds ceramically, occurred in the upper Tombigbee sites between A.D. 50 and A.D. 250.
Hopewellian influence is clearly waning by the late Miller II period even at the type sites (Jenkins 1979,
1982). Yet to a large degree, and despite the apparent ceramic similarities, there is not much in the external
or internal structure of Miller mortuary patterns which shows a convincing relationship with Pinson
Mounds.
Nor do the nature and/or distribution ofnon-ceramic exotic goods (so far as known) at Pinson Mounds
seem duplicated in many of the Miller sites, or in any of the ceramically related sites in Tennessee or
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Mississippi, or, indeed, at many presumably coeval sites in the Lower Mississippi Valley. Certainly one
method whereby archaeologists have sought to understand the regional affI.liations of apparently
anomalous sites such as Pinson Mounds has been the assignment of geopolitical priority to either Ohio
or Illinois as the major midwestern influence (cf. Brose and Greber 1979). We may thus be led to ask
whether there are some succinct and relatively accurate ways to characterize the differences between
these centers of Middle Woodlandactivity in the Midwest. A logically sequent question is whether we
could expect any such discerned differences to find some unambiguous reflection in differing lines of
communication to the South. (By implication,a further question ought to be whether this method would
actually achieve the desired results.)
Briefly, and at considerable risk of oversimplification, there do not appear to have been both
qualitative and quantitative differences. There are certainly differences in some of the details:
a) Geometric and "biomorphic" cutouts (positive and negative) of mica and copper are often present
in Ohio, but are rare in Illinois.
b) Quartz crystals and artifacts of quartz, present in many Ohio mounds, are infrequent in illinois.
c) Prismatic blade technology differs significantlybetween Ohio and Illinois.
d) There is little if any silver in lllinois; little if any Knife River Hint in Ohio.
e) There is a wide variety of natural, fossil, and mineral "oddities."
f) Caches of Snyders/Nortonpoints and their blanks are common in lllinois, nonexistent in Ohio. On
the other hand, large blank caches of Indiana Homstone or Obsidian occur in Ohio, not Illinois, and
elaborate Obsidian artifacts do so as well.
g) While miniature ceramic vessels occasionally occur in Illinois, whole full-sized pots are far more
common as grave goods. The former are present in many Ohio mounds, the latter virtually absent.
h) Shell and bone tubes, instruments, cups, pins, and gorgets with fine crosshatch engraving in zones,
while rare everywhere, do occur in Ohio.
These are of course, picayune differences,and without extensiveexcavation their absence is without
much diagnostic value. There are also more gross morphologicaldistinctions:
1) A wide variety of complex and simple earthworksoccurs at Middle Woodland loci in Ohio. I There
may only have been one or two (or none) in lllinois.
2) Large groups of similar mounds characterize Illinois, while Ohio groups consist of fewer mounds
of very different sizes and morphology.

1 At least in Ohio, there appean to have been some degree of celestial significance to the morphology and orientation of some
of these earthworks. During the Ohio Hopewell episode. the frequency of sheet mica, rarer in Early Woodland sites. significantly
increases. Hopewell mica appean in a rich iconographic series of internal curvilineargeometric cutouts and silhouettes, representing
not ooly geometric zoomorphic forms including serpcnta' heads and rapton' talOlll. but as heedless, limbless hwnan torsos, profiled
human heads, and amputated human hands. Thick mirror-like discs of mica are also found with burials at a number of Ohio sites;
and it had been conjectured (Brose 1976) that the location of burials with mica mirrors at either side of the end of the long parallel
walls at the Hopeton works represented SollDlar ritual, More recent sbldies may suggest that such mirrors played same partin riblals
based upon observation of the northernmost horizontal paint of the 18.6 year bmar and solar cycle conjlDu:tion toward which the
Hopeton parallel is aligned. So are those at Newark and Highbanks (Hively and Hom 1982), and probably those which once extended
ENE fram Fort Ancient, beside which Essenpreis (penonal communication. 1984) has doaunented similar ceremonial caches of
mica, copper, and obsidian. Recently Greber (1981, 1983) suggested copper artifacts may have played a part in the ribJal observation
of le8sonalsolar phenomena which, as she is doeumentmg, was reflected in the spacing and orientation of the broken squares or
octagons in the earthwork of another congruent series of Scioto Valley Hopewell sites.
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Within the Middle Woodland burial mounds quantitive differences also occur. In Ohio a few
individuals (or proximally grouped individuals) had many different characteristically Hopewellian
materials; some had vast numbers of one or two such artifacts or raw materials; some had only one artifact
or two artifacts of a single type; and many individuals had nothing of Hopewellian affiliation at all. In
Illinois most individuals had a small number of a few differing Hopewellian artifacts or materials; none
had many such artifacts and very few had no diagnostic Hopewellian artifact at all. Mortuary area space
and structure too, differ in significant ways which led James Brown (1979) to distinguish Illinois burial
crypts from Ohio charnel houses-a valuable, generally applicable, and socially pregnant discrimination
in burial programs.
This approach, characteristic of William McKern's Midwest Taxonomic Method (see Griffin 1943b:
Appendix A) has never really left Hopewellian studies (e.g., Pruter 1961; Seeman 1977). While it need
not be continued, neither should it be unthinkingly rejected. There are differences between Illinois and
Ohio. These differences include some which appear significant; many of these differences, trivial and/or
profound, show differential expression in areas of Middle Woodland activity related to but distant from
the Midwestern epicentric foci?
Now if Brown's structural mortuary program hypothesis is correct, then to a large degree the differing
Illinois and Ohio burial programs (into which Hopewellian behavior was integrated) must reflect some
basic social structure differences. But it seems vain to imagine that Middle Woodland societies of either
the Midwest or South were static through the period from 100 B.C. to 500 A.D. We should therefore be
prepared to fmd significant temporal differences in the structure of major Middle Woodland social events
(and Hopewellian appurtenances). Such events, or what we can know of them, are most commonly
inferred from archaeologically excavated mortuary ceremonies (cf. Brown 1971; O'Shea 1983).
In this light then, it seems worth reexamining Brown's (1979:219) suggested explanation of the fact
that "Miller Hopewell" showed evidence of both the Ohio and the Illinois burial programs. Brown took
this as an indication that within Miller there were two segments of a single society with differing access
to status. While Miller is of some importance because of its obvious ceramic ties to Pinson Mounds,
Miller is representative of only one such area where this Illinois/Ohio conceptual dichotomy seems to
have failed to explain the burial program: that is, wherever there seems to have been potential access to
both "conceptual" systems, there is variation.
Certainly the restricted ceremonial groups in the cryptic mounds of the initial Woodland (Wright
1967) in the Upper Great Lakes (ca. 50 B.C.-A.D. 200) give way to large group mortuary structures by
the fourth century in both Laurel and Point Peninsula ceramic zones, despite the Illinoian origins of the
ceramic tradition at the west and the presence of Ohio artifacts at the east (viz. Brose 1968; Mason 1981).
Yet it seems that at the Serpent Mounds in Ontario mortuary crypt burials were both early and late
(Johnston 1968).
1 That there is here no discussion concerning the representational specifics of Hopewellian ceramic imagery (pace Willoughby
and Hooten 1922) is because 1) local differences in Woodland ceramic temper are quite stable throughout the South, while there
are no such significant differences in the North; and 2) iconographically significant ceramic designs, as well as overall ceramic
motifs, specific ceramic techniques of execution, and (occasionally) ceramics themselves, were widely disseminated during this
period.
Unfortunately, although understandably, in many regions of eastern North America archaeologists have relied upon changes in
aboriginal ceramics to identify the onset of the Middle Woodland period and to chop it into sub-phases. These rather arbitrary
distinctions have resulted in creating what appear as major chronological distinctions between regions with considerable ceramic
continuity, such as central Dlinois or along the Gulf Coast from New Orleans to Tallahassee, when their ceramics are compared to
the regional ceramics of equally dynamic Middle Woodland groups in south central Ohio or the Tennessee valley, although the
ceramic changes in these latter areas are by no means so gradual.
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This sort of variability in Hopewellian ritual is the likely reason why exactly the same strange ceramic
vessels (and at what appear to be at the same mid-4th century date) can be found equidistant from Pinson
Mounds in the illinois-like burial crypts of Mound B at Helena Crossing and in the Ohio-like charnel
structures of Pierce Mound A on the Apalachicola at the Gulf Coast (viz. Brose 1979).
Such variability may be key to understanding what Hopewellian interaction is all about Certainly
one alternative to Brown's hypothesis would be that this is temporal variation to a great extent Thus it
would be a reflection not of purported "trade network" alignments, not of coeval social segments within
one society, but 0/ cultural change through time within that region.
Let us look at the Miller ceremonial centers in the Tombigbee drainage with this perspective.
According to Jenkins' (1982) recent detailed ceramic reanalyses and chronological assignments,
Bynum Mound D was constructed during the Miller I Bynum sub-phase (estimated at 100 B.C.-A.D. 1);
Bynum Mounds A and B and Pharr Mound E were constructed during the later Miller I Pharr sub-phase
(A.D. I-A.D. 200); and Miller Mounds A and B are assigned, on the basis of frequency shifts in some
ceramics, to the early Miller II Tupelo sub-phase (ca. A.D. 300-450). Jenkins has identified no burial
ceremony in the latest Miller I Craigs Landing sub-phase (A.D. 200-3(0) within the upper Tombigbee
valley itself.
Brown (1979:211ft) categorized Bynum A and the Pharr Mounds (at least E and D) as Illinois-like
burial crypts, while categorizing Bynum B and D as Ohio-like mortuary structures or charnel houses.
Jenkins (1979) had summarized the features found at these mounds in a compatible fashion, also
suggesting (1979:178) the crypt-like appearance of the Pharr Mound A burials and the Pharr Mound H
central features. More recently he has conceded that both Miller A and B mounds could be classified as
crypts in Brown's sense (Jenkins 1982:146). Based on my own experience, those two mounds at Pharr
are far more similar to the less classic charnel structures and crematories in numerous Ohio mounds than
they are to any of the crypt-like structures in the Havana sphere (Brose 1985).
While Brown, as noted, viewed these data as evidence of two coeval social segments, differing
throughout the Miller I-II complex at least in access to mortuary status, Jenkins has correctly pointed out
that, so far as it can be determined, the majority of those few Miller burial mounds which contain the
greatest amount of material diagnostic of Hopewellian interaction occur in the Miller I period. However,
as I hope to point out, there are alternatives to Jenkins' conclusion that "it may be argued that Miller I
ceremonialism was more closely related to Ohio Hopewell than to illinois Hopewell" (1982:76).
In short, scattered across the region of the upper Tombigbee valley during the Middle Woodland there
is an early period with both crypt and charnel house burial mound programs; a somewhat later period
with both mound programs; a later period with no burial mounds known to have been constructed within
this valley proper; and a final Middle Woodland period during which the burial mound mortuary programs
are ambiguous.
This blend of Ohio and Illinois programs does not mean Indiana contact Rather it may illustrate a
shift between familial and corporate ceremonial activities. Some views (Brose 1979, 1985) of northwest
Floridian/southwest Georgia Middle Woodland phenomena suggest the same variability through time in
the levels of socio-political structure.
This need not suggest that Hopewellian interaction variably reflected higher and higher orders of
corporate membership through time. It does suggest that locally differing cultural perceptions or
conceptions of socio-ceremonial corporate group composition have often been mistaken for differing
degrees of Illinois versus Ohio exchange in goods and concepts. To the degree that any local group
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acceptedand used Hopewellianiconography. artifacts.or structures.there musthave been particularlocal
conceptionsof whichartifacts(orbehaviors)wereappropriatefor varyingsocialpersonaeand ceremonial
situations. For example, there seems little reason to expect that fired clay figurines. scattered through
Porter and Santa Rosa (eastern Porter) middensalong the Gulf Coast (viz. Lazarus 1960;Walthall 1979),
were regarded in quite the same way as were those morphologically similar figurines that were
ceremonially immolated on an altar between the burial of bones and the Turner Beast (Willoughby
andHooten1922).3
By extension this implies that with few exceptions, in areas of free communications, neither burial
program nor artifact style or material can be assumed merely to reflect political alignment or temporal
position.Certainly,withoutrigoroustesting,even thesourcesof Hopewellianartifactscannotbe assumed,
as we have allleamed. 4 It should be equally clear that during the Middle Woodlandperiod. analysis of
ceramic relationships offers little insight into the structure of ceremonial relationships. Certainly the
coeval complexes to the southeast of Pinson Mounds offer an instructive example of this disjunction.
As noted in discussing the southern extent of Ohio Hopewell influence (Brose 1979, 1980), except
for the Chattahoochee River gap, the Appalachiancrest seems to have been an effective barrier to the
disseminationof Hopewellianitemsor ideas,few of which appear anywhereon the southAtlanticcoastal
plain, save those spread eastward into southeast Georgia and northeast Florida from the Florida Gulf
Coast. Yetthere are several interactingMiddle Woodlandsocietiesof the Gulf, from Mobile to Charlotte
Harbor, and inland through north Florida to the Okefenokee and across the Everglades. These are
distinguished by minor differences in frequencies of similar ceramic types, or by their added ceramic
tempering.Some of these ceramics have been recoveredat Pinson Mounds. Along the entire Gulf Coast,
3 At the Tumer site on the Miami River in southwest Ohio, the central feature of MOlDld4 was Altar I, a large quadrangular basin
with sides oriented to the cardinal directions. Above a thick layer of black ash in the bottan of the basin was a two-inch layer of
cremated human bane andash. In the ash bed, along with several large copper nuggets, wen: two ten-inch hollowed effigies wrapped
in thin sheets of mica. The larger, of red slate, is the notorious Beast, which nlDJlerous authors have claimed to be an underwater
monster, having bull-like horns, four short limbs. and a rattlesnake's tail. The other stone effigy, only incised on the convex,
oval-shaped surface, seems to be some four-legged water creature. The Turner group of broken clay figurines was between these
two effigies. This complex was in tum overlain by a large serpent effigy made of mica with incised homs which trail back along the
upper body. This deposit was capped by fine sand and three layers of limestone blocks. As David Penny (1985) suggests "These
figurines portray a group of men and wanen in a variety of poses, sitting, standing, perhaps prone, all naturaliatically detailed with
elaborate coiffures and ornaments. Given the context ... lIIldthe naturalistic style of representation, the burial group itself might be
portrayed. The corporate or family group memben reduced to ashes in the crematory basin may be repn:sented hen: in modeled,
unfired clay."
4 Beyond the work of Griffin, Cordus, and Wright (1969). Goad (1978), Walthall (1981), and Walthall et aI. (1979), it is wonh
noting the assumption that the bulk of marine shell encountered in archaeological sites in the Great LakeslUpper Midwest was from
the Gulf CoasL Perhaps equally unsupported has been the assumption that most Midwest sites at which such shell occun could be
(or should be attributed) to the Middle Woodland, if not to Hopewellian exchange. While only beginning, recent studies of trace
elements and Ol1V18 temperatun:, conducted on several species of BusycOfI fran known recent and fran prehistoric provenances,
do not offer much strong support for the first proposition (Brose, Claassen, Price, and Meyers n.d.),
The laner asSlDJlption is clearly wrmg: then: an: mon: worked and/or unworked shell beads, cups, gorgets, and pins fran 16th
through mid 17th century Iroquoian sites alone, than from all Early md Middle Woodllllld sites. Given the differing durations of
Archaic, Early, Middle, lIIld Late Woodland/Mississippian it seems unquestionable that then: is a constant acceleratioo of this
northward movement of marine shell, with little evidence for a Hopewellian peak.
1be local execution of widespread cosmological images, seen in the occasional similarity of decorative motifs, was not a striking
characteristic of all Hopewellian pottery. Nor does it survive 00 many of the ceramics of the various Late Woodllllld groups, but
much of the Hopewellian icooography on human skull segments at Turner and Pinson, or less startlingly on platform pipes and
copper sheets, can be seen reflected in the zoned cross-hatched zoomorphic engravings on large circu1ar conch shell gorgets with a
single central and two upper margin perforations (d. Phillips and Brown 1978). Such engraved gorgets occur with single, usually
adult male burials.
Although only about a dozen have secure context, these an: scattered fran Iowa to Texas lIIldfrom Ohio to northern Florida,
in or near areas of earlier Hopewellian activity. To the eXlen1that radiometric determinations or artifact associations an: available,
the provenance of these gorgets suggests dates from A.D. 300 to after A.D. 1000. It seems likely that those found in contexts after
A.D. 450 an: heirlooms; then: is not 600 yean of stylistic difference in either design or execution. Indeed, it is possible that all of
these gorgets wen: manufactured in a rather limited area and within a n:latively short period of time.
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in back bay sounds and estuaries and along the lower reaches ofmajor tributaries.large and small villages,
campsites, and shell middens from A.D. 1 to A.D. 500 yield plain, simple-stamped, check-stamped,
complicated-stamped, incised and/or punctated, pinched, and negative or positive red or white or red and
white painted ceramics. This combination ofSwift Creek and Santa Rosa grades into a mix ofSwiftCreek
and Weeden Island by A.D. 350, as Willey (1949) noted. Often the ceramic motifs occur in combined
zones as curvilinear, geometric, or natuIalistic shapes, including animals, birds, or human hands. Some
well-defined ceramic types combine several different techniques and motifs. Similar ceramics occur in
some of the smaller mounds and at many of the larger mounds (most, but not all of which were of
multistaged construction, many with flattened tops; some with ramps and causeways, and some with
associated geometric or naturalistic earthworks covering a hundred or more acres).
In addition to ceramics which occur with individuals, either whole or actually ''killed'' as deliberate
grave goods, there are vessels which only occur as grave furniture. These include double bowls,
double-globed jars, gourd effigy bowls, and jars and bowls with appliqued effigy figures; or they may
be fully modeled hollow effigies decorated with a variety of motifs, as well as having prefired geometric
cutouts. The latter look like (and may well have functioned as) garden lanterns; they could have burned
incense (or other substances) equally well (cf. Milanich et al. 1984).
On the west these ceramics intergrade with the clay tempered Marksville-influenced, Bayou la
Batre-derived Porter zones and stamped ceramic complexes. To the north they intergrade with sand
tempered Swift Creek stamped ceramics in Georgia To the south and east they intergrade with temperless
St. Johns and Glades incised and punctated ceramics. Brose (1979) elsewhere suggested that this
pre-Weeden Island complex be renamed "Kolomoki-Crystal River" for its larger, better known Middle
Woodland sites in the north. There are equally large and more complex sites organized around plazas,
such as Shields, North Mwphy Island on the St, John's River, Fort Center, or Big Tony's in peninsular
Florida. Within most of these variably shaped and differing sizes of mounds, the structures and mortuary
treatment are equally varied, reflecting nearly every artifact method and mortuary technique reported in
Ohio or Illinois Hopewell. So far as can be determined, both illinois and Ohio mortuary programs occur
in early sites (such as Yent or Tucker) and late sites (such as McKiethen and Kolomoki).
Despite the. probable Ohio provenience of specific copper earspools, celts, panpipes, and effigy
geometric mica cutouts, and despite the rare presence ofOhio Flint Ridge bladelets, plain or animal effigy
stone platform pipes, and fired clay human figurines iconographically similar to (if not derived from)
Ohio examples, the striking individual concentrations of artifacts or exotic raw materials characteristic
of many Ohio Hopewell sites is lacking in Florida. Most interments in these Florida mounds are
accompanied by small amounts of (Copena-derived) galena, and the ubiquity of Middle Woodland conch
shell cups, dippers, and gouges suggests a personal and mundane use rather than any ritual status role.
So too, the recovery of numerous fragmented and whole clay figurines from domestic middens argues
against their having had much ceremonial significance in Florida, while as in Illinois, certain classes of
ceramic vessels obviously did. In both respects this pattern is quite unlike that in Ohio.
Overall, the morphology of ceremonial activities represented by burial mounds or artifacts is quite
varied within Middle Woodland "Gulf' sites. The concentrations of sites north of the Everglades appears
primarily structured by local exchange systems, through which local styles and artifacts flowed. Further,
this exchange system functioned at a very different and more significant level than that suggested by the
distribution of exotic materials and artifact styles alone (contra Goad 1979).
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As has been noted (Brose 1979), this distinction from Middle Woodland in the "heartland" of the
Midwest, or even from that in the Lower Mississippi Valley, possibly accounts for the more equal
distribution of Middle Woodland sites and statuses (at least as inferred from the archaeology of mortuary
rituals) in Florida. This seems due to and may represent the social reflection of the availability of less
clustered subsistence resources, both spatially and seasonally. That the most complex Middle Woodland
sites in Florida do not show the highest levels of midwestern interaction, but rather are located inland
where seasonally limited access to small local areas was a significant factor in resource procurement,
indicates how unimportant and possibly inappropriate "Hopewell" was in understanding the Middle
S
Woodland of this region of the south in any but ceramic terms.
Looking at Pinson Mounds or Ingomar with the Gulf Coast perspective may minimize the apparent
validity of explaining the location of major Middle Woodland ceremonial centers in terms of economic
logistic distances and least costs to Havana, Marksville, Miller, Ohio, or Santa Rosa sites. Ethnobotanical
analyses (e.g., Ford 1985) suggest that even in this core area, the morphological variability and limited
samples of cultigens of all sorts represent occasional gardening at best. The bulk of plant foods
everywhere is represented by locally available acorns and nuts, especially hickory. Thus,just such casual
gardening, hunting, fishing, shellfish collecting, and wild plant harvesting still structure the seasonal
scheduling of Middle Woodland populations. Such considerations must be basic for the location of sites
in this region, as well as for the possibilities for ceremonial interaction of various sorts. Perhaps such
local and ephemeral biotic considerations are more germane to understanding the location of Pinson
Mounds than are hypothesized intercontinental trailways or water routes.
Yet if the location of the Pinson Mounds site is not considered anomalous, the scale of mound
construction does seem unprecedented for the early Middle Woodland period.6 There are indeed
non-Mississippian flat top or trunctated pyramidal mounds in the southeastern United States assignable
5 Indeed a similar overall low density of subsistence resources is also characteristic of the Canadian biotic zone from the upper
Great Lakes into the St. Lawrence valley. Those Middle Woodland societies of this Lake Forest region, from Laurel with its clear
Havana-derived ceramics on the west 10 Point Peninsula with its Ohio-like individual concentrations of such burial goods as silver
and copper covered panpipes on the east, were faced with dramatic seasonal differences in access 10 those resources. They were
committed 10 highly mobile and socially fluid cultures. Areas of possible population concentrations were necessarily wideJy
separated, of short duration, and yet spatially repetitive in that area where neither plant collection nor gardening have ever been
practical without major reliance on fish.
Experienced male-centered work groupa spearing or netting shoal-spawning fish may appear 10 have been a socio-economic
structure unlikely to execute much control of either local or distant exchange or over cosmological ritual. Nevertheless, this is the
region which produced virtually all of the securely identified Middle Woodland copper. Despite the general Great Lakes presence
of small, glacially dispersed nuggets and used tools of copper, only within this region were there a limited number of outcrops of
native copper which had been extensively quarried aboriginally. There were, of course, even fewer accessible exposures of native
copper which had been extensively quarried aboriginally. There were, of course, even fewer accessible exposures of native silver
. . . perhaps only the single source in this Sudbury/Cobalt area of Ontario (viz. Spence et a1. 1979). This probably explains the fact
that while some "Hopewell" goods do accompany individuals in the Middle Woodland Laurel and Point Peninsula burial mounds,
they are highly variable, are usually of native copper, and (in the rare event they seem at all concentrated with anyone) are found
as children's gravelots of silver lumps, beads, or foil covered panpipes. In an area which never has supported a hierarchial society,
even the most complex Middle Woodland groups seem 10 have followed the rule, rather than being the exception: these small and
highly mobile societies of male-eentered alliance and descent for fishing and hunting displayed an unstratified and quite fluid pattern
of society, so much so that some anthropologists have considered them completely egalitarian.
6 Of the four truncated pyramidal mounds within the rectangular earthworlc at Marietta, Ohio (viz. Squier and Davis 1848: PI.
XXIV) the larger two seem to have had ramps along each side, while the smallest had two ramps, one at each short side; although
these were "much obliterated" in 1848 (Squier and Davis 1848:74).
It is possible that at least the largest of the two truncated pyramidal mounds at Marietta are Mississippian; most of the ceramics
thus far reported near those mounds and from that western portion of the surrounding rectangular earthwork have been shell
tempered (viz: Griffm 1978; Graybill 1980). The truncated pyramidal mound at Baum is wholly Fort Ancient (Brose n.d.), and while
"pyramidal" mounds at Cedar Banks and Ginther in Ohio have been in part excavated, it still is not possible 10 assign the first of
these to any cultural period, and neither of these two mounds has revealed the slightest evidence that they were temple substructures.
The flat topped mounds within the unambiguously Middle Woodland worlcs at Newark are enigmas whose significance remains
unknown, as does their contents,
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to the period from 200 B.C.-A.D. 600 (most radiocarbon dates fall between A.D. 50 and A.D. 350),
although few of them seem to have been temple substructures (viz. Brose 1979).
From the Appalachian summit region into the Georgia-Carolina piedmont there was a shift from the
relatively simple low mounds over sub-floor log crypt or pit burials. By at least A.D. 400 circular log
structures are built in semi-subterranean pits and covered with earth, often taking the form of a rather
flat-topped mound. Indeed, reuse of such ceremonial precincts results in a series of superimposedritual
charnel house structures on sub-structuralplatform mounds. Yetin this area the concept neither appears
to develop further,nor are there significantinternalchangesin the number,the treatment,the accompani
ments,and thus inferentiallyin the statusor statusesof the individuals whoare buried in these earth lodge
structures (Dickens 1976; Keel 1976).
On the Gulf Coastal Plain and south to the Everglades the burial mounds show both significant
differences in their social structure and conservatismin the morphologyof the mounds themselves after
A.D. 350. The major trend in WeedenIsland mound construction,considering the great variabilityof the
Kolomoki-CrystalRiver complex, is one of simplificationand more standardization.
There is a change from a single mound, withone or a limited numberof individuals with several high
statusoften exotic iconographicartifactsand a largernumberof individualswithfew or no such materials,
to a pattern of several groups of apparently related individuals with large groups of only occasionally
exotic, but still iconographically significant artifacts. The final pattern is of very large numbers of
undifferentiated individuals with isolated large caches of broken ceramics, often as a pavement on the
eastern side of the mound. At the same time there is a change to a pattern of lesser numbers of relatively
small moundsin groups andto the constructionof smallmoundsin association with older larger mounds.
By A.D. 900 there is reuse of larger mounds themselves(Brose 1979; Milanich et al. 1984).
Further west. and closer to Pinson Mounds, the early Weeden Island related groups in southern
Alabamashow a slightlydifferentpattern by A.D. 500 withan increasein very large groups of very small
mounds,only someof whichcontain either single burials or ritualartifacts.By A.D.650 in theTombigbee
and Alabama River valleys, burial in mounds seems to have been abandoned for cemetery interment, a
pattern only partially truncatedby the downriverintroductionof Mississippiansocieties after A.D. 1200.
Within the Lower Mississippi Valley, as on the Florida Gulf Coast. the Troyville complex, from
perhaps A.D. 350 to A.D. 500, shows a gradual tmnsfiguration of burial mound morphology from the
Middle Woodland Marksville to that of the Late WoodlandColes Creek cultures.
While several large Kolomoki-CrystalRiver mounds in Florida and Alabama had flat tops and a few
central high-status burials, most of the Marksville mounds were conical, with flat sub-mound platforms
that served as floors for ceremonies relating to the mortuarycrypt treatment involving (if not including)
large groups of individuals. The possible armngement of these mound groups about open plazas is not
clearly the result of initial planning in early Weeden Island or in Troyville. Although not at all
characteristic for the Weeden Island phases, the purposeful armngement of groups of mounds (usually
three) about a rectangular plaza is common at Coles Creek sites. And increasingly these were large
multi-stagedplatformmoundswithramps;platformswhichsupporteda rectangular,singlepost,plastered
ceremonial structure, in the floor of which a small number of individuals were buried or reburied while
most of the population was buried in extended cemeteries beyond the village margins (Jenkins 1983).
It also appears in the Central Mississippi Valley that there was similar variability within the local
Middle Woodlandsocieties which gave rise to a number of Late Woodlandsocieties with still plain, cord
or fabric marked. or carved paddle stamped ceramics, tempered with an even wider variety of materials
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and often seen in a number of vessel shapes. Rather permanent small villages of generally squared houses
represented groups which appear to have been committed to agriculture to a more significant degree or
earlier than elsewhere, although mollusc collecting and limited hunting were practiced. These societies
also continued to use burial mounds which included platform earth lodges and sub-structure truncated
pyramids, as well as a diversity of mortuary treatments with vastly differing investments of social (and
bio-mechanical) energy, presumably reflecting locally and regionally variable social structures as well
as socially differing roles end/or statuses, however attained or conferred.
With the possible omission of earthlodge sub-structures it is clear that Pinson Mounds is a unique
Middle Woodland site, not for any single mound (cf. Rafferty 1983)or mortuary program type, but rather
for the fact that it possesses most of them. And even ignoring the flawed logic which would equate
flat-topped mounds with societies at a chiefdom level, it would appear that there were social groupings
of several differing levels of structural inclusiveness represented at Pinson Mounds during even the early
part of its occupation. Sauls Mound is unlikely to reflect the same type of ceremony as that which led to
the Twin Mounds (Mainfort, Shannon, and Tyler 1985). And if the Twin Mounds at Pinson Mounds look
like an incomplete version of the large Seip mounds in Ohio, this may not be due to the fact that at Pinson
the ceremony was interrupted. Rather it should remind us that these geographically different Middle
Woodland societies differed in their degrees of inclusiveness in their social structure. And while the
Pinson and Seip ceremonies may have occurred at slightly different times, this need not imply that
pan-regional periods were structurally equivalent

The Pinson Mounds site has always appeared rather unusual, given its isolated and relatively
impoverished geographic location and the complexity and number of its mounds. The recent investiga
tions into several of these mounds have confmned their Middle Woodland attribution and thus reinforced
their apparently anomalous status. While the ceramic afftliations at Pinson Mounds and Ingomar seem
to lie with the Illinois Havana-Marksville influenced Miller complexes of the upper Tombigbee River
valley (cf.Jenkins 1979, 1982) the mounds and earthworks at Pinson seem more similar to those recorded
for Ohio Hopewell or to some coeval examples in northern Florida and southern Georgia.
Attempting to resolve this apparent inconsistency by assigning the structure of the Pinson and Miller
mortuary programs to one or another of the purported Ohio charnel house/Illinois burial crypt programs
distinguished by Brown (1979) suggests that rather than identifying political spheres of influence what
is revealed is in fact variability in regional social structure.
Concurring with Jenkins' "Miller Variant" characterization of the Middle Woodland complexes of
northeast Mississippi and west central Tennessee, it would seem that the structural relationships of the
mortuary programs within these Miller Variant sites are comparable to those of southwest
Alabama/northwest Florida during this same period (Brose, Jenkins, Weisman 1983): big sites and little
sites not as a redistributive hierarchy but as an indication of interrelationships among corporate groups
with different kinds of social structure which can change through time and which most likely differed
from region to region at any single time.
If it is correct that such dyadic imbalance in social structure is a regional level Hopewellian
characteristic or requirement, then perhaps Kolomoki, Crystal River, or McKeithen, the preWeeden
Island ceremonial centers of the Georgia/Alabama/Florida region, can provide the best structural
analogue for the apparent resource poverty. Thus structurally the Miller societies of the upper Tombigbee
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or the Yearwood-like sites to the east (Butler 1979) may be better candidates for the Pinson and the
Ingomar Mounds regional affmes than are the large early Marksville ceremonial centers with which
Pinson is occasionally linked by ceramics.
The Middle Woodland mound building activities at Pinson do not appear conceptually unique when
viewed from the southeast. Nor indeed are they wholly anomalous when viewed from the northwest. At
the cost of oversimplification, Brown's (1979) illinois mortuary crypt program is almost invariably one
in which crypts are placed into or under a low platform mound upon which ceremonial activities took
place. In this view, however Mississippian "sub-structure" or "platform" mounds may appear in retrospect
(viz. Jenkins 1982), there should be no question that they have also been one socially accepted form of
Middle Woodland ritual space construction, often as a stage in ritual sequences. Such earthen platforms
also span the conceptual dichotomy between crypt and charnel house to some degree: platforms with
ritual structures in the former, platforms as ritual structures in the latter.
As long as the local context has been viewed from a static and artifact specific perspective, the Pinson
Mounds site has defied clear explanation. Despite its volume, a more dynamic interpretation of regional
Hopewellian interrelationships suggests that the location of Pinson Mounds and the variable complexity
of its mounds, its mortuary structures, and its Hopewellian accessories are evidence ofopen and changing
socio-political structures from the first century into the fifth century A.D.
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